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ABSTRACT
An advanced prototype computer-assisted deep water drilling well control 
system was developed using process control technology. The goal o f the system was to 
improve rig safety by reducing the potential for surface and underground blowouts 
through providing enhanced bottom hole and casing seat pressure control durhig the 
well kQl process.
The system developed is capable o f  lull computer control o f the fluid pump and 
drilling choke control functions during normal well control operations. The system 
provides computer-assistance in collecting and curve fitting slow circulation rate pump 
pressure data, in developing a well kQl program (kill sheet), and in detecting anomalies 
such as underground flow, underground blowouts, washed out chokes, etc., with the 
use of rule based knowledge during the well kill procedure, hi addition to providing the 
process control functions during well control events, the system can provide the 
monitoring function during normal drilling and circulation.
Testing and validation of the system was completed at Louisiana State 
University’s Petroleum Engineering Research and Technology Transfer Laboratory with 
the use o f two subsurface configured wellbores. A 6000 foot true vertical depth (TVD) 
subsurface configured well emulating 3000 feet o f water depth and 3000 feet o f solids 
penetration and a 3000 foot TVD subsurface configured well emulating 1000 feet o f 
water and 2000 feet of solids were utilized in testing the prototype. A total o f 50 salt 
water and 35 natural gas kick experiments were completed during the development and 
testing phases o f this work. The results obtained indicated that bottom hole pressures
XI
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can be controlled to within ±20 psi as compared to ±200 psi commonly demonstrated 
with experienced field personnel when using the same well facility and controlling the 
fluid pump and drilling choke manually as is the current field technology.
All programming was completed using the BASIC computer language in 
conjunction with use o f the Lab View® programming system developed by National 
Instruments, Incorporated.
xii




Exploration for hydrocarbons is rapidly expanding to all parts of the world with 
deep water offshore locations being considered as some of the most promising locations 
remaining to be explored. In fact, 24% of Petrobras’ current oil production comes from 
wells located in deep water, and projections indicate that, by the year 2003, 61% of its 
production will come from these type wells (Ribeiro, 1995). Petrobras has the current 
record deep water production platform located in 2986 feet of water, with producing 
wells in water as deep as 3369 feet, and has now discovered extensive reserves at water 
depths of 5150 feet. Additionally, in February of 1994 Shell Oil Company installed the 
Auger TLP (tension-leg-platform) in the Gulf of Mexico (GOM) in 2860 feet o f  water. 
Shell now produces 55000 barrels of oil per day and 105 MMcfd of natural gas from the 
Auger field (Bell, December 1994), representing 25% and 10% of the company’s net 
GOM production of oil and natural gas respectively. Individual wells from this field are 
producing up to 13000 b/d of oil, surpassing previous GOM records. Shell has also 
announced a discovery in the Mars Prospect, neighboring the Auger field, that may well 
surpass the Auger field’s estimated reserves o f220 million barrels of oil. With finds 
such as these, no wonder interest is high for exploring deep water locations.
Supporting this shift to hydrocarbon exploration in deep water are several recent 
announcements. British Petroleum Exploration has contracted with Diamond Offshore 
Drilling to retrofit the drillship Ocean Clipper for exploration in water depths
1
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approaching 8500 feet while CONOCO contracted with Reading and Bates to build a 
drillship to explore at water depths o f 10000 feet in the GOM. Japan Drilling Company 
is currently engaged in a research and development program to develop new 
technologies to be used in designing a new riser system that will accommodate drilling 
in 13000 feet of water. Petrobras has announced a program called PROCAP 2000 
(Ribeiro, 1995) that will focus on technology developments to reduce system operating 
costs for recovery of gas and oil from the 1000 to 3300 foot water depth range, and will 
develop drilling and production technologies for ultra water depths of 3300 to 6600 
feet. Also, Texaco Incorporated has announced a unique consortium (Bell, August 
1994), inclusive of 17 operators and 40 service companies, for developing deep water 
production concepts within the GOM. This consortium has been assembled because of 
the high financial risks associated with deep water developmental projects. Studies have 
shown that the costs to produce from wells located in 4000 feet of water versus 1000 
feet are increased by 70 to 80% (Vance, 1995), and ultra deep water environment 
developmental costs are yet to be fully determined.
Given all the planning, technological breakthroughs, and advanced well designs, 
well control planning has proven to be expensive and difficult to achieve for drilling in 
deep water environments. Well control planning is an absolute must and basically 
dictates the well design. Very sophisticated and costly well plans are required for deep 
water wells when compared to typical surface or land wells. However, the increased 
sophistication of these well designs has not prevented the occurrence of kicks, the 
unintentional flow of formation fluids into the wellbore, and the subsequent 
complications that often arise following a kick. When kicks occur, well control
R eproduced  with perm ission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without perm ission.
procedures (often referred to as well kill operations) must be implemented to regain full 
control o f the welL Maintaining control o f the well during well kill operations is 
absolutely essential to preventing either a surface or underground blowout1. It is to this 
end that this research is focused -- proper well control for deep water drilling 
operations.
1.1 Problem Identification
Once a kick has occurred and the well has been shut-in, the task at hand is the 
proper identification or analysis o f the situation and selection o f the proper or correct 
well control action to be taken. (See Appendix A for additional information concerning 
the well control event.) The type of well kill technique selected is determined by the 
amount o f open hole, blowout preventer (BOP) stack arrangement and pressure rating, 
surface gas handling equipment, kick size and fluid type, the presence o f hydrogen 
sulfide, shoe fracture gradient, integrity and location of the drill string fluid mixing 
capacity, weight-up material on hand, etc. However, most of the aforementioned 
considerations are given in a post-kick scenario, basically leaving only the planning and 
execution of the well kill program to the rig crew.
The rig crew’s deep water well control skills are more critical than ever due to:
1) the complexity of the well, 2) the type kick fluid(s) encountered (typically high 
pressured natural gas), 3) the reduction in fracture gradients for a given penetration 
depth, and 4) the potential for lost circulation. Furthermore, complications during the
1 Blowouts, the uncontrolled flow of formation fluids, are catastrophic in nature and have the 
potential for loss of life, extensive environmental damage, waste of valuable natural resources, 
loss of rig equipment, and total loss of the wellbore.
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well control process are more likely to arise for the deep water wells. Teel reported 
(1993) that only 22% of all reported kicks experienced in the North Sea are classic in 
nature, Le. no complications such as lost circulation, stuck pipe, etc. were experienced. 
Complications in the well kill process often arise due to poor operator judgment or 
coordination skills, and are typically preceded by secondary kicks and lost circulation, 
both of which are avoidable most of the time if the well is shut-in in a timely fashion and 
a well kill procedure properly executed.
Problems reported in deep water well control events suggest that the rig crews 
are often ill prepared or trained to determine the proper response to a well control 
situation and to effectively implement the well kill plan chosen. Misdiagnoses of the 
problem, errors in calculating a well kQl plan, failure to control pressures during the 
pump out cycle o f the well kill process, and, in general, poor execution o f the well kQl 
plan are a few o f  the specific problems encountered.
Basically four factors make deep water well control events much more difficult 
to resolve than for surface or land rigs. First, the fracture gradients associated with 
equivalent solids penetration depth is greatly reduced, increasing the risk o f lost 
circulation with secondary kicks and underground flow or an underground blowout. 
Secondly, highly charged/pressured natural gas is the prevalent kick fluid for deep water 
locations, increasing the risk of a surface blowout. Hughes, et aL, (1987) reported that 
natural gas is the kick fluid for approximately three-fourths o f  all kicks occurring in the 
outer continental shelf (OCS) waters of the GOM. Thirdly, the long choke line 
associated with deep water wells makes controlling (Le., holding constant) the bottom
R eproduced with perm ission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without perm ission.
hole pressure (BHP) almost impossible for most rig crews during a well kill operation. 
The difficulty in controlling BHP is compounded by the fact that the fluid pump and 
drilling choke are manually controlled by two individuals, typically the driller and 
company representative or toolpusher. These crew members must work in concert if 
the well kill program is to be effectively implemented, yet they may never have killed a 
well or even trained together as a team  It is the crew’s skill level, or lack o f  that 
emphasizes the need for this research. Finally, the inability o f the crew to properly 
control pressures during the well kill operation makes downhole problem recognition, 
e.g., lost circulation and underground flow, very difficult. Oftentimes, these downhole 
problems continue for long periods o f  time before being detected, making the well kill 
procedure extremely difficult.
1.2 Objectives
The goal o f this research was to develop a computer-assisted well control 
system for deep water drilling operations that will address the problems associated with 
the development and implementation o f  a post-kick well control program for deep water 
wells. Incorporation of this type technology would enhance the rig crew’s performance 
by removing a considerable burden from the crew during a highly stressful time, and by 
freeing the crew to more closely monitor the overall well control operation as a 
consequence o f spending less time completing the tedious tasks o f fluid pump and 
drilling choke controL Accomplishment o f this goal was achieved through more precise 
control of BHP, resulting in a reduced potential for surface and underground blowouts.
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The scope o f this research was limited to system development for handling shut- 
in well control situations that require implementation of one o f the constant BHP well 
control techniques, hi general, either the wait-and-weight method or the driller’s 
method is typically used for well control and are the particular techniques considered 
specific to this work. Specialized well control procedures such as bullheading, etc., 
were not within the scope of this effort. Additionally, to further limit the scope o f this 
project, the wellbore configuration was limited to vertical wells2.
The specific research objectives were:
1. To develop a prototype computer-assisted drilling well control system,
2. To test the system utilizing field drilling equipment and actual test wells, and
3. To compare the computer-assisted well control test results with well control results 
produced by operators manually executing similar well control procedures on the 
same wells.
The prototype computer-assisted well control system was tailored to meet the 
challenges o f deep ocean drilling environments, providing assistance in the routine 
calculations required for a well kill plan, and providing process control o f  the deep 
water well control procedure, inclusive o f fluid pump and drilling choke controL 
Additionally, the system included basic systems analysis logic for identifying signs of 
lost circulation, and underground flow that may occur during the well kill procedure.
2 The system as designed could apply the driller’s method to not only vertical wells but also 
highly deviated or horizontal wells. However for simplicity of first design, vertical wells were 
the focus of this study.
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The system was not intended to provide complete expert systems analysis3 o f possible 
problems, but only to demonstrate how this type logic, when applied to real time, could 
prove beneficial during a well kill program.
3 TRAC OR Incorporated has recently completed a multi-year, $1.5 million, expert systems 
analysis project for this very application but not designed to operate as a real time system. A 
system of this type is well beyond the scope of this research.
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CHAPTER 2
BACKGROUND AND LITERATURE REVIEW
2.0 Introduction
It is important to understand what makes well control more critical for deep 
water drilling operations, as compared to surface stack drilling, before the utility o f a 
computer-assisted or automated well control system can be fully appreciated. 
Additionally, one must understand that the benefits to be achieved from a computer- 
assisted well control system are obtained through enhanced pressure control, more 
specifically stated, BHP control. This research addresses deep water well control from 
the perspective of enhancing the ability of the rig crew to more effectively complete 
what is known as a “constant BHP pressure4” well control technique. Enhancing the 
crew’s ability to maintain proper BHP control during a well control operation minimizes 
the pressures seen at the casing shoe, resulting in a reduced potential for induced 
formation fracture, lost circulation, underground flow, and/or a blowout, either 
underground or surface. Excessive over pressuring during a well control event can lead 
to the aforementioned well control problems while going underbalanced (i.e., BHP is 
less than the prevailing formation pressure) causes additional influxes to occur which 
also increases the risk of the same adverse consequences.
4 Constant BHP pressure techniques vary but have the same objective, controlling the wellbore
pressures by maintaining constant the proper BHP. If this is achieved, other wellbore and
surface pressures will be minimized. The most often used constant BHP pressure techniques are
the wait-and-weight method (sometimes known as the engineer’s method) and the driller's 
method. It is these methods that will be employed in this effort.
8
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In developing the background for this project, several aspects of well control 
will be presented. First, the more critical factors affecting deep water well control 
operations will be discussed. This will be followed by discussions on recent advances in 
well control technology, the need for process control, the status of well control 
automation, and the application of well control problem analysis/expert systems type 
software to identify anomalies during well control operations.
2.1 The Necessity of Pressure Control During A Well Control Event
The likelihood of lost circulation, underground flow or a blowout is greatly 
increased in deep water due to the fact that fracture gradients are a function of the 
overburden, and are greatly reduced for equivalent penetration depths in deep water 
locations as compared to surface stack operations. Since water is much less dense than 
formation solids, fracture gradients for a given solids penetration depth in deep water 
are greatly reduced when compared to land or shallow water locations. Additionally, 
natural gas, oftentimes abnormally pressured, is the predominant formation kick fluid. 
The presence of gas in the wellbore and choke line makes maintaining appropriate 
downhole pressures during a well control procedure more difficult due to increased 
pressure control response times, rapid decreases in hydrostatic pressure and choke line 
friction, and tremendous instantaneous frictional changes across the drilling choke when 
alternating gas and liquid slugs exit the well. (The inability of the rig crew to maintain 
precise control of wellbore and surface pressures will be more fully discussed later in 
this chapter.) Additionally, natural gas requires increased casing surface pressure due 
to the excessive loss in drilling fluid hydrostatic pressure due to gas expansion within
R eproduced  with perm ission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without perm ission.
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the choke line as well as to the loss of choke line friction. With the conditions 
described, it becomes apparent that the operating window for pressure control is much 
more narrow for deep water wells than for surface stack wells, and that proper wellbore 
pressure maintenance is much more difficult to achieve.
To illustrate the effect of deep water on fracture gradients, Figure I 
demonstrates the approximate relationship between water depth and fracture gradients 
below the surface casing, expressed in terms of the maximum fluid density that can be 
sustained during normal drilling operations. Note that the maximum fluid density that 
can be used when the casing penetrates 3500 feet into the sediments decreases from 
about 13 .9 Ib/gal on land to about 9.8 lb/gal in 13000 feet of water. These lower 
fracture gradients result primarily from the relatively low bulk density o f unconsolidated 
shallow marine sediments. These gradients become a problem because the open hole 
must support a column of drilling fluid that generates downhole pressures that are only 
partially offset by the sea water.
As a result of the combination of lower fracture gradients and shallow transition 
to abnormal formation pore pressures in the deeper waters, a large number of casing 
strings is required to protect the wellbore from fracture and/or shallow gas influxes. 
Shown in Figure 2 is an example casing program for a well located in about 3450 feet 
of water in the Gulf of Mexico. For this example, seven casing strings were used to drill 
this deep water exploratory well that penetrates 12000 feet of solids, demonstrating the 
tremendous expense required to protect the wellbore from reduced fracture gradients 
and the consequences resulting from formation fracture. However, if proper casing
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Figure 2. Example Casing Program for Deep W ater Well in Gulf of Mexico.
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shoe selection is made, casing program costs can be minimized while achieving an 
acceptable level of risk for formation fracture at the casing seat.
The consequence of formation fracture during well control operations is, at best, 
lost circulation which could lead to an underground blowout and, for extreme cases, a 
surface blowout. Therefore, given the downhole pressure operating limitations at the 
casing seat, it only makes sense to provide the best pressure control that today’s 
technology can provide. Better downhole pressure control can only lead to safer well 
control with reduced potential for underground and surface disasters.
2.2 Recent Advances in Well Control Technology
Most recent advances in well control technology center around well design and 
kick detection. However, the foundation o f a successful well control operation is the 
well design itself. The drilling industry has focused time, effort and money in the past 
years to develop well plans and BOP systems to fully exploit well control safety through 
better well designs and equipment. The correct selection of casing shoe depths within 
the well design permits the BHP to be maintained above the formation pore pressure, 
reducing the risk of a kick and the potential for a blowout, while exerting pressure at the 
shoe less than fracture pressure.
2.2.1 Well Design Issues
Considerable work has been done recently by industry in developing improved 
methods for evaluating the risk of an underground blowout that is associated with a 
given casing program. Perhaps the most important engineering trade-off faced by the
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drilling engineer in the design of a well is the choice between kick tolerance5 and the 
number o f casing strings employed. Well cost rises very rapidly with the number of 
casing strings required to drill the well Since each casing string requires a reduction in 
hole size, the use of too many casing strings can make it technically very difficult (at any 
cost) to reach the depth objective using available casing sizes. On the other hand, use of 
too few casing strings can make it impossible to take a kick without experiencing an 
underground blowout which can be very expensive to kill hi extreme cases, killing the 
underground blowout may even require drilling relief wells.
Engineers with Chevron, Mobil, and Petrobras have published recent papers 
presenting systematic methods for estimating the risks of an underground blowout based 
on well design. Redmann (1991) presented a simplified method for considering the 
effects o f both pit gain and fluid weight increase required to kill the w ell His method 
can be used to estimate pit gain that can be tolerated for a given fluid weight increase 
both when the well is shut-in and when the kick reaches the casing seat. Wessel and 
Tarr (1991) also presented simplified methods for estimating shut-in kick tolerance and 
circulating kick tolerance, hi addition, they discussed methods for evaluating the 
difficulty o f killing an underground blowout if it occurred at a given well depth. A term 
called "killable kh" can be calculated to indicate the maximum permeability-thickness 
product o f the kicking formation that could be dynamically killed using available rig 
equipment. More recently, Nakagawa (1994) discussed the determination of circulating 
kick tolerance for deep water drilling situations using advanced well control simulators.
5 “Kick tolerance is the maximum increase in mud weight allowed by the pressure integrity test 
of the casing shoe with no influx (zero gain) in the wellbore” (Redmann, 1990).
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In summary, kick tolerance is especially expensive to design into a well plan for 
deep-water drilling operations where abnormal pore pressures are commonly 
encountered at a more shallow penetration depth. With the added complexity and cost 
of wells designed for optimal kick tolerance, it becomes paramount that designed-in 
kick tolerance, based on risk analysis, is not needlessly used. Kick tolerance, which can 
only be achieved through the use o f very expensive casing programs, can be quickly 
"used-up" by unforeseen situations and errors on the part o f the drilling personnel 
Example situations include:
• the pressure underbalance between the borehole and the formation that is present 
when the kick is taken, Le., the shut-in diiUpipe pressure;
• the size and low density of the influx of formation fluids entering the well before the 
kick is detected and the well is shut-in;
• inherent safety margins afforded the choke operator, Le., the frictional pressure loss 
in the portion of the well annulus above the casing seat; and,
• errors occurring during manual choke and pump operation which result in erratic 
pressure control during the well control procedure or operation.
All of these areas listed above should be addressed to ensure that the kick tolerance that 
is so expensive to obtain is not unnecessarily wasted.
2.2.2 Kick Detection and Shut-In
Well control from a personnel or operations perspective is the focus in this 
work. While the well design and well control hardware (e.g., BOP’s, valves, drilling 
chokes, etc.) are critical well control issues, they are beyond the control o f the rig crew
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at the time of a well control event. Therefore, only those well control issues, excluding 
kick detection and well shut-in, that fall in the realm of responsibility or control o f the 
rig crew are addressed in the computer-assisted system developed.
Kick recognition and well shut-in are procedurally two of the most critical steps 
in well control and both are the direct responsibility of the rig crew to complete. Not to 
say that the well control procedure itself is not critical, but detection and shut-in set the 
tone for all that is to follow, be it a simple kick or a critical well incident. Early kick 
detection and well shut-in by the rig crew minimizes kick influx volume, which, in turn, 
minimizes pressures experienced at the surface and casing shoe during well control 
operations. A prolonged influx before detection may not be able to be handled with the 
normal constant BHP control techniques, and for extreme cases, undetected kicks will 
lead to a surface blowout.
Field kick detection systems are basically rented or purchased pit-volume- 
totalizer (PVT) systems or manual systems that require rig personnel to recognize the 
signs of a kick. Kick detection resolution for offshore locations is, at best, 10 to 20 
barrels, meaning that a kick fluid could possibly extend several hundred feet up the 
wellbore before detection. If drilling with water based fluids and a kick is taken, an 
almost one to one ratio of kick fluid to fluid expelled at the surface is experienced. This 
is not true for oil based fluids. As reported by O'Bryan, et al. (1986), gas can go into 
solution by as much as 500 to a 1200 standard cubic feet o f gas per barrel of fluid 
without having a significant show at the surface. Petroffee LE, a Baroid product, will 
absorb approximately 3500 scf/b at the wellbore pressures commonly experienced.
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Phillips Petroleum Company (Jones, 1995) experienced live oil kicks, containing 5000 
scfTb gas, when drilling subsalt in the GOM. Obviously, tremendous gas volumes can be 
taken in the form of a kick before detection, and can result in extremely high shut-in 
pressures. Consequently, extra mud-logging personnel are often kept on location to 
ensure that a higher level of detection effort is maintained.
In response to the seriousness of kick detection, several automated kick 
detection systems have been developed in recent years. Bang, et al., (1994) reported 
that the presence of gas in the annulus can be easily and instantly detected by a new 
wellhead sonar system developed by IKU Petroleum Research. Bryant, et al., (1991) 
described a method that Teleco Oilfield Services developed which uses measurement- 
while-drilling (MWD) mud pulse attenuation and mud resistivity to detect a gas influx 
prior to significant expansion. Codazzi, et al., (1992) demonstrated that by placing 
pressure sensors a few feet below the flow line, the shift in fluid pump pressure pulse 
propagation time through the downhole fluid system can be detected, indicating a gas 
influx. Bode, et al., (1991) described a delta or differential flow system developed by 
AMOCO for slim hole operations and demonstrated kick detection capabilities of one 
barrel or less. However, the results reported by Bode are specific to slim holes and 
would not be reproducible for large diameter deep water offshore wells. Koederitz 
(1995) reported that Martin Decker TOTCO distributes a system developed by British 
Petroleum called Early Kick Detection (EKD) which mathematically predicts fluid flow 
out of the hole using wellbore parameters, drilling fluid properties, fluid-inflow rates,
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etc. For this system, a kick is indicated as most likely in progress when the fluid output 
be greater than the predicted flow rate output.
All the systems referenced in the preceding paragraph are computer controlled, 
provide periodic reporting of critical information, and will alert the crew when the 
information suggests the presence of a kick. Most of these new techniques key on gas 
as the kick fluid (looking for pressure pulse attenuation or a shift in sonic travel time). 
The EKD system seems to be the most independent of fluid type by assessing fluid flow 
out of the well, irrespective of the kick fluid causing the increased flow.
Automated kick detection systems are intended to enhance the performance of 
not to replace, the alert rig crews who are trained to watch for and respond 
appropriately to warning signs of a kick. Following kick recognition, rig crews are 
trained to quickly shut-in the welL Petrobras (Nakagawa, 1994), in an effort to 
minimize kick size, completes a “hard” shut-in as quickly as is possible, even before 
stopping to check for flow, hi fact, most operators and drilling contractors use a hard 
shut-in to minimize kick size. Supporting this shut-in procedure was the research 
completed by Jardine, et aL, (1993) who determined from experimentation and 
theoretical analysis that the so called “ham m er effect” generated by a hard shut-in is less 
than the additional surface pressure that results from the additional influx experienced 
with soft shut-ins.
Drilling in water depths as planned in the PROCAP 2000 and Deep Star projects 
will bring new challenges for controlling kicks in wells. As future projects such as these 
push further offshore in even deeper waters, minimizing kick size and initial shut-in
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pressures become a must due to the reduction in differential between drilling fluid 
weight and formation fracture resistance. Anything that causes higher casing pressure, 
be it increased kick size or poor pressure control, consumes the available kick tolerance.
2.23 Response to a Kick
This section addresses the development and implementation of the well kill plan. 
Given that the well design has been optimized (but only partially in place when drilling 
and a kick is taken), a kick has been detected and the well shut-in, the burden is now on 
the rig crew to develop a well kill plan and physically regain total control over the 
wellbore. This plan incorporates pre-kick reduced or slow circulation rate pressure 
data, post-kick shut-in surface pressures, existing drilling fluid density, and wellbore and 
drillstring fluid volumes, pump capacities, etc. into a well control procedure for 
circulating the kick fluid(s) out o f the wellbore. At the completion o f a successful well 
kill procedure, fluid o f sufficient density to balance the downhole kicking formation 
pressure, Le., kill the well, wQl have been circulated throughout the wellbore.
Recognize that the procedures used to collect pre-kick reduced circulating pressure 
data, complete the post-kick kill sheet, and manually circulate out the kick (with one 
crew member physically controlling the fluid pump and one controlling the drilling 
choke) have basically not changed for several years. Currently, improvement in the area 
of manual control o f  the well control process offers tremendous gains because of the 
typically poor performance most rig crews have in completing this task. Performance 
only decreases with increasing water depth, negating part, and potentially all, of the 
benefits earned by the expensive well designs and advanced kick detection systems.
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2.3 The Need for Process Control
Most operators have eliminated the use o f  additional choke pressure (so called 
safety margins) during start-ups and during the complete circulation procedure. 
Additionally, special procedures have been implemented to eliminate or minimize the 
effect of choke line friction on casing seat pressure during well start-up and circulation. 
However, little attention has been given to choke pressure errors occurring during 
manual choke and pump operation while circulating out a kick. Field personnel are 
trained on electronic simulators, but the choke panel of these simulators often don't 
respond in a manner that closely matches the behavior of the actual field equipment. 
Possibly the most significant drawback to today’s technology is having to circulate out 
the kick using manual controls for both the drilling choke and the fluid pump.
Numerous process control problems are encountered while increasing the pump speed 
to reduce circulation rate and while following the drillstring pressure schedule. The 
pressure communication link between the drilling choke and the fluid pump may be 
several miles long. As a consequence, the pressure change at the pump, resulting from a 
choke change, may be delayed by as much as 30 to 45 seconds, depending on hole depth 
and the amount of gas in the hole. This lag time creates a significant level of difficulty 
for the operators who are attempting to provide manual, closed loop control of a 
dynamic situation. Complicating the control efforts of the rig crew is the fact that 
pressure changes as a consequence of choke element position changes are not defined 
(e.g., if a 50 psi casing pressure change is required, an iterative choke position change 
sequence is typically needed to effect the desired pressure change). Obviously this
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interactive system, man and machine, is an area ripe for a more effective controlling aid 
such as a computer-assisted system.
Manually controlling the fluid pump and drilling choke requires precise 
coordination between two crew members who typically don’t work together as a team. 
For example, should a well control team circulate out a kick one week, and then a 
second kick is taken a week later, most likely the same team will not be available to 
circulate out the second kick. The inexperienced team that has not practiced a well kill 
procedure together on actual rig equipment has difficulty properly controlling pressures 
for offshore wells with long choke and kill lines6.
Bourgoyne and Holden (1985) documented significant errors resulting during well 
control events as a consequence of the manually controlled choke and pump operations. 
This work laid the foundation for this research by documenting the difficulty that the rig 
crew has in maintaining proper pressure control during a well control event. Three 
scenarios examined in this earlier work are described as follows.
1. Scenario 1, shown in Figure 3, is an example kick event using 
Louisiana State University’s (LSU) subsea research and training well. In this 
example, a 21-bbl gas kick was injected into the wellbore and was pumped out 
by industry field personnel during a well control certification training exercise. 
This example illustrates a problem that can occur when the frictional pressure 
loss in the choke line is almost as large as the shut-in casing pressure. Upon 
completion of pump startup in this example, the required backpressure on the
6 This is well know n w ithin the drillng industry  and  has been observed a t L ouisiana State 
U niversity’s train ing  well facility for years.
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annulus is provided almost entirely by the frictional pressure loss in the choke 
line. Thus, the choke can be opened far beyond the normal operating range with 
only a small response in drillpipe pressure. If the choke operator is caught with 
the choke in a nearly full open position when gas enters the subsea choke line, it 
is extremely difficult to close the choke quickly enough without closing it too 
much. Note that in this example, a +400 psi error in bottomhole pressure 
occurred while gas was in the subsea choke line. Examination of records from a 
large number of training exercises indicated that a maximum error of 200 psi 
was typical of manual choke and pump operations.
2. Scenario 2 is another example kick circulation that was completed 
using LSLFs subsea research and training well. This example, shown in Figure 
4, illustrates a common difficulty that arises due to the lag time between the 
change in choke position and visually seeing the effect of the change on the 
surface drillpipe pressure. Because of this lag time, it is very easy to change the 
choke position too much when an adjustment is made. In this 6000 foot well, 
the hydraulic path between the choke and the pump pressure sensor was more 
than two miles long. Note that the choke operator was constantly over­
controlling the choke, causing a very stressful situation and creating a maximum 
error in bottomhole pressure o f +320 psi for this example. This style of choke 
operation is so common during training exercises and in the field that it has been 
termed the “windshield wiper effect.” The operator gets caught up in over­
correcting the choke position in the reverse direction to the pressure movement,
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Figure 3. Example Data Collected for Well Control Operations in Deep Water. 
(Source: Bourgoyne and Holden, 1985)
oscillating back and forth from opening to closing the choke. This over-
correction is the result of making drilling choke corrections at a frequency faster
than the natural frequency of the wellbore, i.e., the well doesn’t have time to
respond to a change before another change is made and the operator doesn’t
know the true change needed.
3. One of the most successful example kick circulation conducted on the deep 
water research and training wells is shown in Figure 5 (Scenario 3). In this 
example, the maximum error in bottomhole pressure was +90 psi. This error 
occurred when the choke was not opened fast enough during the period that gas
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Figure 4. Example Manual Choke Operation Showing Problem Caused 
by Lag Time in System. (Source: Bourgoyne and Holden, 1985
was exiting the choke line. Small errors in pump speed also affected the 
bottomhole pressure, and changes in pump speed made by the pump operator 
were not easily taken into account by the choke operator.
The experimental data taken during manual pump and choke operations 
suggested that significant improvements could be made by a computer-assisted 
operation. If the tedious task of controlling the pump and the choke was automated, the 
operator would have more time to study and interpret the observed trends for possible 
downhole complications and focus on higher level decisions.
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Figure S. Successful Manual Choke Operation for Deep Water Well 
Control System. (Source: Bourgoyne and Holden, 1985)
2.4 Review of Automated Well Control Systems
When reviewing the literature for computer-assisted well control systems, no 
systems were found that explicitly complete all tasks that are being proposed.
Numerous people have addressed fluid migration in the wellbore, maximum surface 
pressures, etc., but only AMOCO Production Company has developed and implemented 
an automated or computer-assisted well control system. AMOCO's system, however, 
addressed slim hole drilling, which is not the focus of this effort.
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In completing this review, downhole fluids models were not incorporated since 
the thrust of this research was to use current technology, i.e., surface pressures, for 
control. The following information is summarized from published papers and personal 
interviews with key personnel that were involved in various efforts ranging from d rilling 
choke design to computer software development. Most work development in this area 
is company specific and is proprietary.
2.4.1 Automated Choke Design
Only two choke designs identified have been altered to accommodate 
automation. These were reported by Martin/Decker TOTCO and SWACO.
TOTCO, prior to becoming part of Martin/Decker, developed an electronic 
choke control panel for the hydraulically operated TOTCO drilling choke. The control 
panel was developed, tested at LSU's research well facility, and then marketed for joint 
sponsorship and development. The enhanced choke panel only controlled the choke 
element movement through the use of manual inputs to the panel, i.e., open and close 
electronic activation buttons were installed to control choke movements. Software was 
never completed for controlling pressure drops across the choke. Development was 
terminated in the mid-1980’s as a consequence of the downturn in the industry. Recent 
discussions with Mr. Keith Wormer (August 1996), M/D TOTCO Marketing Manager - 
Well Control Products, indicated that the project will remain shelved until a customer is 
found for the product that is willing to fund full development. No publications were 
issued on this work.
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SWACO currently has, but is not actively marketing, a drilling choke called the 
" 10K Kick Killer" which has an operational design based on pressure regulation 
technology. This choke was developed at Warren Tool Company and later purchased 
by SWACO. The uniqueness of this choke design was reported by Cain (1987) in his 
paper titled "Unique Well Control Choke: Design Objectives vs. Commercial Field 
Performance." In this paper, the choke design of a floating self-positioning piston is 
described. This design regulates flow through the choke via balancing forces that act on 
the piston. The hydraulic backpressure on the piston acts on a cross-sectional area of 
equivalent size as does the choke or casing pressure, only in the opening direction. 
Should the choke or casing pressure be greater than the hydraulic set point pressure, the 
piston will move in the opening direction. When the forces acting on the piston equate, 
the movement stops. Movement in the closed direction acts in a similar manner, except 
the high/low pressures are reversed. For automation considerations, this choke design 
was deemed the easiest to implement since choke modeling is not required, needing only 
to establish the set point backpressure.
SWACO has partially completed converting a remote drilling control panel for 
the "SWACO Super Choke" by developing and installing an interface for computer 
control (Cain, 1987). However, this effort has been shelved for several years without 
SWACO ever developing the software to control the choke and nothing was ever 
published to document the work completed. This choke is a "fixed" position design 
such that choke element positioning is pressure independent. When the choke elements 
are indexed to a position, the elements will remain position fixed irrespective of the
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choke pressure. Modeling of the choke will be required when automating this type of 
choke.
2.4.2 Automated Well Control Systems
Only one automated well control system has been reported as designed and 
tested. As part of their slim hole research, AMOCO Production Company designed and 
developed a system to assist in their continuous coring applications. Bode, et al. (1991) 
reported the development of the SHADS system (Stratigraphic High-Speed Advance 
Drilling System) by AMOCO Production Company. This system was developed to 
support an in-house exploration strategy of drilling a large number of slim holes for 
quick basin analysis through the use of rapid continuous coring.
This research by AMOCO addressed well control for small annular or slim hole 
drilling. Included in this research was the analysis of frictional losses for small annuli, 
kick detection, wireline swab efforts, and the effectiveness of dynamic well kill 
techniques for slim holes. Methodology developed within the paper describes how 
dynamic kills are feasible when the annulus has a small kick. However, the system is 
sensitive to size of gas kick and hole washouts. Included in the system are kick 
detection, trend analysis, pressure correlations, rig sensor data, and equipment control. 
The SHADS project contains the following subsystems: 1) System Activity Monitor 
(SAM) - used to collect and analyze data, and 2) Expert Well Control (XWC) - used to 
control wellhead functions such as the choke and fluid pump.
This research focused totally on the dynamic well kill technique which can be 
readily used during slim hole well control. When a kick is detected using this method of
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control, the choke is opened fully and the pump is ramped up to the appropriate rate to 
generate the proper annular friction. This is not the same technique used for large bore 
deep subsea wells and therefore, most o f the control concepts used are inappropriate for 
the proposed research.
2.4.3 Computer-Assisted Calculations
Development of the well kill plan has numerous steps that are prone to errors, 
inclusive of calculation errors and errors that result from bad input such as inaccurate 
reduced circulation rate pressure data and surface shut-in pressure data. A kill sheet is 
used for developing well kill plans. (See Appendix B for a sample kill sheet.) Most 
operators and contractors complete a kill sheet manually, using calculators and 
reference tables for technical data. The pressure data is generally collected and inputted 
manually, and is a source for errors. Not counting mechanical gauge error, manually 
acquired pressure data from analog gauges have errors in the range of ±50 psi or greater 
due to visual round-off. (Most rig personnel round off to the nearest 50 psi, based on 
their visual interpretation of the gauge reading.)
Numerous pressure monitoring systems have been developed but this review will 
address only those computer-assisted systems that include automatically generated well 
kill plans. Three such papers are presented, each system providing different attributes.
Kelly, et al., (1989) presented a paper titled "A Computer-Assisted Well Control 
Safety System for Deep Ocean Well Control" at the 1989 International Well Control 
Symposium/Workshop. Included in this work were details on how software had been 
developed to collect slow circulation data automatically via computer, and generate well
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kill plans for vertical wellbores based on this data plus shut-in pressures and well data. 
The system includes computer generated plots of curve fitted pump pressure and pump 
rate data for use in the well kill plan. This work will be fully developed as part of 
Chapter 5.
Leitao, et al., (1992) published a description of a computerized kill sheet for rig 
use and is applicable to vertical, highly deviated, directional, and horizontal wellbores. 
Drillpipe pressure schedules were investigated together with the analysis of surface 
pressure gauge limits to avoid further gas influxes while predicting the onset of casing 
shoe fracture. This software requires manual data inputs.
A recent paper by Jardine, et al. (1993) described the development of a real-time 
application that has been integrated with a computerized rig monitoring system and is 
used to analyze the standpipe and casing pressures during the shut-in periods. 
Measurements made during the kick and shut-in periods are used to compute key 
information to characterize the influx and indicate the influx type. The stand pipe 
pressure schedule is automatically recorded during the slow circulation rates and 
recorded in log format for later use in calculating a kill sheet for use in a manually 
controlled kill procedure. In addition, the system provides the operator(s) with 
estimates o f the following key information:
1) pit gain,
2) shut-in pressures,
3) earliest time at which well control can begin, and
4) estimates of shoe pressures.
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In recent years, British Petroleum Exploration, Chevron USA and other major 
operators have added such computerized kill sheets to their in-house well control tool 
kit. However, none of these kill sheets import data real-time in a post kick scenario.
In summary, several efforts have been made to enhance the well control 
operator’s position by attempting to remove some of the tedious calculations. This not 
only minimizes errors but enhances safety. Numerous works have been completed in 
downhole pressure prediction, but they typically require manual inputs as well as initial 
estimates o f kick fluid composition, size, etc. These works have not been summarized 
because the prototype system proposed does not incorporate this type modeling. The 
system developed was based on use o f  surface pressures, utilizing only the surface data 
that is currently available and familiar to  the rig personnel, in other words, designed for 
acceptance at the rig level.
2.5 Application of Problem Analysis/ Expert Systems Type Software
Included in this research is problems analysis or problems recognition software 
to demonstrate the utility of real-time analysis during drilling or during a well kill 
procedure. However, no attempt was made to develop a full expert or artificial 
intelligence system for problems analysis during a well control event. A more specific 
description and functions of artificial intelligence and expert systems are given in 
Appendix C.
A broad literature survey of the drilling and related service sector has been 
completed to identify those areas where problems analysis/expert systems logic is being 
utilized. Special attention was given to the type of software used in the development of
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the systems and to the intent or function of the systems themselves. Those systems 
reviewed are broken down into those that relate directly to the drilling and well control 
sector of the industry and those that are related through some other sector, such as the 
service industry. The data or information presented is a composite of a literature 
survey, personal interviews, and an industry survey of those companies identified as 
providing this type software development for the industry.
2.5.1 Applications in Well Control
A small number of expert system applications in the well control area were 
found. These applications are as sophisticated as those found for other petroleum 
industry sectors. The small number is felt to be due primarily to the nature of well 
control (not used everyday nor found in a broad range of petroleum industry activity) 
and due to the fact that major operators are looking to the service companies for most 
of the product development in this area. It does not appear that expert system 
applications are limited by the current state of the development tools or methods, as 
these appear to be sufficient for well control applications.
Of the well control applications found, most are in a suspended state, or a 
condition of no improvements in the near future. This is primarily due to budget 
cutbacks in the US petroleum industry, especially in the research and development area. 
This delaying effect would also affect any joint industry projects soliciting funds for 
future development. Those systems with applications in well control are summarized in 
Table 1, with a short description for each system given below.
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Table 1. Summary of Well Control Applications.
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Well Site Advisor (WSA) (Milner, 1992) was developed as a part of the Drilling 
Engineering Association (DEA) 49 project. This system:
• predicts well control pressures (both surface and downhole),
• identifies and analyzes problems or complications arising during the well kill 
operation, and
• predicts the location of the kick fluid.
WSA can be used for post analysis of the data gathered at the well-site. The strongest 
advantage of this program is its ability to predict the bottomhole pressure. Based on 
the measured data, WSA can estimate the size and position of a kick that may have 
resulted from a low bottomhole pressure. In addition, WSA is capable of predicting 
many other forms of well control problems. The system updates itself by learning or 
iterating closer to a more current response by tracking data trends. WSA is a tool that 
can be used to prompt and train the drilling personnel in taking well control actions. 
TRACOR is currently promoting the next phase o f the project which may include oil 
mud (gas solubility effects), field validation of downhole pressure estimates, and 
automated rig-site data collection.
Advanced Drilling Information System (ADIS) (Schenato, et al., 1991) was 
designed to provide better rigsite support and improved drilling operations management 
with reduced costs and risk. The two areas targeted are drilling engineering and 
operations support. The two areas are integrated through a distributed database system. 
In addition, on-line and off-line rig site expert systems provide enhanced drilling 
engineering support. The ADIS system is intended to connect all components of the
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company (rigs, operative districts, main office, development sites, etc.) through a single 
integrated system. On-line rigsite expert systems provide real-time well operations 
control, formation pressure gradient forecasts, kick handling and drillstring stuck 
problems analysis. The off-line expert system CASCADE (Computer Aided Support 
for Casing Design) provides drilling engineering support. Real-time communication 
connecting all locations is accomplished via satellite facilities. The entire system is being 
developed on Unix operating system platforms. The user interface is based on the X- 
Windows/Motif graphical user interface. The development programming languages are 
Fortran, C, and Common LISP. Computer graphics development has been done through 
the Data View and Figaro (Phigs) utilities. Data storage and management has been 
achieved through the use of the Ingres database management utility in conjunction with 
a core real time data base (RtDb) which has been developed for this specific purpose.
The Real Time Expert System (RTES) (Corti, et al., 1992) was developed as 
part of the ADIS project. This system retrieves data from service company facilities at a 
rate of 1 Hertz, limited by channel capability between service company hardware and 
ADIS workstation. RTES is divided into four subsystems:
• real-time well operations,
• mean-time evaluation,
• kick handling, and
• drillstring stuck pipe handling.
The Real Time Well Operations subsystem consists of three modules: rig site warnings, 
rig site operative status, and well alarms. The Mean Time Evolution subsystem is
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mainly focused on formation pressure gradients forecast. The Kick Handling module is 
intended to give indications of a kick and possible interventions and most suitable 
procedures. Drillstring Stuck Handling subsystem's main target is to localize the causes 
of the stuck drillstring and to suggest actions to reduce the cost and the risk. All 
programs utilize Unix workstation platforms with X-Windows/Motif user interface. 
Common LISP has been used for programming. RTES are intended to perform "expert 
like" activities in monitoring and cross-checking data, producing higher quality and 
lower quantity of data, and generating warnings for abnormal conditions and alarms for 
possible critical situations. All systems are currently under testing, with functionality 
being verified and improvements identified. Considerable time is expected to run a 
complete test since critical conditions will not be deliberately created for testing.
The Early Kick Detection (EKD) system (Swanson, et al., 1993) provides real­
time analysis of drilling data obtained directly from rigsite mud logs. This system has 
been developed for slim-hole and contains models for predicting pressures and flows (in 
versus out) and comparing to real-time data being collected. Kick detection is provided 
by comparing the deviation of predicted idealized flow to measured data. The EKD 
system has been incorporated into an operational engineer oriented graphical interface 
which has provided easy access to the model for both input and output of data and 
interpretation of results. This system has been designed to am under the UNIX 
operating system in an X-Windows/Motif user environment. The EKD model has been 
programmed in FORTRAN. Future prediction and diagnosis applications include:
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• hole cleaning problems,
• increase in BHP due to cuttings loading,
• bottomhole pressure control,
• delta temperature as a diagnostic tool,
• downhole temperature prediction to assist in surveying cement jobs.
R-model (White and Walton, 1990) is a program for determining the effects of
gas solubility in oil- and water-base drilling fluids. This "research" model, developed 
jointly by Schlumberger Cambridge Research and BP International, includes both oil- 
and water-based muds, pressure transient effects, the density and dispersion of gas-cut 
mud and new models for the migration of free gas. This model predicts the pressure 
transient effects, migration of free gas and density and dispersion of gas-cut fluids.
This model presents a complex and flexible simulator which can be applied to:
• analysis o f well incidents,
• checks on casing designs,
• investigation of pressure changes given certain changing well conditions,
• improved sizing of gas venting systems downstream of the choke, and
• pressure control training.
Schlumberger continued the analysis to extend the R-model to two-phase flow, resulting 
in the product SideKick. SideKick is available for licensing for wellbore analysis of kick 
fluid migration during well kill operations.
An automated slim hole coring system, Stratigraphic High-Speed Advanced 
Drilling System (SHADS) (Bode, et al., 1991), was developed at AMOCO’s Tulsa,
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Oklahoma research center to provide continuous core drilling. This system combines 
kick detection, trend analysis, pressure correlation, and rig sensor data (flow rates, 
pump pressure, mud properties, etc.) to yield a computerized system for well control. 
The system contains expert systems (XWC-Expert Well Control) for well control and 
SAM (System Activity Monitor) for high-resolution data collection, display and 
analysis. This method is sensitive to size of gas kicks and wash-outs, and utilized 
increased flow rate for well control due to excessive annular friction losses for slim 
holes. SHADS was developed by AMOCO Production Company to support an in- 
house exploration strategy of rapid basin analysis via rapid continuous coring of a large 
number of well locations. One full-scale coring rig was built, drilled one well and is 
now stacked. Data collection and testing were performed on AMOCO’s SHADS #7 
wellbore (2600 ft), specially equipped for this project. Future work would extend this 
system from slim hole drilling to conventional drilling. This system will have to 
incorporate the knowledge of the planning engineer, along with the expertise of the rig 
personnel, into a rule-based program.
Side-Kick (Leach and Wand, 1992) is a computer simulation, not technically 
classified as an expert system, developed by British Petroleum International and 
Schlumberger Cambridge Research to describe the processes involved when gas enters 
the wellbore during drilling. The research received funding from the United Kingdom 
Health and Safety Executive (HSE). The system was not designed as a real time 
simulation, but has been developed to assist in casing designs, gas kick analysis and well 
control training and is being marketed to well planning engineers, well control experts
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and training professionals. The software is designed as a training and well planning tool 
in addition to being able to estimate:
• surface and casing shoe pressures during circulation of the gas kick fluids to the 
surface,
•  gas surface arrival time and volumes,
• kick tolerance,
• surface degassing facility needs, and
• post kick analysis scenarios.
Data used in developing the mathematical models were collected as part of the DEA-7 
(Drilling Engineering Association - 7) Project completed at Louisiana State University’s 
Petroleum Engineering Research and Technology Transfer Laboratory (Baton Rouge, 
LA, USA) and as pan of the DEA-9 project completed at Rogalands-Forskning 
Research Institute (Stavanger, Norway). Based on the simulation runs made, kick 
tolerances were defined, shut-in pressures estimated, gas flow rates at the separator 
estimated, kick sizes estimated based on time until shut-in, etc. were determined. This 
information was used to develop the well control contingency plans with the objective 
providing the following results:
• Kick prevention (awareness),
• Kick recognition and kick size minimization (demonstrating the effects o f kick 
size),
• Conventional well control practice (training),
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• Evacuation of personnel or pull off of well (know the conditions when to vacate 
premises), and
• Wild well control/ relief well planning.
Software validation has been with both field and test data. The software has been 
written in C and FORTRAN 77 and is compatible with standard X-Windows 
environments and includes meeting Motif specifications. During development, the 
software was run on a SUN Sparc-station.
2.5.2 Applications Outside of Well Control 
The expert system applications found in a related or service sector are 
summarized in Table 2. These applications or systems were reviewed to gain insight for 
the development of expert systems-type logic for automated detection of underground 
blowouts (Chapter 6). The type software and/or programming shell for each system 
was reviewed to see if there is a common language being used for expert systems-type 
work within the petroleum industry. However, it was found that developers used the 
system most familiar to their organization with little or no regard to movement across 
programming platforms. It should be noted that the table gives not only the system’s 
name and typical application, but also the software language and a reference for 
additional details (contained in Appendix D).
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• Drilling mud analysis:
1) detect fluid problems





by Knowledge Systems, 
Inc.
•  Drilling mud analysis:
1) compare consecutive 
mud checks
2) detect fluid problems
3) compare mud test with 
spec
4) recommend treatments 
(generic products)
Nexpert Object D.2
Expert Slurry Design 
System (ESDS)
by Halliburton Services
• Develop cement slurry 
requirements
• Design cement slurry 
formulation
• Estimate bottomhole 
circulating temperature
• Calculates gas flow 
potential
• Investigate problem- 













by University of 
Missouri-Rolla
• Bit hydraulic program
• Casing design
• Bit hydraulics 
performance analysis
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locations
2) Calculate wellbore 
trajectory
3) Select bottomhole 
assembly








• Design acidizing 
treatment
Nexpert Object D.7








by Western Atlas 
Wireline
• Acquire, process real - 
time rigsite data.
• Display data in 2-D and 
3-D
C, FORTRAN D.9
Expert System to 
Identify a Well-Test- 
Interpretation Model
by Texas A&M 
University
• Aids in selection of 
appropriate well test 












Cement Bond Log 
Advisor (CBL)
by ARCO Oil and Gas 
Company
• For cement bond logs:
1) Select logging tool
2) Specify tool test 
parameters.
3) Quality control of logs
4) Analyze logs, look for 
channels in cement










by All-Union Scientific 
Research
• Determine optimum 
distance
between wells for EOR
• Evaluate oilfield 
development systems
Unknown D.13




by University of Texas
• Misrible gas flood 
simulation:
1) prepare data sets for 
UTCOMP program,




by ARCO Oil and Gas 
Company
• Get in-depth explanation 
of PVT data
• Determining reservoir 



















• Diagnoses mud loss 
problems.
• Formulate a corrective 
treatment, e.g. 





• Unmanned production 
platform:
1) Supervise gas 
dehydration
2) Detect faults, diagnose




by University of 
Missouri-Rolla
• Pressure transient 
analysis:
1) Identify proper model
2 ) Well testing education
Level5 D.18
Slip-Expert
by Atlas Wireline 
Services
• Production log 
interpretation:
1) estimate fluid slip 
velocities
C, FORTRAN D.19




The development and implementation of a prototype computer-assisted deep 
water well control system had four requirements to be completed in order to meet the 
objectives stated in Chapter 1. First, the accuracy of input or surface pressure data was 
be validated, i.e., does the gauge reading reflect the true pressures being experienced by 
the wellbore, and what is the most accurate means of acquiring pre-kick and post-kick 
pressure data. Secondly, computer software was developed that will generate a well kill 
plan, utilizing the input data and outputting the results in a format readily available for 
use by the computer in the well kill process. Thirdly, a computer-assisted process 
control system was developed that is capable of real-time data monitoring, fluid pump 
and drilling choke control, and process control of the well kill operation. Finally, the 
system incorporated expert systems-type logic and demonstrated capable of real time 
detection and identification of anomalies that occur during a well kill procedure such 
that deviations from the well kill plan can be detected and possible causes 
acknowledged. Again, the purpose of this part of the study was to show that the system 
is robust enough to demonstrate the benefits to be gained from technology of this type, 
and was not intended to provide an exhaustive problems identification and analysis 
expert system.
44
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3.1 Research Program Boundaries
The prototype system developed is to demonstrate to the petroleum industry 
that current t e chnology exists capable of enhancing deep water well control safety. This 
was achieved by providing equivalent or better pressure control than typically can be 
provided by the rig crew. Due to limitations of measurement-while-drilling technology 
in a low flow mode as is found during well control operations, all modeling was based 
on surface pressures and data typically available on the rig. All the data brought into the 
computer system in real-time is the same as is available to the rig crew. Field equipment 
such as high pressure fluid pumps, drilling chokes, pre-charge pumps, pit-level sensors, 
etc., was used during the development and testing of the system.
Modeling solely based on the data found at the rig site was deliberate, and is 
considered to be an important factor if the rig crew will accept a system o f this type. If 
engineers and physicists are the only ones capable o f deciphering the required data 
inputs, then the rig crew will not accept or even give the system a chance. In this 
scenario, the concept of automated well control would be lost due to over- 
sophistication.
3.2 Program Development
Completion of the four tasks listed in Section 3.0 was accomplished in four 
separate phases. In Phase 1, field equipment (gauge protectors, hydraulic instrument 
hoses, hydraulic gauges and electronic pressure sensors) was taken to the laboratory and 
analyzed to identify potential sources of well control input data errors. Chapter 4 
documents: 1 ) the scope of the research task, 2 ) the methodology for accomplishing the
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tasks of this phase, 3) the laboratory test apparatus, and 4) the results and conclusions 
reached as a result of this effort. Results of this phase o f the research have been 
published by Holden and Kelly (1988).
Phase 2, the development of a computer-assisted well kill plan (or kill sheet), 
was built on data proven valid in Phase 1. In Phase 2, a computer-assisted method for 
obtaining the pre-kick slow circulation rate pressure data was developed, data files for 
storing pertinent well data was established, and software for computer generation of a 
well kill plan was developed. Chapter 5 documents the developmental work and end 
product for Phase 2 of this research.
Phase 3, the development of the computer-assisted deep water well control 
system, is detailed in Chapter 5. The methodology used to develop the system, test 
procedures and test facility used in validating the system, the test results, and 
conclusions are documented. Results of this phase have been previously reported in 
part by Kelly and Bourgoyne (1994).
The last phase, Phase 4, of this research is documented in Chapter 6 . During 
this phase, rule based software for problems recognition and identification was 
developed. This work keyed on lost circulation and underground flow with testing on a 
live research well at Louisiana State University Petroleum Engineering Research and 
Technology Transfer Laboratory (PERTTL). Again, the methodology, testing and 
results are systematically documented.
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Finally, Chapter 7 brings together all the results and conclusions obtained in 
meeting the overall research goal: the development o f a computer-assisted well control 
system for deep water drilling.
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VALIDITY OF INPUT DATA
4.0 Introduction
The amount and quality o f information that is available is key to any well control 
operation. Certain data required for a well kill procedure cannot be readily obtained 
once a kick occurs. Typically, two types of data are collected and stored for use prior 
to encountering a well control problem. The first type is the drilling and well data, 
normally contained in the morning driller's report that basically provides facts relative to 
the current status o f  the wellbore and operations. This information is critical for 
processing hole volumes, pump factors, pressure schedules, etc., and is inclusive o f  but 
not limited to, true vertical depth, measured depth, casing types and setting depths, 
drillstring pipe types and lengths, mud type and density, bottom hole assembly 
information, bit size, leak-off test pressure, and other information.
The second type of pre-kick data needed is the drilling fluid frictional loss 
information, required for ( 1 ) start-up schedules, and for (2 ) benchmark pressures at 
slow circulation rates. These data are essential for helping identify problems 
encountered during a well kill operation. Since drillstring friction increases with depth, 
this information is currently updated or collected manually (Le., by physically observing 
pressure gauges while circulating) once a tour or shift when drilling is in progress. This 
information is also collected after cementing casing but prior to drilling out, and after 
the drilling fluid type or density has been changed. Frictional pressure losses are
48
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determined for two, sometimes three, different flow rates in order to give the rig crew 
circulation rate options once a kick is taken.
One other set of data is required for developing a well kill plan or kill sheet, Le., 
the post-kick information. These data consist o f stabilized shut-in drillpipe and casing 
pressures, and pit gain. The pit gain is typically taken from the P-V-T system, and 
verified visually by the mud man at the fluid tanks. The shut-in pressures are typically 
taken from analog hydraulic gauges. To date, the analog gauges are the dominate 
means o f determining pressures, however, electronic gauges or displays are beginning 
to show up on the rig floor7.
4.1 Concern
Given that electronic sensors are basically making their debut in the oilfield as 
part o f the well control equipment, the question o f sensor accuracy must be addressed. 
Understanding how a sensor’s accuracy can be compromised at installation also needs 
to be discussed.
The linearity and accuracy of the electronic sensors is well documented and 
published by the service companies that offer this type of data collection service. Two 
U.S. companies that offer this type of sensor report the accuracy as 0.25% of full scale. 
(Note that the accuracy is not reported relative to a gauge reading). That means that a 
0  to 5000 psig sensor is accurate to ±12.5 psi of actual pressure. Obviously, a 0 to 
10000 psig sensor is accurate to ±25 psi o f  actual pressure and a 0 to 15000 psig sensor 
is accurate to ±37.5 psi This is in contrast to current visual data being collected from
7 Electronic pressure sensors must be an integral part o f  the rig’s pressure monitoring and data 
acquisition system if  a computer-assisted Systran is to be real-time.
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analog gauges that vary up to 150 psi from actual pressure and which typically show 
100 psig on the gauge when no pressure is on the system. This leads to the question of 
whether the location for installing electronic sensors makes a significant difference in 
accuracy of the sensor reading. If electronic sensors are installed directly to the 
pressure source, the stated accuracy wifi be realized. But what about attaching the 
sensors to the existing hydraulic analog gauge system, say behind the pressure gauge on 
the remote choke panel as is ofien done? Does any component of the existing hydraulic 
analog system add error to the readings? Additionally, if taking visual shut-in pressure 
readings from the hydraulic analog pressure gauge system, how accurate are the 
readings? All these questions must be answered to understand the full range of benefits 
to be derived from a computer-assisted system However, to know the potential 
benefits of the new system, an understanding of the current system must be developed.
Remote pressure measurement for the current hydraulic pressure measurement 
system refers to a system wherein a pressure source communicates with its indicator 
gauge or sensor by means of an hydraulic fluid link. Figure 6  depicts such a system as 
is currently used. It has four basic components: (1) pressure source, (2) gauge 
protector, (3) transfer fluid link, and (4) gauge element. Gauge protectors are usually 
installed on the standpipe, choke and pump manifolds. The pressure within any one of 
these manifolds will, henceforth, be referred to as the pro cess  pressure. The gauge 
protector prevents the mixing of process fluid (drilling mud, gas, salt water) with the 
clean transfer fluid (instrument oil), which contacts the gauge element. The interface 
between these two fluids is maintained by either a flexible elastomer diaphragm or a
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"so-called" free floating piston. A 50 foot length o f high pressure hydraulic hose is the 
normal transfer fluid link but 1/8 inch stainless steel tubing is sometimes used. The 
gauge element can be either analog or digital and is located on or near the rig floor, for 
example on the driller's console or the choke control paneL The typical pressure gauge 
is a single coil, Bourdon tube type with a full scale limit o f 10000 psig.
t
I
S Y ST E M  CO MPONENTS
1 -  P R E S S U R E  SOURCE
2  -  GAUGE PROTECTOR
3  -  T R A N S F E R  FLUID
4  -  GAUGE ELEMENT
Figure 6. Basic Components of a Remotely Sensed Pressure 
Measurement System.
Errors in the remote measurement of drillpipe and casing pressures via the 
hydraulic pressure measurement system have been known to cause serious problems 
during well control operations. Drilling personnel attending the LSU Well Control 
School relate experiences o f pressure measurement errors that vary from 1 0 0  to 
sometimes several thousand psi Similar errors (which have since been duplicated in the 
laboratory using standard oil field equipment) have been noticed occasionally at the
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LSU PERTTL Facility. Therefore, this phase o f  the research was deemed necessary to 
ensure the validity o f data obtained from electronic sensors attached to pre-existing 
hydraulic remote measurement systems.
4.2 Phase 1 Objective
Phase 1 o f  this research involved identification and quantification o f the sources 
of errors in the hydraulic remote pressure measurement system If correction o f errors 
were deemed necessary, a methodology was developed by which corrections for similar 
rig systems could be made.
4.3 Methodology
Experience gained from the training well had shown that a pressure 
measurement system, as previously defined, could have two blind regions. As illustrated 
by the analog display in Figure 7, there is a lower dead band (LDB) where the pressure 
gauge does not follow low-range excursions of process pressure. Instead, the gauge 
will indicate some constant minimum value denoted as P i. Similarly, in the upper dead 
band (UDB), the gauge indication will never exceed some constant value denoted as P i, 
even when the process pressure is much higher than this value. In essence, for process 
pressures lower than P i or higher than P 2, the pressure measurement system 
malfunctions. Gauge indications larger than P t (yet less than Pi), when used in 
conjunction with suitable correction factors, could provide true measures o f process 
pressures. A determination must be made as to whether these LDB and UDB pressure 
errors are specific to  the analog gauges or to the systems to which the electronic sensors 
are to be attached.
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Figure 7. Usable Range of Gauge Indications (Pt To P2) Resulting 
from Dead Band Regions (LDB, UDB) Imposed by 
System Constraints.
These pressure response limits were thought to be caused by the interaction of 
the individual components of the system. Remote pressure measurement depends upon 
pressure in the process fluid being transferred through the gauge protector to the 
instrument oil in the hydraulic hose and thence, to the gauge element. Consider the case 
of a hydraulic hose having a significant compressibility. With an increase in pressure in 
the instrument oil, the hose would balloon or expand, thereby increasing its internal 
volume. Consequently, a sizable pressure increase at the gauge element might require a 
significant volume of oil be added to the hose. (Then too, as the oil itself is slightly 
compressible, it would tend to decrease in volume, requiring that still more oil be added
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to the hose.) This additional oil must come from within the gauge protector. As the 
gauge protector can supply only a finite volume o f oil, there would definitely be an 
upper limit on the maximum pressure which could be maintained inside the hose (and 
consequently at the pressure gauge). This could well be the cause for the upper limit of 
pressure response in a particular system, denoted previously as P2 in Figure 7.
Since a pressure increase in the transfer fluid link requires the expulsion of some 
(if not all) of the oil from the gauge protector, its floating piston or elastomer diaphragm 
would shift or deform significantly. In the case of a diaphragm-type protector, this 
stretching of the elastomer might cause a discernible pressure difference across the 
diaphragm. Hence, the process pressure could possibly be greater than the system (oil) 
pressure. This could explain, in addition to any errors in the gauge response itself, why 
pressure readings within the limits imposed by the lower and upper dead bands could 
still require correction factors before they are truly indicative of process pressures.
The foregoing analysis suggested that laboratory tests be designed to provide 
measurements of:
1 . the volume of working fluid contained in each type of gauge 
protector,
2 . pressure loss incurred while expanding the elastomer diaphragm, or
pressure loss caused by any sliding friction in a piston-type protector,
3. additional fluid volume and diaphragm distortion as a consequence of 
precharging the system to an elevated pressure (while the process 
side is at atmospheric pressure),
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4. isothermal compressibility of the oil-filled hydraulic hose (or steel 
tubing), in terms of oil volume additions required to realize specific 
internal pressures,
5. isothermal compressibility of an oil-filled Bourdon tube gauge,
6 . the isobaric thermal expansion coefficient o f the instrument oil, and
7. the effects of elevated temperature on the response of a total system.
4.4 Laboratory Test Apparatus
Figure 8  is a schematic of the laboratory test model used for data collection and 
results verification. A positive displacement mercury metering pump was used as the 
pressure source while the gauge protector, hydraulic hose and gauge element were 
standard oil-field equipment. Pressures upstream of the gauge protector were measured 
by a Heise gauge, 0 to 10000 psig span. All pressure measurements between 0 and 
5000 psig were corroborated by measurements made 'with 4-20 mA pressure 
transducers, which could also monitor the discharge pressure o f the protector. Fluid 
flow to and from the gauge protector was metered with the calibrated injection pump 
and verified by volumetric measurements.
All pressure measuring equipment was calibrated using a dead weight standard, 
known to be accurate to ± 0.03% reading. The pressure transducers tested accurate 
within +0.2% of the indicated value while the Heise gauge tested to be within 0 to -10 
psi. Transducers with ranges o f  1000 and 5000 psig were used interchangeably to 
minimize reading error, depending on the pressure range of a test. Only the Heise 
gauge was used for pressure measurements above 5000 psig. A composite





















SOURCE 2 4  V
Figure 8. System Schematic of the Pressure Measurement Model.
compressibility was determined for the complete pressurization system on the process 
side o f the gauge protector. Test results were factored appropriately such that they 
would not be biased by the compressibility of the mercury pump system, the transfer 
vessel and its associated oil-filled tubing.
4.5 Findings and Results
Each component of the remote pressure measurement system was independently 
evaluated. Then all were combined and tested as a complete measurement system, with 
the effects of elevated temperature also documented. The resulting data were then 
codified in the form of graphs and tables to simplify use. All graphs and tables given in 
this text are specific to the equipment tested and are n o t intended to be used  
indiscrim inately.
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4.5.1 Gauge Protector
The gauge protector notably acts as a barrier device, separating the process fluid 
from the transfer fluid (instrument oil). It also provides a reservoir of instrument oil for 
the pressurization of the oil-filled transfer link. The total volume of oil that can be 
expelled from a gauge protector reservoir into the link was defined as the w o rk in g flu id  
volume. There are two types of gauge protectors. One type uses an elastomer 
diaphragm to separate the process fluid from the instrument oil, as shown in Figure 9, 
while the other type replaces the diaphragm with a floating piston. Evaluation of gauge 
protectors involved defining: (a) the working fluid volume for both the elastomer and 
piston units, (b) pressure losses due to expansion o f the diaphragm, (c) pressure losses 
incurred across the piston caused by sliding or static friction, and (d) the effects o f 
precharge.
4.5.1.1 Working Fluid Volume
Gauge protectors from three vendors were included in this study. Two vendors 
supplied diaphragm-type, while all three provided piston-type gauge protectors. Table 
3 shows their working fluid volumes, as determined by volumetric displacement. With 
the exception o f precharge, to be discussed later, these volumes represent the total fluid 
available for pressure transmission. In a later section, it will be shown how a smaller 
working fluid volume might limit the maximum pressure response of a given system.
4.5.1.2 Pressure Loss - Diaphragm
As pressure was applied to the process side o f a gauge protector, in discrete 
increments, the volume of working fluid discharged to atmospheric pressure was
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* 7 5  ML WORKING FLUID 
AVAILABLE ( R E L A X E D  
P O S IT IO N )
Figure 9. Sectional View of a Typical Diaphragm-type Gauge 
Protector, where PM is the Process Pressure and PG 
the Pressure Sensed by the Gauge Element.
recorded. Figure 10 shows the cumulative volume of fluid expelled (mL) for a given 
value of applied process pressure (psig). The procedure was like inflating a balloon, 
where the pressure inside must be greater than the surrounding atmospheric pressure. A 
pressure differential accompanies the expansion (stretching) of the diaphragm. At any 






A 75.0 mL 63 .8  mL
B 70.0 115.0
C ------- 276.0
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stage of distention, the differen tia l pressure (psi) across the diaphragm was the same as 
the ga u g e  pressure (psig), as plotted in Figure 1 0 . These tests indicate that process 
pressures will always be greater than remote pressures (providing they exceed the LDB 
limit) The difference depends upon the amount o f diaphragm expansion. When this 
expansion is near its maximum_ Figure 10 shows that process pressures could be as 
much as 95 psi higher than the pressures transmitted to a remote gauge — regardless of 
the process pressure. Likewise the UDB limit o f the system is reached at this maximum 
extension.
4.5.1.3 Pressure Loss - Piston
Frictional losses for piston-type gauge protectors were found to be negligible.
For all three units studied, pressure increases in the range of 5 to 10 psi were required 
on the process side of a static piston before it moved and a subsequent pressure change 
was sensed downstream. These same increases were observed at all levels of 
downstream pressure. Once a moving piston had returned to a rest state, approximately 
3 to 5 psi remained as a pressure differential or fictional pressure loss across the piston.
4.5.1.4 Effects of System Precharge
A common field practice is to pump additional oil into a gauge protector while 
its process side is at atmospheric pressure. This precharge pressure becomes the LDB 
limit. All process pressures lower than the precharge value will not be sensed. In some 
cases, this threshold can be as high as 150 to 2 0 0  psig, sufficient to obscure shut-in 
pressures from kicking formations that have small pressure differentials over that of the 
wellbore fluid hydrostatic pressure. Some positive attributes of system precharge are
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EXPANDED
40 60 80 100
PSIG
Figure 10. Pressure Required to Expand a Typical Gauge Protector 
Diaphragm Vs. Fluid Volume Expelled from the Gauge 
Protector Reservoir.
wellbore fluid hydrostatic pressure. Some positive attributes o f system precharge are 
that it offsets some of the initial hose expansion and prevents air from entering the fluid 
link by maintaining a positive pressure inside the hose or fluid link. In a diaphragm unit, 
it increases the working fluid volume by collapsing the diaphragm. The increase in that 
it offsets some o f the initial hose expansion and prevents air from entering the fluid link 
by maintaining a positive pressure inside the hose of fluid link, hi a diaphragm unit, it 
increases the working fluid volume by collapsing the diaphragm. The increase in 
working fluid volume associated with precharge pressure for a particular diaphragm- 
type protector is shown in Figure 11. Precharge of a piston-type unit provides all the
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attributes associated with a precharged diaphragm-type, except it provides no increase 
in the working fluid volume.
PRECHARGE
PSIG
Figure 11. Precharge Pressure Required to Collapse a Typical Gauge
Protector Diaphragm Vs. Fluid Volume Increase in the Gauge 
Protector Reservoir.
4.5.1.4.1 Hydraulic Hose
To quantify the ballooning or expansion of the hose, pressure versus volume 
data were collected for a 1/4 inch by 50 foot, 10000 psig rated hose filled with 
instrument oil. The hose was exercised (pressurized to its maximum working pressure) 
several times in order to season it, so as to obtain reproducible data. It was found that 
the "green" or new hose required more fluid addition to realize a given pressure, as 
opposed to the seasoned hose. During the study, it was noted that the expansion 
characteristic of the hose reverted back to the green state when not used for a few
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weeks. However, with limited use, the hose again returned to a seasoned state. 
Composite compressibility values for the oil and hose, based upon numerous pressure 
versus volume tests, are given in Figure 12. Note that the data are presented as 
working fluid demands in terms of mL/ft (of hose) versus internal pressure. This 
scaling, in mL/ft, will accommodate any particular length of hose.
4.5.1.4.2 Stainless Steel Tubing
To minimize fluid consumption by hose expansion, the flexible hydraulic hose 
may be replaced by steel tubing. (Though superior, this practice is seldom used in the 
field because flexible hose proves more practical for mobile drilling rigs.) One-eighth 
inch stainless steel tubing was tested in an attempt to generate a composite 
compressibility factor as was done for the hose. However, an injection pressure 
approaching 1 0 0 0 0  psig was required to realize a working fluid demand of sufficient 
volume for accurate measurement. Consequently, linear behavior for this factor was 
assumed. As a constant, the composite compressibility factor was determined to be
0.000032 (mL/psi)/ft of tubing. This approximation was justified solely by the fact that, 
for normal rig situations, the total working fluid demand of the steel tubing would not 
be significant even as pressures approach 10 0 0 0  psig.
4.5.1.4.3 Trapped Air
Free air in the fluid link will not cause errors so long as process pressures are 
within the responsive range of the system. Being very compressible, however, it could 
markedly increase the demand for instrument oil in the link. This, in turn, might reduce 
drastically the UDB limit of the system. Air is often trapped in a system as the gauge
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Figure 12. Oil Volume Demands of a Typical Hydraulic Hose Link (Free of 
Air) as a Function of Internal Pressure.
protector and hose are filled with ofl. Leaking and ,rbreathing" connections (although 
not recommended for use in the field) are commonly used with quick-disconnect fittings 
and provide avenues for addition o f air to the system.
While not measured in the laboratory model, the effect o f  trapped air can be 
predicted precisely by use of the Real Gas Law:
( 1)
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where V, and V2 represent the air volumes at initial and final conditions respectively; 
likewise 7/ and T2 are the absolute temperatures; P i and P 2 are the absolute pressures; 
and Z/ and Z2 are the compressibility factors for air. The working fluid demand 
resulting from compression of the air is given by the difference, (V \-  Vx). The 
compressibility factors may be taken as equal, with the introduction of little error. 
Furthermore, the additional volume of oil required to compress the air is essentially the 
initial volume of trapped air at atmospheric pressure. For example, with the fluid link at 
a pressure of only 200 psig, the trapped air would be reduced to about 7 percent o f  its 
original volume. At 500 psig, it would be reduced to only 3 percent.
4.5.1.4.4 Pressure Gauge
Working fluid requirements for both pressure transducer and Bourdon tube 
gauges were determined. Fluid volumes required to drive transducer-type instruments 
to full scale were essentially zero. Compressibility of the single-coil, Bourdon tube 
gauge also proved to be minimal. Prior to testing, the tube element was removed from 
the gauge and purged of air. Pressurization tests defined the compressibility profile that 
is shown in Figure 13. Note that at 10000 psig only about 1.0 mL of oil was required 
to extend the gauge full scale, which can be considered negligible. Gauge response or 
calibration errors were not considered in this study since each gauge appears unique, 
with accuracy varying by gauge. Gauges are usually recalibrated periodically by 
certified vendors.






F L U I D  DEMAND, M L
Figure 13. Oil Volume Required to Activate a Typical 0 to 10000 Psig, 
Single Coil, Bourdon Tube Gauge.
4.5.1.4.5 Temperature
The effects of temperature on the instrument oil and also on the complete system 
were studied. The entire gauge protector, hose and Bourdon gauge system were 
immersed in a thermostatically controlled water bath. While the pressure source was 
maintained at 21 °C, the system's temperature was varied from 4 to 50 °C. No 
significant pressure measurement errors were observed due to system exposure to these 
reasonable temperature excursions, even when pressuring the system to its full-scale
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limit o f 10000 psig. However, the metered fluid volume required to obtain a common 
pressure response was not constant during these tests.
Subsequent thermal expansion tests on the instrument oil alone showed its 
isobaric thermal expansion coefficient, /?„, was a weak function of temperature, namely
”  (1225 + T) (2)
where Fis the temperature in degrees Celsius. To predict oil volume changes as a 
function of temperature change, the instrument oil’s temperature dependent expansion 
coefficient must be integrated over the temperature range o f interest. The volume 
change for this particular instrument oil may be calculated using the following equation:
(l225 + r;)
: ' (1225 -  I )  l  >
where Vt and Tj represent original conditions and V2 and T2 the final conditions.
Although the oil expands or shrinks with changes in temperature, no errors 
would be incurred in a soft system, i.e., a system whose gauge protector diaphragm (or 
piston) was free to move. However, expansion or shrinkage o f the oil could affect the 
LDB and UDB response limits of a system.
4.5.2 System Evaluation Procedure Illustrated
The following example will illustrate the procedures used to determine a gauge 
reading correction factor and the maximum pressure response limit of a particular 
system configuration. Consider a properly charged 10000 psig rated system, consisting 
of a diaphragm-type protector with a 75 mL reservoir, 50 feet of 1/4 inch hose, and a 
Bourdon gauge. The initial and final conditions for the example are given in Table 4.
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Table 4. Conditions for Example Problem.







0  psig 
15 mL
483 mL (0.7854 d 2 L) 
543 mL (483 -1 5  -  75)
27 °C 
2 0 0 0  psig
The solution requires that the fluid demands of both the hose and gauge be 
determined. Since there was a temperature reduction, a shrinkage of the instrument oil 
is expected, which can be treated as an additional demand for working fluid. 
Compression of the trapped air is yet another demand for working fluid. Summation of 
all demands for working fluid gives the volume to be expelled from the gauge protector. 
Figure 10 is then used to determine the pressure loss incurred in expanding the 
diaphragm while expelling the needed fluid. This value will be the gauge correction 
factor.
Solu tion : G auge Correction Factor
Fluid Demand Reference
Hose 26.7 mL Fig. 1 2
Gauge 0.4 Fig. 13
Oil Shrinkage 3.5 Eq. (3)
Compressed Air 14.9 Eq. (1)
Total 45.5 mL
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Gauge Correction: 35 psi Fig. 10
Process Pressure: 2035 psig
Here, this 35-psi additive correction or reading error would only represent a 1.7% 
reading error.
To determine the maximum pressure response, first, the fluid shrinkage and 
compressed air volumes, as calculated earlier, will have to be replaced by a portion of 
the original reservoir working fluid. Next, assume all the remaining working fluid will 
be expelled into the hose. Calculate the fluid volume expelled in mL/fi of hose. Figure 
1 2  can then be used to determine the resulting pressure inside the hose, which would be 
the maximum pressure response limit of the system.
Solution: System M axim um  Pressure R esponse L im it
Initial Reservoir Fluid 75.0 mL
Shrinkage Loss -3.5
Air compression Loss -14.9
Remaining Working Fluid 56.6 mL
Fluid Expelled into Hose 1.1 mL / ft (56.6 50)
Resulting Hose Pressure (Fig. 12) 7800 psig
Notice that while this system was equipped with a 10000 psig gauge, process pressures 
in excess o f 7800 psig can not be indicated.
As an extension of the previous example, suppose the system contained an 
additional 50 feet of hose. Using the same logic as before, a maximum pressure 
response limit of approximately 2 0 0 0  psig would result. This restriction would be a 
very significant limitation and would pose a real threat to the safety of personnel and 
equipment alike.
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4.6 Validation of Findings and Results
Validation o f the findings and results o f this study consisted of comparisons of 
predicted process pressures with the actual pressures applied by the mercury pump.
Tests were designed to predict process pressures based on working fluid changes within 
the system. The procedure was as follows: (1) apply pressure to the process side of the 
gauge protector, (2 ) measure the amount o f fluid expelled from the protector by means 
of the metering pump supplying the pressure, (3) convert the displaced fluid to mL/fl by 
dividing by the length o f the hose, (4) use the mL/fl value and Figure 12 to determine 
the predicted internal pressure of the hose, (5) determine a gauge correction factor from 
Figure 10, (6 ) predict the process pressure by adding the gauge correction factor to the 
predicted hose pressure, and (7) compare this predicted process pressure to the applied 
process pressure.
Five tests were conducted with different combinations of process pressure, 
precharge pressure and hose length. The system was purged of air prior to each test 
and the temperature held constant during all tests. For simplicity, the working fluid 
demand to activate the gauge element was considered negligible. The results o f these 
tests are given in Table 5. Note that the percentage error for the predicted process 
pressure as compared to the actual process pressure was minimal for the first four tests, 
two of which included system precharge. Of special importance was the result o f the 
fifth test. The UDB limit was predicted to be extremely low, due to the excessive hose 
length. When tested, 5000 psig was applied to the process pressure side of the gauge
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protector. The applied pressure was not observed on the system gauge, but instead, the
observed pressure was essentially that predicted for the UDB limit.















0 50 3000 3050 1.7
0 50 8000 8050 0.6
50 50 5500 5500
50 50 7000 6900 1.4
0 100 5000 3750 N/A
4.7 Conclusions
The conclusions drawn from the results of Phase 1 testing follow.
1. Given a properly charged hydraulic pressure measurement system, errors 
inherent in remote measurements of drillpipe, kill line, and casing 
pressures are not significant, whether measured electronically or with a 
pressure gauge.
2. Significant errors can occur in a remote pressure measurement system 
given:
a) an excessive precharge pressure, resulting in an elevated minimum 
response pressure, (LDB), and/or
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b) insufficient working fluid volume, resulting in a reduced maximum 
pressure response limit, (UDB).
3. Hose length, trapped air and instrument oil leakage significantly reduced the 
working fluid available for pressure transmission and will greatly reduce the 
maximum pressure that can be read.
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CHAPTER 5
COMPUTER-ASSISTED DEEP WATER WELL CONTROL SYSTEM
5.0 Introduction
This chapter deals with the development and testing of the computer-assisted 
well control system for deep ocean environments. This work is built on the feet that 
reliable data can be obtained electronically whether the sensors are directly connected to 
the pressure sources or connected to the existing rig analog pressure gauge systems (as 
described in Chapter 4). Discussed in this chapter are the methodology and the results 
obtained from the development o f the computer-assisted deep water well control 
system. Five phases or steps were required for this research: 1) installation of the 
electronic data input system, 2) alteration o f the test well facility, 3) development o f the 
electronic data collection software for slow circulation rate data, 4) development o f 
software to generate a hard copy of the well kill program (kill sheet) for a given kick 
scenario, and 5) the design of the computer-assisted deep water well control system. 
Section 5.1 contains the methodology to complete each of these phases, with Phases 1 
and 2 being self explanatory and the last three to receive further developed in the testing 
and results sections o f this chapter (Sections 5.2 and 5.3).
The research test system is described in terms of the LSU test well facility and 
the computer system used to complete this research. Discussion o f the results of this 
research phase are broken down into three steps: 1) the computer-assisted 
determination of slow circulation rate data, 2) the computer generated well kill plan or
72
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kill sheet, and 3) the computer-assisted deep water well control system. These are 
developed and discussed separately.
5.1 Methodology
The development o f  the computer-assisted system was completed in five phases 
as mentioned in Section 5.0, with the methodology for completing each phase being 
detailed in the following subsections.
5.1.1 Electronic Data Input
Real-time data inputs were provided by electronic sensors that use a 4-20 
milliamp (mA) current loop signal for analog transmission of system pressures 
(bottomhole, choke or casing, drillpipe or pump, etc.), choke position, pump stroke 
rate, and mud pit fluid levels. Sensors providing milliamp output signals were chosen 
to ensure reliable data, Le., the signals would not be affected or degenerated by signal 
transmission line length or radio frequency (RF) interference. Considerable potential for 
RF signal interference is present at the rig site, especially given that the sensor leads are 
so long in length and that they act as signal antennae for various stray RF signals. 
Additionally, since there are so many rig power sources and converted voltages, 
differential input was selected as the input means to the analog-to-digital (A-D-A) input 
computer card. This selection minimized the potential errors due to current loop 
interference, which is very difficult to eliminate in a non-controlled environment when 
using single ended inputs. In short, the A-D-A input card converts the linear 4-20 mA 
input signal to a voltage which is compared to a voltage standard within the card. The
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final numerical field value is determined by a percentage comparison o f the input voltage 
to the standard voltage, and then multiplied by the full scale range of the field sensor8.
The A-D-A card selected for converting the current loop sensor data into direct 
current voltage (vdc) was an I/O Technologies 12 bit card that has the capacity of 
processing 8 analog inputs and 2 analog outputs9. Twelve bit resolution is based on a 
binary system, meaning that the input and output signals were converted into 4096 
discrete voltage increments (e.g., a 15000 psig only has a 15000 divided by 4096 
incremental resolution or a 3+ psi incremental resolution). To take advantage of higher 
incremental resolution, the pressure sensor range 0-5000 psig full scale was selected 
since pressures exceeding this span were not anticipated. Rosemount and Bourne brand 
instruments with 4-20 mA output capability were made available for use at the LSU test 
facility.
The research computer selected for this project, though later updated for the 
work completed in Chapter 6, was a Zenith Z-100 double floppy system with 192k 
RAM (random access memory). The slow processing speed o f this system, as 
compared to the systems of today, demonstrates the minimal computer requirements for
* For example, lets say that a 0-5000 psig pressure sensor (4-20 mA linear transmission signal, 4 
mA being 0 psig and 20 mA being 5000 psig) is in the field and is sending a 12.0 mA signal (one 
half of full scale) to the A-D-A card. The card converts the input signal to a 0.5 vdc signal (0- 
1.0 vdc, linearly representing the 4-20 mA input signal). Then the A-D-A card compares the 
input 0.5 vdc signal to the 1.0 vdc standard and determines the signal to be one half of full scale. 
The A-D-A card then passes the 0.5 scale value to the computer as a 0-1.0 vdc value, and then, 
the computer, via software logic, multiplies the percentage voltage signal by the full scale range 
of the field sensor to determine the field pressure being read (i.e., multiplying the 0.5 value times 
the 5000 psig full scale range, resulting in a field pressure reading of 2500 psig).
9 The software driving the I/O board was written in the BASIC computer language. Therefore, 
the data collection and manipulation software for the well control program was also written in 
the BASIC language so as to maintain compatibility.
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implementing a system of the type developed because the natural cycle o f  the wellbore is 
of such a low frequency that extremely fast decisions concerning pump and choke 
control outputs are not required. However, full development of an expert system for 
wellbore analysis, in addition to the computer-assisted well control system, would 
require faster analysis turnaround.
5.1.2 Well Test Facility Alteration Requirements
Adapting the LSU PERTTL test well facility to meet the needs o f  this research 
required several facility alterations. The four sections that follow describe in some 
detail these alterations.
5.1.2.1 Pump Throttle and Gear Selector Controls
First, the pneumatic throttle and gear selector control systems o f the Halliburton 
fluid pump had to be modified for electrical control from the test facility control room 
(approximately 200 feet from the fiuid pump). The remote throttle control was 
integrated with a 4-20 mA current loop control by use of a Moore Product Incorporated 
electrical to pneumatic converter (4-20 mA to 6-30 psig signal conversion) located at 
the pump, taking advantage of its already in-place pneumatic throttle control. However, 
the pump throttle required up to 100 psig to go full throttle, necessitating that the 6-30 
psig signal be amplified by a 4:1 Moore Product pressure signal multiplier. One 
additional throttle modification was required in the control room. The manual throttle 
had to be converted from a pneumatic controller to a 4-20 mA rheostat type controller, 
allowing other training operations to be completed independently o f this research.
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The pump gear selector was easily converted with a multiple contact rotary 
switch and four 12 vdc ASCO solenoid valves. Converting the gear selector to 
electrical was not needed for computer control, but for prompt response (due to the 
existing long pneumatic lines from the control room to the fluid pump station) when a 
manual gear selection was made at the initiation of the computer controlled well kill 
process.
Precise pump speed control was monitored by the installation of a magnetic 
pickup near a circular 28 tooth sprocket attached to the drive shaft leading from the 
triplex pump gear box to the fluid pump itself Pulse signals from the pickup were then 
converted (via a frequency to milliamp signal converter) to a 4-20 mA signal for input to 
the computer. A total o f 7.8 revolutions (218 proximity switch electrical pulses) o f the 
sprocket represented one stroke of the pump, permitting precise pump rate 
determination (a resolution higher than commonly found in the field, but easily installed 
if desired).
5.1.2.2 Drilling Choke Selection and Control
Two basic drilling choke designs are used in the field: a fixed position type and a 
pressure regulating type. The fixed position type is the more dominant type choke, but 
modeling of this type choke is very choke and fluid dependent and the flow rate versus 
pressure drop for varying choke positions has never been defined by any of the choke 
suppliers. Since the end result of the choke position is pressure control, the 
hydraulically controlled SWACO 10K Kick Killer choke (formerly designed and owned 
by Warren Tool Company) was selected. This choke regulates pressure by hydraulically
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setting a back pressure on the back side o f the floating piston used to control fluid flow 
through the choke body, earlier described by Cain (1987). Figure 14 depicts the basic 
design on this choke. The advantage o f this choke over other designs is that the 
computer can set the hydraulic pressure on the back side o f the floating piston, the 
piston then moves to the balanced pressure point (equal pressures) between hydraulic 
set point pressure and casing pressure. The bottom line is that control o f the casing 
pressure is completed by setting a desired set point pressure, not choke position, 
resulting in a casing pressure equal to the set point pressure.
" SET P OI N T  ’ H YD R A U L I C  P R E S S U R E  
FROM C H O K E  C O N S O L E/
T H R E E  REVERS I BLE 
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Figure 14. Floating Piston Drilling Choke Design.
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Manual control o f the SWACO 10K Kick Killer choke is accomplished via a 
pneumatic over hydraulic pressure system, with the pneumatic pressure control being a 
hand adjustable, operator-controlled 3-15 psig pressure regulator. The subsequent 
adjusted hydraulic pressure actually dictates an equivalent casing pressure, through the 
automatic adjusting o f the choke element position to a position of equivalent, but 
opposing, pressure. With the use o f solenoid valves and electrical to pneumatic 
converters, the choke was outfitted for computer control as well as manual controL 
Additionally, a LVDT system with a 4-20 mA output signal was supplied by SWACO 
and was affixed to the choke stem to provide choke position documentation during the 
testing o f the computer-assisted well control system.
5.1.2.3 Gas Out Metering Station
The vent line downstream of the mud-gas separator was retrofitted with a 
Daniels senior orifice fitting for measuring gas output from the wellbore during a well 
kill operation. A Daniels Model 2231 gas measuring computer collected the input data 
from the senior orifice fitting pressure sensors and outputted a 4-20 mA gas flow rate 
signal as an input to the automated well control system.
5.1.2.4 Reservoir or Gas Kick Simulation System
A series o f three, 2000 foot deep cased wellbores was used as storage facilities 
for high pressure natural gas (up to 4000 psig) for injection into the test well as the kick 
fluid. The gas was metered into the wellbore via manually controlled pneumatic 
actuator flow control and gate valves. As a consequence of test well depth (6000 feet, 
true vertical depth) and gas deliverability from the kick simulation system, a kick
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volume o f approximately 10 barrels was standardized for the tests. (This volume is 
representative of an offshore, kicking well that has been detected early and promptly 
shut-in.) However, given the test well tubular geometry, the 10 barrel kick volume is 
sufficient to generate a pressure profile similar to that of a deep water offshore well with 
a larger volume kick influx10.
5.1.3 Slow Circulation Rate Pressures
As stated earlier, choke line friction on startup is one o f  the more difficult 
pressure control tasks when beginning a well kill operation. Some choke operators 
compensate for choke line friction by opening the choke, allowing the casing pressure to 
drop, and then, bringing the fluid pump on line. Once the pump is up to the slow 
circulation rate (SCR), the choke is then partially closed, adjusting the casing pressure 
to the original shut-in casing pressure minus the choke line friction. However, this 
method allows more gas to enter the wellbore while underbalanced, worsening the 
situation. Another method is to drop the casing pressure in 4 or so incremental steps to 
offset the increasing choke line friction while bringing the pump on line. This method 
keeps the well slightly overbalanced when coming up to pump speed, eliminating the 
underbalanced condition earlier described. This method also minimizes the risk of 
formation breakdown by not allowing the overbalance to exceed one fourth or so of the 
choke line frictional value. For this research, the computer was used to capture pump 
rate and pressure data during the slow circulation rate test period, and the software was
10 The LSU test well facility provided an excellent environment for developing and testing the 
computer-assisted deep water well control system because of this ability to simulate deep ocean 
kicks.
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written to determine the choke line friction, not as two or three discrete pump rate data 
points but as curve fitted data with an established choke line friction equation based on 
pump or fluid flow rate. This allows the computer to control the reduction o f  the choke 
line friction during the startup on a stroke by stroke rate increase basis, Le., integrating 
the pressure loss over several stroke rate intervals, not over three or four. This effects 
much closer control of the BHP during startups, minimizing the overbalance risk 
(formation fracture) and the underbalance risk (additional kick fluid influx).
Utilizing BASIC software, a program was written so that the computer collects 
pump rate and pressure data, curve fits the data and stores the results in a data file for 
later access and use. This file is accessed by the computer later when developing the kill 
sheet and when ramping the pump up to SCR during an actual well kill operation.
5.1.4 Kill Sheet
As back up to the automated system, a physical copy of the well kill plan had to 
be generated by the computer. Again, the BASIC programming language was used to 
write code for generating a kill sheet which was formatted like the LSU kill sheet 
(sample LSU kill sheet in Appendix B). The system is capable of generating a kill sheet 
both for surface and subsurface operations, accommodating both the driller’s method 
and the wait-and-weight method. Additionally, the BASIC program generates a kill 
sheet that can accommodate two sizes o f drillpipe, two sizes o f drill collars, a riser, two 
casing/liner sizes, and an open hole section.
The output product for this phase of the project is a hard copy of a kill sheet. 
Input for this sheet will be data contained in a morning report data file, the slow
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circulation rate data file, and manual data input. All input data is screen displayed for 
on-line correction prior to generation o f the kill sheet.
5.1.5 Computer-Assisted Deep Water Weil Control System
The computer-assisted system developed has the capability of monitoring the 
pre-kick wellbore and surface parameters, collecting the post-kick shut-in wellbore 
pressures, generating the kill sheet described earlier, and then, circulating the kick fluid 
from the wellbore. The system is called computer-assisted and not an automated well 
control system because the operator identifies the kick, shuts-in the wellbore, and then 
prompts the computer to collect the shut-in pressures and generate the kill sheet. The 
operator then initiates the start of the well control program and places the fluid pump 
and choke in computer control mode while manually selecting the proper gear for the 
fluid pump.
The system’s process control logic includes software designed to instruct the 
computer on bringing the pump up to speed while adjusting the choke to the proper 
casing pressure (adjusting for choke line friction) and for switching from casing pressure 
control to drillpipe pressure control once the SCR has been obtained and stabilized.
Once this is completed, the computer holds the drillpipe pressure constant for the 
remainder of the well kill procedure, if completing a driller’s well control method. 
Software logic is included for the wait-and-weight method, but no runs were made with 
this technique due to the inability for weighting-up and de-weighting the drilling fluids at 
the LSU test well facility.
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Closed loop control logic was incorporated to control the fluid pump and the 
drilling choke. Choke manipulations were made based on pressure differences between 
the desired control pressure and actual pressure. For the case when following a drillpipe 
pressure schedule, lag time allowances for choke changes were included so as not to 
make the same corrections multiple times. Additionally, since the pressure transit lag 
time was so large when traveling from the drilling choke to the drillpipe pressure gauge, 
a predictor model was added that predicts future changes that will be needed while 
waiting on the pressure transit to travel the full length of the system. The end result was 
that each choke change is based on the current pressure change needs, minus those 
pressure changes that are in transit within the wellbore, phis those pressure changes 
predicted as being needed prior to the next pressure adjustment.
Development and testing of the computer-assisted system was completed at the 
PERTTL test well facility using the 6000 foot subsea configured well with 3000 feet o f 
choke line (described in detail later in the chapter). Natural gas was used as the kick 
fluid, but only after the system had been tested competent against circulating out 
simulated salt water kicks (trapped wellbore pressure). Thirty simulated salt water 
kicks and 20 natural gas kicks were completed in the development and testing of the 
system. The end product is a test run documenting the successful circulation o f a 
natural gas kick from the wellbore. These results were then compared with the results 
of a similar kick manually controlled by an experienced operator.
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5.2 System and Test Facility Design
The test design consisted of two parts, the test well facility and the 
computer/process control system. The test well facility, Figure 15, consisted of the fluid 
pump system, the test well, the drilling choke and manifold system, the gas 
injection/reservoir simulation system, and the mud-gas separator system. All high 
pressured piping, wellhead equipment, and choke manifold had API 5000 ratings, 
meaning that the system components are rated to a working pressure of 5000 psig and a 
test pressure o f7500 psig. The gas injection system carried approximately 4000 psig 
gas pressure, sufficient to inject a gas volume of approximately 10 barrels at a depth of 
6000 feet inside the test well, while providing significant shut-in surface pressures (up to 
1000 psig).
LSLTs Well # 1 (a subsea research and training well) shown in Figure 16 was 
designed to model deep water operations. It was used in the research and testing phase 
of this effort. This well has been used extensively in the development and testing o f 
concepts for deep water operation, as was the case for Bourgoyne and Holden’s work 
discussed earlier. The well design included a triple flow tube located at 3000 feet inside 
the wellbore to emulate deep water subsea operations, two strings o f2.375 inch OD 
tubing extended from the flow tube to the surface modeling both the choke and kill flow 
lines, and a subsea wing valve for one flow line was modeled using a Hydril surface- 
controlled subsurface safety valve. The simulated wing valve allowed experiments and 
training exercises to be conducted using only one flow line, with the other line being 
isolated from the system (as is often the case during well control operations for floating
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Figure 16. LSU Well # 1 - Subsea Research and Test Well.
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drilling vessels). The drillpipe or pump line extended from surface to 6000 feet, and 
was made o f 2.875 inch OD tubing with 1.315 inch tubing extending inside to a depth of 
6100 feet. This concentric tubing was used as a gas injection string which facilitated 
high pressure natural gas or nitrogen injection at the bottom o f the hole, emulating a gas 
kick or influx on bottom.
The second part of the test system was the computer/process control system. 
Figure 17 depicts the components o f  this system and how it interrelates with the test 
well facility. The computer sends control signals both to the fluid pump and drilling 
choke while receiving input data such as casing pressure, drillpipe pressure, choke 
position, fluid pump speed, etc. In addition to the computer control system, a six pen 
plotter documents the relevant pressures and choke position.
As a safety item, a black box was developed with appropriate switching such 
that control o f the fluid pump and drilling choke can be transferred together or 
independently from computer control to manual control with the toggling of a single 
switch. Also, the milliamp outputs for both the manual and computer pump controllers 
are to be monitored digitally such that whichever system happens to be off-line can be 
adjusted to the same milliamp output11, but only on standby. When adjusted correctly, 
switching from one system to the other is basically a “bumpless” transfer, Le., the fluid
11 This was accomplished by applying a voltage to a resistive loop created equivalent to that of 
the pump throttle loop electrical circuit. Milliamp adjustments were manually adjusted by the 
use of a rheostat. Transfer of control was completed by the toggling of a switch, transferring the 
manually controlled (or vice versa for the computer controlled circuit) current from the 
simulated throttle circuit to the actual throttle circuit.







Well Parameters Equipment Parameters
- Drill Pipe Pressure - Choke Position
- Casing Pressure - Pit Volume
- Kill Line pressure - Volume Pumped
- Friction - System Calibration
- Bottom Hole Pressure - Gas at Surface
Figure 17. Control Schematic for Computer-Assisted Well Control System.
pump doesn’t even detect the transfer of controL This type transfer was also developed 
for the drilling choke pneumatic control system.
5 J  Test Results
As stated in the introduction of this chapter, the results obtained for this phase 
of the research are broken into or described as three separate components: 1) the 
computer-assisted determination of slow circulation rate data, 2) the computer 
generated well kill plan or kill sheet, and 3) the computer-assisted deep water well 
control system. Each will now be discussed.
5.3.1 Computer-Assisted Slow Circulation Rate Data 
As an alternate means to collecting choke line frictional data manually, the data 
can now be collected by computer and curve fitted, providing unlimited flow rate versus
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frictional data combinations via equations that are readily accessible by computer.
Table 6 depicts manually collected SCR data12 as is typically with today’s technology. 
The “Choke Line Friction” data is determined by circulating down the drillstring and up 
the choke line and through the fully opened bypass on the choke manifold and then, 
subtracting from this value the pump pressure observed when circulating down the 
drillstring and up the riser. This method assumes no friction in the riser. There are 
other methods for determining choke line friction as was discussed earlier, but fully 
detailing these methods is not needed for this discussion However for the example 
described in Table 6, note should be made that the fluid pump strokes per minute (SPM) 
rates given in Column 1 actually represent fluid flow rates. Had the data been given in 
terms of fluid flow rate in lieu of SPM (Le., bbl/min rather than SPM which is pump 
dependent), then the data would not be dependent on pumping equipment. However, 
the SPM data plots the same as fluid flow rate and is generally more readily accessible. 
One must keep in mind that this method is very rate dependent, Le., the rates for 
Column 2 and Column 3 must be exactly the same or the calculated choke line friction 
will be in error. The only significance o f  the SPM rates chosen for the SCR data is that 
they should be representative of potential rates to be used in the event o f  a wefl killing 
operation (usually about 1/2 o f the normal circulating rate and typically falling in the 3 
to 4 bbl/min flow rate range).
12 This data was collected while circulating a water based bentonite drilling fluid through LSU 
Well Number 1 located at PERTTL.
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The new system developed collects SCR data electronically. Now, the 
relationship between flow rate and friction loss for non-Newtonian drilling fluids in the 
turbulent flow regime is known to be exponential in nature. This affords the computer- 
assisted system to take advantage of the fact that the SCR versus pump pressure data 
should plot linearly on log-log paper or that each flow path’s frictional rate data can be 
fitted to an equation of the form:
p = cqm 1.0
where
p = pump pressure, psig 
q = fluid flow rate, spm
m = slope of rate versus pump pressure line, and 
c = constant based on fluid properties and weflbore geometry.
A computer program has been written in the BASIC software language 
(Appendix E) that allows the rig crew to interactively collect the SCR data 
electronically and in a form useable by the computer-assisted well control system
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developed. La lieu o f making  the data collection fully automated, a decision was made 
to permit the driller, the one normally responsible for m anually controlling the fluid 
pump, to bring the pump up to the varying SCR’s and collect the pump rate a pressure 
data electronically by toggling an interrupt key (setup on as one of the F keys). Once 
the pump rate and pump pressure have stabilized for a given fluid flow rate, the driller 
enters the data by striking the designated function key, at which time the computer polls 
the SPM data input and the pump pressure sensors and enters these values as a set o f 
data points. One advantage of the data being collected in this manner is that the data is 
typically more precise than if  taken manually by visual observations, especially for 
pump pressure since these values are typically in the less accurate lower 10% of full 
scale range o f the hydraulic pressure gauge. Once three or so pressure data points are 
taken for each flow path, a second programmed F key is toggled, F2, and the computer 
automatically calculates a exponential curve fit equation for each flow path as well as 
one for the choke line friction itself The computer then outputs to the printer 1) a hard 
copy of the tabulated data, 2) the log-log plotted data, and 3) the associated equations 
while storing this data in a data file (FRICT2.DAT) for use later in the development o f a 
well control kill sheet and the computer-assisted well kill procedure. Figure 18 shows 
a typical output for this system.
hi summary, the output products for the computer-assisted frictional data 
program are:
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Figure 18. Plot of Frictional Pressure Losses.
1) a tabulated rate versus pump pressure data (includes flowing through the riser, 
flowing trough the choke line and manifold bypass, and the actual choke line 
frictional data);
2) a log-log plot of pump rate versus pump pressure data;
3) exponential equations, derived form the frictional data collected, for describing 
the rate versus pump pressure relationships for flowing through down the
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drillstring and up the riser, for flowing down the drillstring and up the choke line 
and out the m anifold bypass, and for the choke line frictional itself; and
4) an electronic data file containing the SCR frictional equation data.
The benefits that can be derived from a SCR data collection system of this type are:
1) the pump pressure data collected is more precise than visually collected analog 
gauge pressure data;
2) the electronically generated frictional equation is not rate dependent from one
flow path to the other (Le., the pump rates do not have to be equal for each flow 
path when taking the frictional data), reducing the time to collect the data 
resulting in a small savings in rig time;
3) SCR pressure errors are eliminated that are ofientimes introduced by the rig 
personnel who oftentimes call a stroke rate within one or two strokes o f the 
earlier collected data the same in order to speed the process and save rig time;
4) theoretically, an infinite number o f SCR’s can be chosen and the frictional 
pressures known as a consequence o f the frictional or pressure loss equations 
(not limiting the crew to the two or three rates based on the earlier chosen SCR 
rates as is typically the current case13); and
5) having an infinite number of friction rate data sets (pump rate and pump 
pressure) permits the choke line fiiction to be incrementally subtracted from the
13 There a re  w ays to  estim ate  frictional p re ssu re  losses a t  rates other than a t  the  S C R ’s u sed  for 
data collection, b u t th e  average person in th e  field is uninform ed o f these techniques. F o r 
example, th e  da ta  can  b e  m anually plotted o n  a  log-log fo rm  and new data can be in terpolated , 
but this is  no t as p rec ise  a s  an  equation describ ing  the  p lot. However, this has yet to  be  
w itnessed in  the  field.
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post-kick shut-in casing pressure upon start-up of the well kill procedure, 
eliminating the over pressuring o f  downhole formations during the initiation of 
well control operations; and,
6) passing the electronically generated frictional equations into a data file permits 
incorporating the more precise data into the automated or computer-assisted 
well control system that has been developed for this work.
5.3.2 Computer Generated Well Kill Plan
A BASIC computer program has been written to generate a hard copy kill sheet 
for use when manually controlling a well kill operation or for use in following the 
progress of a computer-assisted well kilL This program is capable o f generating a well 
kill program for vertical or near vertical wellbores both for surface and subsurface 
operations, and will accommodate both the driller’s and the wait-and-weight constant 
bottomhole pressure well control methods. For subsurface operations, the program will 
accommodate a well configuration that includes a riser, a choke line, an air gap, a 
casing, a liner, a length o f open hole, two drillpipe sizes, and two drill collar sizes. For 
surface operations all the aforementioned will be accommodated except that the 
prompts for the riser and air gap parameters are deleted. The output o f the kill sheet is 
automatically altered based on the type o f stack configuration and the downhole 
configuration. All references to equipment not included in a given well scenario are 
deleted, Le., all form headings and the itemized data numbering scheme are specific to 
the well configuration.
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All well configuration and hole depth data is imported from, a data file 
(DRLRPT1.DAT) containing the driller’s morning report information. Included in the 
data file are the true vertical and measured depths o f the wehbore, the casing and liner 
setting depths and pertinent data (outside diameter, inside diameter, weight per foot, 
grade burst rating, and the collapse rating), the drillpipe and drill collar lengths and 
pertinent data (outside diameter, inside diameter, and weight per foot), the bit size, 
drilling fluid weight, and SCR frictional data. However, prior to importing the 
previously mentioned data, the computer will prompt the operator to enter the kick data 
(true vertical and measured depth at the time o f the kick, shut-in drillpipe pressure, shut- 
in casing pressure, and the pit gain.
Once all the data has been imported and inputted, it is displayed on the screen to 
be validated by the operator. Once all the data has been reviewed and corrected as 
needed, the kill sheet is then generated. Sample well kill outputs or plans for 
subsurface configured wells are contained in Appendix F. Included in this appendix is 
the BASIC code used to complete this task. As can be seen from the sample well kill 
plans, unused categories are deleted from the form so as not to introduce unnecessary 
confusion.
Validation of this program was completed by running all combinations of 
drillpipe, drill collars, casings, liners, open hole, etc., up to the maximum combinations 
mentioned at the beginning of this section (Le., from having one drillpipe in the hole, 
one casing string, and an open hole section to having both a casing and a liner, two
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drillpipes, two drill collars, and an open hole section; both for surface and subsurface 
operations).
5.3.3 Computer-Assisted Well Control System
A computer-assisted deep water well control computer program has been 
written which brings together: 1) the frictional data collected, curve fitted and stored in 
the data file called FRICT2.DAT, 2) the morning report data stored in DRLRPT1 .DAT. 
and 3) the post kick shut-in data (shut-in drillpipe, casing and kill line pressures and the 
kick volume information). Not to be miss-led, the program discussed in this section 
will accommodate shallow water or land configurations as well as the deep water well 
sites. As discussed earlier, deep water locations are the focus for this effort due to the 
rig crew’s inability to consistently maintain proper control of surface an downhole 
pressures during a deep water well control event. As earlier identified, this is a 
consequence of the long choke line and it’s associated choke line friction, plus the 
extended pressure update or lag times required for the process control parameter, the 
drillpipe pressure. Both phenomena, excessive choke line friction and choke change 
pressure transient lag times, make meeting the main objective of maintaining constant 
BHP almost, if not, impossible for most rig personnel.
Prior to describing the results o f this research program, a base line for 
comparing the results to current operational technology will be presented. Using 
LSU’s Well #1 (described earlier), a gas kick of approximately 10 barrels in volume 
was taken at a depth of 6000 feet true vertical depth (TVD) with shut-in pressures of 
approximately 775 and 700 psig for the casing and drillpipe pressures respectively.
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Pertinent data (drillpipe pressure, casing pressure, pump speed, choke position, BHP, 
and gas out rate) was collected during the well kill operation. The well kill operation 
was completed by industry rig personnel (who were attending LSU’s well control 
school) operating the drilling choke and fluid pump manually as is the current state o f 
field technology. The results o f this well control event are shown in Figures 19 and 20.
As can be seen in Figure 19, well control operations began with bringing the 
pump on line at the 2 minute  mark and the crew had considerable difficulty in properly 
handling the choke line friction. Pressures fluctuated approximately 500 psig while 
trying to reduce the casing pressure by the appropriate amount o f choke line fiiction 
when establishing the initial drillpipe circulation pressure. A pressure variance of this 
magnitude could have fractured the formation at the shoe or have caused an additional 
kick influx occur had this been a critical well Further analysis o f  Figure 19 indicates 
that control o f BHP throughout the well kill operation was maintained within ±200 psi 
o f the desired value. Again, this could be critical for deep water wells.
Figure 20 gives the reader a good sense of how the rig crew handled controlling 
the long choke line and pressure time lags associated with choke changes. This figure 
only has the choke position superimposed over the data o f  Figure 19. As can be seen, 
the choke operator over corrected with the choke and made too many large changes.
This response is typically seen at the LSU industry well control school Operators that 
do not use the choke often, typically do not make choke changes sufficiently small so as 
not to over correct. As a consequence of these large choke position changes, the 
pressures eventually adjust in a significant manner and when the operator sees this, an
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Figure 19. Manually Controlled Subsea Well Kill Procedure.
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over-correction is made in the opposite direction. Instructors at the training facility 
have observed in extreme cases, the choke operator oscillates from fuDy closed to fuQy 
open on choke position. In the field this would be known as an extreme case of the 
“windshield wiper effect”, Le., opening the choke while the pressures are rising, then 
reversing to closing the choke when pressures start to fafl.
Appendix G contains the BASIC language computer program developed for 
this computer-assisted work. This program interacts with the well as depicted earlier in 
Figure IS. The program has process control logic for controlling the fluid pump and 
the drilling choke. The logic for both operations is based on closed loop technology14 
with the fluid pump being a proportional15 type controller and the choke being a 
proportional phis derivative16 type controller.
The results achieved by the development o f the computer-assisted well control 
system can best be demonstrated with allowing the computer to control a well kill 
operation similar to the previously taken 10 barrel kick in the LSU Well #1. The results 
o f  this run are given in Figure 21. As can be seen, the curve fit frictional data was 
backed out of the shut-in casing pressure almost without fluctuation from the desired
14 Closed loop means that the process controller gets feedback or input from the device or 
operation being controlled and future control responses are based on the input data.
15 Proportional controllers operate by outputting responses that are proportional to the size of the 
variance in the control variable(s) (e.g., large variances in the process variable is responded to 
by a proportionally larger response change to the control or output variable).
16 Derivative controllers base the control response on the rate of change of the process variable, 
hi controlling the drilling choke, the response is based on the current change needed based on the 
immediate variance between the control variable and the set point or the desired value 
(proportional response), plus derivative response where the control pressure is being modeled 
with a curve fit and future anticipated responses predicted, based on rate change, prior to the 
next control iteration.
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Figure 21. Computer-Assisted Subsea Well Kill Example, Driller’s Method.
pressure reduction schedule. Start-up, Le., control via using the casing pressure as the 
control variable, began at between 3 and 4 minutes and continued up to about the 7 
minute mark. At this time, control was transferred from the casing pressure as the 
control variable to the drillpipe pressure, at which time a small pressure fluctuation was 
experienced until the drillpipe pressure has sufficient data to predict the needed changes. 
This example being a driller’s method, once up to SCR the drillpipe was to be held 
constant throughout the well kill operation. Note especially that at the time o f rapid 
choke line gas expansion, beginning at about the 36 m inute mark (noted by the rapid 
rise in casing pressure), the automated drilling choke process control model did not over 
correct. Control changes for the choke were often (approximately every 3 to 5
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seconds), but the choke orifice size changes were very small (shown in the figure), 
contrary to the manually controlled well kill earlier discussed. As gas began rapidly 
expanding up the choke line, it can be seen that the choke was opened more rapidly and 
as soon as the larger gas volumes started exiting through the choke (at about the 51 
minute mark), the choke was closed at a more rapid pace. The ringing o f the choke 
position, beginning at the 61 minute mark, was basically due to inefficient degassing 
facilities at the well facility which results in the drilling fluid being returned to the 
wellbore not fully degassed. This phenomena greatly alters the attenuation of the 
pressure signals and associated pressure transient time lags within the wellbore, making 
choke movements much more difficult to predict. However, these instantaneous choke 
changes, and associated pressure pulses, were not so excessive that effective control of 
the drillpipe pressure was compromised. When looking at the BHP, it can be seen that 
all these changes were attenuated out o f the system before reaching the bottom o f the 
hole.
The overall result o f the well control event can be observed in the plot of 
bottomhole pressure. As can be seen, the overall bottomhole pressure was controlled to 
within approximately ±20 psi, a tenfold improvement of the manual well control event. 
Also, it can be seen that BHP control was effectively maintained throughout the well 
control event.
In summary, a system has been completed and tested that provides commuter- 
assisted deep water well controL Findings o f this research include:
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1) errors in bottomhole pressure and casing seat pressure o f200 psig are common 
during well control operations with m anually controlled choke an pump 
operations, and
2) equipment and technology exits that will adequately perform the choke control 
function o f a computer-assisted well control system.
The major attributes of the computer-assisted deep water well control system developed
include:
1) provides computer control o f both the fluid pump and drilling choke functions,
2) monitors all pertinent well control parameters, maintaining continual control 
with real time data,
3) provides routine (within 3 to 5 seconds) choke and pump adjustments, allowing 
the computer to always make minor adjustments,
4) provides enhanced pressure control over manually controlled well control start­
ups by incorporating previously developed frictional equations for determining 
appropriate casing or choke pressure schedules,
5) provides closed loop proportional pump control process control logic,
6) provides closed loop proportional plus derivative process control logic for 
drillpipe pressure control, making current pressure adjustment decisions based 
on short term historical data phis the rate change (derivative) of the control 
parameter,
7) provides well control event digital and hard copy historical data records,
8) can be easily adapted to incorporate newly developed technology, and
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9) does not required data inputs with which the rig personnel are not already 
familiar
Major benefits to be derived from the computer-assisted deep water well control system 
developed include:
1) the tedious tasks of fluid pump and drilling choke control are managed by the 
computer, freeing the rig personnel to concentrate on the overall well control 
process,
2) start-up procedures are effectively managed, subtracting out choke line friction 
based on the earlier determined frictional equations,
3) surface and casing seat pressures are minimized due to effective control of BHP 
(± 20 psi for the LSU test well set-up), resulting in reduced potential for 
underground and surface blowouts,
4) overall reduced wellbore circulation time due to the reduced potential for 
secondary kicks, and
5) automation of the well control process eliminates the potential for 
communication errors between the pump and choke operators.
5.4 Conclusions
The overall conclusions for this phase of the research determined that as much 
as a tenfold reduction in BHP variance may be achieved thorough computer-assisted 
well control for deep water operations. This has been demonstrated achievable at 
LSU’s PERTTL with the use of LSU Well #1. Increased BHP control, as 
demonstrated, equates into reduced potential for secondary kicks, underground flow,
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underground blowouts and surface blowouts. These benefits are achievable with 
existing equipment and technology. The system as developed included computer- 
assisted systems for collection and modeling slow circulation rate frictional data, 
generating a well kill plan or kill sheet for either surface or subsurface operations (wait- 
and weight or driller’s method), and providing process control for the entire well kill 
operation.
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AUTOMATED DETECTION OF UNDERGROUND BLOWOUTS
6.0 Introduction
Tremendous financial losses can be incurred as a consequence o f  an 
underground blowout, the uncontrolled flow of formation fluids from one formation to 
another, with sometimes no visible signs of damage at the surface. In fact, underground 
blowouts may go undetected for long periods of time. It has been reported that the 
recovery costs associated with Mobil’s West Ventura N-91 underground blowout in 
1984-1985 were approximately $124,000,000 (USD) while Saga Petroleum’s North Sea 
Well #2/4 14 underground blowout in 1989 cost approximately $285,000,000 (USD) 
(Mobil, 1992). Even though these costs are extreme, it should be recognized that other 
factors could drive the blowout recovery costs even higher. For example, if casing is set 
shallow and there is an extended length of open hole, the possibility o f  cratering exits. 
Should the well crater, not only do you lose the reserves, but now a surface blowout 
exists with possible loss o f life, total loss of the rig equipment, and extensive 
environmental damage.
When drilling, an underground blowout is typically preceded by lost returns. If 
lost circulation is encountered at the bit, the fluid level in the wellbore will foil, dropping 
the hydrostatic pressure, allowing an upper zone to flow. However, if  returns are lost 
to an upper zone, the reverse is true. In either case, there will be upward migration of 
kicking fluids within the annuhxs and associated eiratic shut-in pressures. It is thought 
that most underground blowouts occur once a kick has been taken and the blowout
103
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preventers have been closed. It is this concern that makes computer-assisted well 
control for deep ocean environments viable. Also it is the reason for extending this 
research to automated detection of underground blowouts, utilizing expert systems (rule 
based) logic.
In a post kick scenario, the uncontrolled flow of formation fluids from one 
formation to another is initiated by the fracture o f a formation, generally located near or 
at the casing seat. Once the fracture occurs and the hydrostatic pressure drops due to 
fluid loss, crossflow is initiated. The zone flowing will typically be a deeper zone having 
sufficient permeability to allow the higher pressured in-situ fluids to flow once the 
hydrostatic pressure has been lowered. Dependent on severity, it may take several 
hours or even days before it is recognized that an underground blowout is in progress. 
Early detection or recognition o f indicators, such as partial or lost returns, may alert the 
drilling personnel that conditions are favorable for initiation o f an underground blowout. 
To relate the difficulty in recognizing the problem, one major operator indicated that 
their company’s experience showed that up to 60% o f all executed well kills had lost 
circulation problems and most were never detected. In fret, temperature, noise and 
radioactive tracer surveys are often run when a suspected underground blowout is in 
progress. These surveys are not run just to locate flowing and thief zones, but to verify 
whether a underground blowout is actually in progress.
This phase of the research was completed to demonstrate that real time 
automated detection of underground blowouts during well kill operations is practical 
using today’s technology. This was accomplished through the integration of enhanced 
underground blowout analysis software developed for use as an integral part of the
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computer assisted deep water well control system. LSU Well #1 was reworked such 
that lost circulation could be emulated, permitting the enhanced computer assisted well 
control system to be tested. As part o f this work, the earlier developed software was 
converted to current PC technology, utilizing National Instrument’s Lab VIEW® 
software and data acquisition system. The software was then altered to include expert 
systems type analysis software to accommodate detection o f underground blowouts.
Once an in-progress underground blowout is confirmed, conventional surface 
blowout well control recovery techniques will not suffice for regaining control o f the 
well There are several remedial well control techniques or procedures that can be 
implemented (Barnhill and Adams, 1979), but evaluation and selection of an appropriate 
procedure to remedy an underground blowout is not within the scope of this project.
6.1 Background - Manifestations of Underground Blowouts
It is imperative that underground blowouts be diagnosed as soon as is possible. 
Additionally, it is as important that the direction of flow be determined since this will 
affect the type remedial action to be implemented. Early detection will possibly 
minimize the magnitude of the downhole problem and the potential for getting 
differentially stuck. Oftentimes, underground blowouts are more challenging to solve 
than are surface problems due to unknowns. It is difficult to get the volume and density 
of the transient influx fluids as well as which tubulars are involved. Typically, these 
unknowns are resolved with temperature (most likely differential temperature), noise 
and radioactive tracer surveys.
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Underground blowouts manifest themselves in varying ways. When drilling, 
underground blowouts are generally initiated by lost circulation at the bit. The lost 
circulation can be a result o f penetrating a subnormally pressured zone, depleted zone, 
highly fractured zone, unsealed fault plane, etc. Messenger (1981) defined loss 
circulation zones into horizontal and vertical loss zones with horizontal occurring at 
depths o f 2500 to 4000 feet. He categorizes horizontal loss zones as occurring in 
porous sands and gravel, natural fractures, induced fractures and cavernous zones while 
vertical loss zones occur into natural fractures and induced fractures. Irrespective of 
loss zone type and once the fluid level falls sufficiently, fluid flow from an upper zone 
can and will be initiated (see Figure 22a) given that an upper zone has porosity, 
permeability and charged with an in-situ fluid capable o f movement. When loss 
circulation is recognized and crossflow or an underground blowout is suspected, the 
well is then shut-in and remedial actions planned.
This project demonstrates the practicality of underground blowout detection 
once normal well kill operations have been initiated. In other words, up to the point of 
bringing the pump on line for a well kill operation, no obvious manifestations of an 
underground blowout are present. Given the boundaries o f this work, initiation of an 
underground blowout is the result of insufficient kick tolerance (discussed in Chapter 2), 
resulting in formation fracture and fluid flow from a higher pressured formation 
downhole. Figures 22b, 22c and 22d are scenarios common to post-kick underground 
blowouts. During well shut-in, formation fracture at the shoe is the more common 
scenario for underground flow or an underground blowout given too high a shut-in or
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circulating casing pressure. However, formation fracture due to  leaky cement jobs and 
casing failure are all too often the initiator o f an underground blowout.
Early detection of underground blowouts that flow from deep formations to 
shallower formations is o f considerable concern due to the abnormal charging o f the 
upper zone(s). Under certain conditions, a surface blowout and possible cratering can 
ensue due to formation fluids channeling to the surface. Cratering (Rocha, 1993) can 
occur via four mechanisms:
• Borehole erosion - erosion o f shallow formations around the surface casing due to 
formation fluid seepage or flow
• Caving - the collapse or slumping of the shallow formations due to sediment (sand 
or silt) production as a consequence of fluid flow to the surface
• Formation liquefaction or fluidization - fluid flow, typically gas, through shallow 
cohesionless or poorly cemented sediments
• Piping - the flow of formation fluids through channels, fruit planes, etc., to the 
surface. This is especially seen in deep water.
Examples of surface blowouts as a consequence o f underground blowouts have been 
well documented by Grace (1994).
6.2 Recognition of Underground Blowouts
Indicators o f underground blowouts are not always consistent. There are not a 
fixed set o f tell-tale signs which absolutely imply that an underground blowout is in 
progress. In general, an underground blowout is defined by a lack o f pressure response
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Figure 22b: Induced Fracture 
@ Casing Shoe
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Figure 22c: Induced fracture  
@ Hole in Casing
Figure 22d: Leaky Cement with 
Fractured Zone
Figure 22. Underground Blowout Scenarios.
on the annulus while pumping or by the lack of pump pressure response. Sometimes the 
surface pressures are so nominal that one may be lulled into a false sense o f security. At
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times, no physical manifestation is present at alL Table 7 (Adams, 1986) documents the 
shut-in surface pressures witnessed during one underground blowout episode. As can 
be seen, the pressures were very erratic.
Table 7. Erratic Shut-in Pressures for Sample Underground Blowout.













The most prevalent indicators o f underground blowouts during shut-in include:
• Initial drillpipe and casing pressure build-up followed by subsequent reductions,
• Fluctuating drillpipe and casing pressures, not necessarily together,
• Drillpipe pressure may be higher than the casing pressure,
• Drillpipe has an excessively low pressure reading, even can go on vacuum, and
• Lack of communication between drillpipe and casing pressures (Flack, 1994).
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If an underground blowout initiates during well kill pumping operations, pit levels will 
potentially be affected. As fluid is lost to a fractured formation, pit levels decrease 
even though gas expansion and resulting pit gains are anticipated. This symptom may 
be subtle, dramatic or not even noticeable for a long period of time. All indicators 
must be taken into consideration jointly to discern some underground blowouts, a task 
possibly more easily handled by a computer with proper rule based technology.
One major complication to identifying an underground blowout is the erratic 
choke manipulation, and resulting erratic surface pressure, often demonstrated by the 
choke operator during a well kill operation. This erratic or inappropriate choke 
manipulation was documented by Bourgoyne and Holden (1985) and by Kelly (1994). 
Erratic choke manipulation creates erratic drillpipe and casing pressures, emulating one 
of the best indictors of an underground blowout. Consequently, it is not difficult to see 
that detection of an underground blowout during a poorly executed well kill plan is 
almost impossible because the earmarks of a blowout are masked by what the choke 
operator thinks is normal pressure fluctuations.
6.3 Use of Computers in the Detection of Underground Blowouts
The major obstacle to overcome in detection of underground blowouts during 
well kill operations is inconsistent pressure control during start-up, followed by the 
continued inability of most choke operators to maintain proper pressure control. These 
pressure fluctuations mask subtle signs of lost circulation and/or underground 
blowouts. In fact, lost circulation is often induced during the start-up phase of the well 
kill process, especially in deep water where there is considerable choke line friction and
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little kick tolerance. Based on the computer assisted well control system developed, it 
has been documented that pressures can be maintained as close as ± 20 psi when using 
computer-assisted pump and choke control in lieu of the ± 200 psi routinely seen when 
experience operators manually control the drilling choke.
Given better surface and resultant downhole pressure control when using 
computer assisted pump and choke control, surface pressure and pit level trends can 
now be tracked more accurately. Therefore, this project was designed to integrate lost 
circulation and underground blowout expert system analysis type software into the 
computer assisted well control system previously developed. Pressure or pit level trend 
anomalies are now searched every second, a schedule not practical for human operators 
even if pressures could be properly maintained via manual control. Once an anomaly is 
detected, the computer will alert the operator via a visual or audible alarm.
6.4 System Design
The software developed earlier for computer deep water well control has been 
converted from the Basic software platform to a PC based system developed by 
National Instruments called Lab VIEW®. Additionally, a data acquisition and control 
system developed by National Instruments was installed at LSU's test well facility to 
interface between the computer control system and the test well. Figures 23 and 24 
are control screens and real time data plots from the newly developed system. Figure 
25 is a sample portion of the type code used by Lab VIEW® (in the form of an 
electronics wiring diagram).
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Figure 23. Control Panel for Automated System.
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Figure 24. Real Time O utput Screen.
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Figure 25. Sample LabVIEW® Code.
The system requires data input of the following parameters: drillpipe pressure, 
casing or choke pressure, kill or monitor line pressure, pump speed, pit level, choke 
position, choke set point pressure, gas out, and total strokes pumped. Outputs 
generated by the computerized system include: pump speed control, choke set point 
control, and digital alarms. Figure 26 depicts the interaction between the computer 
and the test well facility.
Capabilities designed into the system include:
• Continual kick detection and well parameters monitoring during drilling operations;













fo r  R em o te  A nalysis
Well Parameters Equipment Parameters
- Drill Pipe Pressure - Choke Position
- Casing Pressure - Pit Volume
- Kill Line pressure - Volume Pumped
- Friction - System Calibration
- Bottom Hole Pressure - Gas at Surface
Figure 26. Automated Computer System.
• Precise choke line friction pressure control corrections made on start-up (Le., the 
choke or casing pressure is reduced by the appropriate choke line friction based on 
fluid flow or pump speed as discussed in Chapter 5);
• Once circulating at slow pump speed, the pump speed can be altered (increased or 
decreased) and the system will switch automatically to casing pressure control 
during the speed control transition. The casing pressure will be held constant, 
except for making corrections to facilitate choke line frictional changes resulting 
from circulation rate changes. Once the new pump speed is established and the 
casing pressure is stable, the system will return to drillpipe pressure control. For 
surface or jack-up configurations, the frictional changes are assumed equal to zero. 
Therefore, the casing pressure is held constant during pump speed changes;
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• Addition o f a safety factor or over pressure implementable upon start-up to 
minimize the potential for secondary kicks; (This factor carries over from casing 
pressure to driDpipe pressure control and can be altered any time during the pump- 
out cycle.)
• Digital alarms, both visual and audible, automatically alert the operator to pressure, 
pit level, etc., anomalies;
• Control transfer from computer-assisted to manual control completed with the 
simple toggling of a switch;
• Expert system software logic to  detect anomalies described earlier for lost 
circulation or underground blowout detection;
• Post analysis data replay; (Can replay all data in real time or accelerated. With this 
feature, additional analysis and testing o f software logic can be inexpensively 
performed on replay data instead o f costly experimentation.); and
• All parameters available for dynamic data exchange; (Current data files are 
effortlessly and routinely dumped in protocol formats (ASCII, string files, etc.) so 
that various file dependent expert systems can be incorporated into the same 
computer or shared via a network or modem connection to other computers and 
personnel. This adds considerable value to the program in that many o f the 
algorithms previously developed, (e.g., Well Site Advisor (TRACOR, 1992)) need 
not be recreated, only incorporated).
Again, the new software has closed loop systems logic for the pump and choke
control The pump throttle control is proportional in nature whereas, the drillpipe
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pressure control model has proportional phis derivative control logic. The system fully 
checks all parameters every second and makes corrections accordingly.
6.5 Test Facility
Figure 27 shows the general layout o f LSU’s test well facility as used in this 
study, included in the system are a triplex Halliburton fluid pump (2.9 gal/stroke), 
precharge centrifugal pump, two 90 barrel mud tanks, two SWACO (previously 
Warren Tool Company) drilling choke systems, LSU Well #1, natural gas compressor, 
degassing and flaring equipment, and a data acquisition system. The choke system used 
is once again SWACO’s 10K Kick Killer, described in Chapter 2. All flow lines and 
choke manifolds are API 5000 rated. The formation influx or the kick fluids used 
during testing included both liquid and natural gas.
Figure 28 depicts LSU Well #1 (Bourgoyne, 1994) used for development and 
validation of the underground flow/underground blowout detection software. The 
arrows show the normal flow paths for a subsea or subsurface configuration. The well 
had to  be reworked from the configuration used in the earlier phases o f this research due 
to tubular failures. The true vertical depth o f the well is now 2787 feet. The rework 
afforded LSU the opportunity to design the well such that lost circulation, the precursor 
to underground blowouts, can be simulated with the use of this welL Lost returns 
are simulated by taking flow through a second choke (outside the normal flow path) via 
the outer annulus. Adjusting flow rates from this annuhis can give erratic shut-in or 
flowing pressures as is commonly seen in real underground flow scenarios.
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Figure 28. LSU Well #1, Subsea Configured.
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6.6 Test Procedure
The test procedure included the conversion and enhancement o f the earlier 
developed computer-assisted deep water well control software. Twenty simulated salt 
water kicks were used to validate the software updates prior to  initiating gas kick 
evaluation. A total of 15 natural gas kicks were taken, approximately 7 barrels each. 
The software following each test run was modified to enhance or fine tune the process 
control. Appropriate bells and whistles have been added as alarms for underground 
flow detection (ie., blinking indicator on the screen as well as audible alarms).
The procedure for each test included the following:
• Calibration of the system to ensure that input pressure and control pressures were 
within limits (pit level reading ± 1/2 barrel, pressure readings ±  10 psi, output 
pressure ±10 psi, pump rate within 0.5 strokes per minute). (The key to detection 
o f underground blowouts is tight control o f the automated well kill operation, such 
that anomalies can be discerned.)
• Each time a software change (or group o f changes)was made, a simulated salt water 
kick was taken in the well to validate the effects achieved.
Once the software had been converted and validated, software changes were made to 
key in on underground flow signatures as described earlier, detection being identified to 
the operator by both visual and audible alarms.
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6.7 Results
Consistent choke and pump manipulation by the computer during routine 
automated startups has been achieved with the Lab VIEW® software conversion.
Figure 29 is a plot o f  an actual liquid kick being circulated out o f the well As can be 
seen, the choke line friction is removed from the shut-in casing pressure on start-up. 
Note that a 50-psi safety factor was requested and can be seen on the bottomhole 
pressure plot at pump start-up. Other characteristics o f the plot is the parabolic ramp- 
up of the pump and corresponding drillpipe pressure increase. Note the smooth 
transition from casing pressure control to drillpipe pressure control once the pump is up 
to speed at 30 strokes per minute.
Figure 30 shows another run with simulated anomalies or lost returns at 243 
and 283 strokes. During the run another choke was opened allowing fluid to flow via 
the outside annuhis, simulating lost returns. As can be seen, the pressure drops felt 
throughout the system were significant and sudden. Note should be made that the 
system immediately recognized the pressure drops, responding with immediate choke 
corrections and recovered control. These fluid losses were interjected intermittently 
during the run so that the automated system would be taxed when regaining control 
For an actual ‘in-field” lost circulation problem or an underground blowout situation, 
just closing the choke will not recover the well But with the precise control of 
pressures achieved by the computer-assisted system, abnormal movements of choke 
position in conjunction with pit level changes are keyed upon for problem recognition.
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Finally, Figure 31 demonstrated a continual lost circulation problem while 
circulating out a gas kick. Note the continual pit loss even though gas is expanding as 
it comes up the wellbore. Also, note the response of the choke in attempting to regain 
full control o f the well. Bottomhole pressure was affected, but not nearly as 
significantly as would have occurred if left unchecked. Again, the lost circulation 
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Figure 31. Continual Lost Circulation.
The results of all tests demonstrated that given quality pressure control during a 
well control operation and proper rule based logic, anomalies such as lost circulation or
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underground blowouts can be detected in real time. Finally, as a consequence of better 
pressure control with the use of the computer-assisted deep water well control system, 
other problems can be easily be detected with minimal rule-based logic. These would 
include:
1) plugged nozzle(s),
2) washed out nozzzie(s),
3) washed out choke,
4) plugged or partially plugged choke, and
5) hole(s) in the drillstring.
All the above can be detected earlier given more precise pressure control and a 
computer-assisted system vigilant to these problems.
6.8 Conclusions
• Precise pressure control for well kill operations is necessary if  subtle anomalies or 
trends are to be detected (e.g., lost circulation, etc.).
• The computer-assisted well control system using Lab VIEW software as 
developed at LSU is capable of controlling well pressures such that subtle, ±20 psi, 
anomalies can be detected.
• Safety can be increased as a result of computer-assistance because the operators are 
freed to monitor the overall process rather than controlling routine tiring operations 
such as pump and choke control.
• Pump start-up casing pressure control, corrected for choke line friction, is critical 
for deep water operations with minimal kick tolerance.
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• Detection of underground blowouts during well kill operations is enhanced with 
automated expert type systems logic.
• Detection of other anomolies such as plugged nozzles, washed out nozzles, holes in 
the drillstring, and plugged or partially plugged chokes can easily be incorporated 
based on pit level and surface pressure changes. All this is made possible by the 
precise pressure control obtainable through the use of computer-assisted well 
control.
• Further development of the LSU system should include dynamic data exchange 
linked with a system such as Well Site Advisor so that continual analysis of the 
wellbore, kick fluids, anticipated surface gas, etc.. can be completed real time.




1. Given a properly charged hydraulic pressure measurement system, errors 
inherent in remote measurements of drillpipe, kill line, and casing pressures are 
not significant, whether measured electronically or with a pressure gauge.
2. Significant errors can occur in a remote pressure measurement system given:
a) an excessive precharge pressure (resulting in an elevated minimum 
response pressure) or
b) insufficient working fluid volume (resulting in a reduced maximum 
pressure response limit).
3) Slow circulation rate pump pressure data collected electronically is more 
precise than visually collected analog gauge pressure data due to the resolution 
of electronic sensors and due to operator induced round-off errors.
4) Errors in bottomhole pressure control of the magnitude o f 200 psig are common 
during well control operations with manually controlled drilling choke and fluid 
pump operations.
5) Equipment and technology exits today capable o f performing computer-assisted 
drilling choke and fluid pump control.
6) A computer-assisted deep water well control system as developed through this 
research is capable of controlling BHP to ±20 psi during well control operations
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(a tenfold improvement over manually controlled operations), resulting in 
reduced potential for underground and surface blowouts.
7) Automation of the well control process eliminates the potential for 
communication errors between the pump and choke operators.
8) Safety can be increased as a result of computer-assisted well control because the 
operators are freed to monitor the overall process rather than controlling tedious 
operations such as fluid pump and drilling choke control.
9) Downhole pressure overbalances and underbalances during slow circulation 
start-ups can be minimized with use of fluid flow frictional equations as part of 
the computer-assisted well control system logic, thereby reducing the potential 
for lost circulation and secondary kicks.
10) Enhanced pressure control provided by computer-assistance permits rule based 
expert systems logic to be effectively used for real time detection o f  downhole 
anomalies such as lost circulation or underground blowouts.
7.1 Recommendations
1) Dynamic data exchange should be included in future computer-assisted deep
water well control system designs to ease inclusion of third party analysis 
software.
2) Rule-based logic should be added to the current software for detection of
plugged nozzle(s), washed out nozzzle(s), washed out choke, plugged or 
partially plugged choke, hole(s) in the drillstring, etc.
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) Pressure sensors should be connected directly to pressure sources, e l im inating  
the risk of remote pressure measurement errors that can result due to improperly 
charged systems.
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A  w e ll  c o n tro l ev en t, as  d e f in e d  f o r  th is  research , is  th e  u n in te n tio n a l  f lo w  o f  
fo rm a tio n  f lu id  in to  th e  w e llb o re , re c o g n iz e d  a t  th e  su rface  b y  th e  r ig  c re w , th e  w e ll 
sh u t- in , a n d  w e l l  c o n tro l p ro ced u res  im p le m e n te d . T h e  f lo w  c a n  b e  in i t ia te d  in  v a ry in g  
w ay s , b u t c a n  o n ly  o c c u r  w h en  th e  h y d ro s ta t ic  w e llb o re  p re ssu re  is  le s s  th a n  the 
p re v a ilin g  fo rm a tio n  p ressu re . I f  th e  fo rm a tio n  h a s  su ffic ien t p o ro s i ty  a n d  p e rm e a b ility  
a n d  c o n ta in s  a  f lu id  cap ab le  o f  f lo w in g , fo rm a tio n  flu id s  w ill  e n te r  th e  w e llb o re  as a  
“ k ic k ” . T h is  k ic k  m u s t be  rem o v ed  f ro m  th e  w e llb o re  an d  th e  h o le  c o n d itio n e d  p r io r  to  
re su m in g  d r i l l in g  o p era tio n s.
C o n s ta n t  b o tto m  h o le  p re ssu re  (B H P ) tech n iq u es , 17-18  o f te n  re fe rre d  to  as w ell 
co n tro l te c h n iq u e s ,  a re  ty p ica lly  e m p lo y e d  to  re m o v e  k ick  f lu id s  f ro m  th e  w e llb o re . 
T h e se  te c h n iq u e s  su c c e e d  in  m a in ta in in g  c o n tro l o f  the  w ell b y  k e e p in g  th e  B H P 
c o n s ta n t ( i .e ., g r e a te r  th a n  o r  eq u a l to  th e  fo rm a tio n  p ressu re  o f  th e  k ic k in g  zone) fo r  
th e  e n tire  w e ll  c o n tro l p rocess. P ro p e r  p re s s u re  m a in ten an ce  p re v e n ts  a d d itio n a l 
fo rm a tio n  f lu id  f ro m  en te rin g  th e  w e llb o re  d u r in g  rem oval o f  th e  in itia l  k ic k  flu id . 
“ K illin g  a  w e ll”  m e a n s  th a t a  flu id  o f  s u f f ic ie n t  d en s ity  (k ill w e ig h t f lu id )  is c irc u la te d  
in to  th e  w e l lb o re  to  rep lace  the  o rig in a l d r i l l in g  a n d  k ick  flu id s  s u c h  th a t  th e  n e w  flu id  
c o lu m n  w il l ,  in  i ts e lf , gen era te  su ff ic ie n t B H P  to  m ee t o r  e x c e e d  b o tto m  h o le  fo rm a tio n  
p re ssu re  w ith o u t  th e  a id  o f  su rface  p re s su re . O n c e  th is re p la c e m e n t f lu id  (k ill f lu id ) is 
in  p la c e , th e  w e l l  is  co n sid e red  d ead  b e c a u s e  th e  fo rm a tio n  p re s su re  is  n o w  less th an  
the  w e llb o re  B H P , an d  e lim in a tin g  th e  p o te n tia l  fo r  an  a d d d itio n a l in f lu x  u n d e r sta tic  
c o n d itio n s . N o rm a l  d rillin g  o p e ra tio n s  c a n  u su a lly  resu m e o n c e  th e  w e ll h a s  been  
b ro u g h t u n d e r  c o n tro l  an d  th e  d rillin g  f lu id  c o n d itio n e d . F o r  c la r i ty ’s sa k e , it sh o u ld  be
17 The wait-and-weight method (often referred to as the engineer’s method) and the driller’s 
method are the techniques used the majority o f  the time. There are other forms or variations 
o f these two, but the majority o f the standard well kills utilize one o f the two methods.
18 Other techniques such as bullheading (pumping down the annulus and forcing the kick fluid 
back into the formation) are employed for special circumstances and are not considered to be 
within the context o f  this study.
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recognized that when a kick is ’’s w a b b e d - i n ^ ”  the wellbore is not initially 
underbalanced due to insufficient fluid density. In this case, the kick occurs as a 
consequence o f mechanically inducing a wellbore pressure drop beneath the bit by 
creating a piston-like effect when pulling the pipe. Circulating out the kick fluid is all 
that is required for “swabbed-in” kicks; weighting-up the fluid is not necessaiy.
Figure 32 depicts the general configuration of a typical deep water offshore 
drilling well prior to taking a kick. The surface wellhead pressures are zero for the pre­
kick well scenario because the BHP exceeds that o f the downhole formation. Figure 33 
shows a post-kick scenario with less dense kick fluid being located in the drill pipe open 
hole annulus at the bottom of the wellbore. These figures demonstrates that surface 
pressures are required to stabilize the BHP, and to prevent additional formation fluid 
influx. Obviously when an influx occurs, a portion of the drilling fluid in the wellbore 
annulus has been displaced to the surface or was lost downhole. Since the influx fluid is 
usually less dense than the drilling fluid, the shut-in surface pressure for the fluid column 
containing the influx (choke and/or kill line plus wellbore annulus) is higher than that of 
the uncontaminated drill string fluid column The contaminated or annular fluid column 
shut-in surface pressure is a summation o f  (1) the pressure difference between the 
original drilling fluid hydrostatic BHP and that o f the formation, and (2) the hydrostatic 
pressure reduction resulting from the formation influx. Under normal conditions the 
kick fluid will not enter the drillstring via the bit nozzles, therefore, the shut-in drillstring 
pressure (sometimes known as drillpipe pressure or stand pipe pressure) is the difference 
between the original fluid hydrostatic BHP and the formation pressure o f the kicking 
zone. It is with the stabilized shut-in drill string pressure (the surface pressure 
associated with the uncontaminated fluid column) that the formation pressure or
19 O ver h a l f  o f  all reported kicks occur w hen  pu llin g  pipe, i.e., th e  kicks a re  “sw abbed-in.” 
E xperience h as  show n th a t when these  “sw abbed-in” kicks a re  m ishandled , blow outs can and do 
occur.
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post-kick BHP and kill weight fluid density are determined. The kill weight fluid is 
strictly a function of the wellbore’s true vertical depth and the kicking formation’s 
pressure, whereas the shut-in choke and kill line pressures are also a function o f the 
hydrostatic pressure loss associated with the formation influx volume contained in the 
annulus.
Kill or









BHP > Drill Siring Hydrostatic Pressure 9 Depth
Hydrostatic Pressure 9  Depth
Figure 32. Typical Deep W ater Offshore Well Configuration.
With the shut-in surface pressures and the existing fluid weight known, the 
operators must make decisions on removing the kick by: 1) circulating down the drill 
string and tip the annulus and choke line, sweeping the influx fluid out the choke 
manifold and through the mud-gas separators), or 2) implementing some other type 
kick fluid removal procedure such as bullheading. The kick fluid type, size o f kick, 
formation fracture gradient at the casing shoe, well kill technique chosen, etc., must be
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k n o w n  o r  u n d e rs to o d  b y  th e  r ig  c r e w  to  s a fe ly  a n d  su c c e s s fu lly  r e m o v e  th e  k ic k  flu id  
in f lu x . F o r  c o n s ta n t  B H P  te c h n iq u e s  to  w o rk , the  B H P  m u s t b e  k e p t  e q u a l  to  o r  g re a te r  





BHP*S2»Md DriH Hpe P resort ♦ Drifl String Hydrostatic Pressure
* Annular DrtiXag Fluid Hydraulic Prtnu n  ♦ Influx Hydrostatic Pressure 
» Cbofcc Line Hydr a i i ifr Pr a wre ♦ Sbtrt4n Cbokt Pressure
Figure 33. Post Kick Deep W ater Offshore Well Scenario.
T o d a y ’s te c h n o lo g y  r e q u ir e s  th a t  tw o  m em b ers  o f  th e  r ig  c r e w  m a n u a l ly  con tro l 
th e  te d io u s  ta s k s  o f  d rillin g  c h o k e  a n d  f lu id  p u m p  c o n tro l, w o rk in g  in  c o n c e r t  to  
m a in ta in  B H P  co n s tan t. T h e  w e l l  k i l l  p ro c e d u re  re q u ire s  c o n s ta n t  c o m m u n ic a tio n  an d  
c o o rd in a tio n  b e tw e e n  th e se  c r e w  m e m b e rs , a n d  m a y  re q u ire  s e v e ra l  h o u r s  o r  ev en  d ay s
20 Lowering the BHP during circulation w ill result in additional kicks. Increasing the BHP 
increases the likelihood o f lost circulation. Both o f these can lead to underground and/or 
surface blowouts.
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to  c o m p le te . N e e d le s s  to  say , c o m p u te r  a s s is ta n c e  fo r  c o n tro ll in g  b o th  th e  c h o k e  an d  
f lu id  p u m p  o p e ra tio n s  w ou ld  p ro v id e  c o n s id e ra b le  a d v a n ta g e s  s in c e  th e s e  p e rso n n e l 
w o u ld  n o w  b e  fre e  to  m ore  c lo se ly  m o n ito r  th e  o v era ll w e ll c o n tro l  a c tiv it ie s .
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The following pages contain two example kill sheet forms. Pages 141 through 
144 contain LSU’s surface stack kill sheet while Pages 145 through 148 contain the 
subsurface stack kill sheet. These forms were emulated in the development of the 
computer-assisted well control forms.
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Louisiana S ta te  U niversity f & s m







1. Size (Outside Diameter) _____
2. Grade _____
3. Weight per Foot _____
4. Casing Depth (Measured) _____
5. Casing ID (Appendix 1A-2) _____
6. Burst Pressure (Appendix Ia-2) _____
7. Maximum Casing Pressure
a. Before Casing Burst _____
(0.7) x (Burst Pressure)
b. Before Formation Fracture* _____
[(0.52) x (Casing Shoe Depth)]
x [(Free. Grad.in equiv. mud wt.) - (Mud Wt)]
* Valid only until kick fluid passes the casing shoe
B. Drill Pipe Data
1. Size (Outside Diameter) _____
2. Weight per Foot _____
3. Capacity Factor ______
C. Bottom Hole Assembly Data
1. Bit Size ______
2. Drill Collars
a. Outside Diameter ______
b. Inside Diameter ______
c. Length ______
3. Drill Collar Capacity Factor _____
(Appendix IA-4)
D. Annulus Capacity Factors (Appendix IA-4)
1. Drill Pipe in Casing (ACF1)_______
2. Drill Pipe in Open Hole (ACF2)_______
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Louisiana State University 
Well Control Work Sheet 
Surface BOP Stacks





4. Rod Diameter (Double-acting Pumps)
5. Pump Factor @ 100% Effiencv 
(Appendix IA-5 or IA-6)








5. Circulating Pressure at Normal Rate 
Py =________ psi @ _strokes/min
6. Circulating Pressure at Reduced (Kill) Rate (SCR)





1. Measured Depth (for volume calculations)
2. True Vertical Depth (for pressure calculations).
D. Stabilized Shut-In Pressures
1. Casing (SICP) ______________
2. Drill Pipe (SIDPP) ______________
E. Pit Gain ______________
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Louisiana State University 
Well Control Work Sheet 
Surface BOP Stacks
HI. CALCULATIONS
A- Kill Weight Mud
1. Increase in Mud Weight 
(S1DPP) +  (0.052) -5- (TVD)
2. Kill Weight Mud
(Present Mud Wl) + (Increase in Mud Wt.)
B. Mud Volume in Active System
1. Mud Volume in Active Pits 
(Active Surface Volume)
2. Mud Volume in Drill Pipe
(Drill Pipe Length) x (DP Capacity Factor)
3. Mud Volume in Drill Collars
(Drill Collar Length) x (DC Capacity Factor)
4. Mud Volume in Drill Pipe-Casing Annulus 
(Length of Drill Pipe in Casing) x (ACF1)
5. Mud Volume in Drill Pipe-Open Hole Annulus 
(Length of Drill Pipe in Open Hole) x (ACF2)
6. Mud Volume in Drill Collar-Open Hole Annulus_ 
(Length of Drill Collars in Open Hole) x (ACF3)
7. Total Mud Volume in Active Svstem
C. Barite Necessary to Weight Up Active System 
1. Sacks of Barite Required per 100-bbl (Appen. lA-7)_
([(1099) x (Increase in Mud Weight)] +  [(28J5) - (Kill Weight Mud)]
2. Total 100-lb Sacks Required_______________ _______
_PPg
_PPg













[(Total Mud Volume in Active System) 100] x (Sacks Required per 100-bbl)
3. Total Mud Volume Increase
(0.091) x (Total Sacks of Barite Required)
D. Determination of Pump Strokes
1. Mud Volume in Drill String
2. Pump Strokes (Surface to Bit)
(Mud Volume in Drill String) (Pump Factor)
3. Mud Volume in Annulus
4. Pump Strokes (Bit to Surface)
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Louisiana Stale University 
Well Control Work Sheet 
Surface BOP Stacks
I. Pre-Kick Information
A. Maximum Allowable Surface Pressure A. psi
B.   psi
B. Present Mud Weight _____ ppg
C. Kill Kale (SCK)  spin
C. Circulating Pressure at Kill Rate (Psut) _____ psi
II. Kick Inrormulion
A. Shut-In Drill Pipe Pressure (SIDPP) __psi
ft. Shut-In Casing Pressure (SICP) _ psi
C. Measured Depth _____ ft
D. Ttue Vertical Depth _____ ft
If. Pit Gain _____ bbls
p. Kill Weight Mud ppg
III. Mud Volumes, Uuritc Requirements, & Pump Strokes
A. Total Mud Volume in Active System ____ bbls
B. Barite Required to Weight Up System _____ sks
C. Mud Volume Increase due to Weight-Up _____ bbls
D. Pump Strokes, Surface to Bit ____ _ slks
E. Pump Strokes, Bit to Surface  slks
F. Total Strokes to Circulate Well _____ slks
IV. Calculations
A. Initial Circulating DP Pressure ® Kill Rale _____ psi
<PSIR) + (SIDPP)
B. Final Circulating DP Pressure @ Kill Rate  __ psi
(Psi a) * (Kill Wt Mud) + (Present Mud Wt)
C. Total DP Prcssmc Reduction psi
(A)-(B)
D. Pressure Drop per Step _____ psi
E. Pump Strokes per Step  slks
((Surface to Bit Pump Slks) + (C)| x (D)
V. Drill Pipe Pressure Schedule











Louisiana State University 




I. PREKICK INFORMATION 
A. Casing Data
I. Size (Outside Diameter) 
. Grade _____ Weight
j n
J b / f t
ft3. Casing Depth (Measured Depth)
4. Casing ID (Appendix I A-2)  in
5. Burst Pressure (Appendix 1 A-2)  psi
6. Maximum Allowable Choke Pressure
a. Before Casing Burst   psi
[(0.7) x (Burst Pressure))
- ((0.052) X (KB to Sea Floor Depth) X (Mud Wt.)]
-  [(0.052) X (Depth of Water) X (8.5)]
b. Before Formation Fracture At Shut I n ________ jjsi
[(0.052) x (Shoe Depth)] x [(Frac. Grad, equiv. mud wt.) - (Mud Wt)]
B. Drill Pipe Data
1. Size (Outside Diameter) ___________ in
2. Weight per Foot ___________ lb/ft
3. Capacity Factor (Appendix IA-3)  bbl/ft
C. Bottom Hole Assembly Data
1. Bit Size ___________ in
2. Drill Collars
a. Outside Diameter ___________ in
b. Inside Diameter ___________ in
c. Length ___________ ft
3. Capacity Factor (Appendix IA-4)  bbl/ft
D. Annulus Capacity Factors (Appendix IA-4)
1. Drill Collars in Open Hole (ACF1)______
2. Drill Pipe in Open Hole
3. Drill Pipe in Casing
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Louisiana State University 
Well Control Work Sheet 





4. Rod Diameter (Double-acting Pumps)
5. Pump Factor /3. I00%£ffiencv 
(Appendix 1A-5 or 1A-6)
6. Pump Factor 3 . J'o  Efficiencv
G. Circulating Pressures
1. Date__________ _Time
2. Measured D epth.
3. Mud W eight___ PPS
4. Circulating Pressure at Normal Rate, returns through riser
Pm = - _psi (3 _strokes/min


















A. D a te_________________
B. T im e_________________
C. Depths
1. Measured Depth (for volume calculations)_______ ____
2. True Vertical Depth (for pressure calculations) ____
D. Stabilized Shut-In Pressures
1. Casing (SICP)______________ _________________psi
2. Drill Pipe (SIDPP) _________________psi
E. Pit Gain _________________ bbl
F. Present Mud Weight  ppg
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Louisiana State University 
Well Control Work Sheet 
Subsurface BOP Stacks
in. CALCULATIONS
A. Kill Weight Mud
1. Increase in Mud Weight 
(SIDPP)-(0.052)-(TVD)
2. Kill Weight Mud
(Present Mud Wt.i + (Increase in Mud Wt.)
B. Mud Volume in Active System
1. Mud Volume in Active Pits 
(Active Surface Volume)
2. Mud Volume in Drill Pipe
(Drill Pipe Length) x (DP Capacity Factor)
3. Mud Volume in Drill Collars
(Drill Collar Length) x (DC Capacity Factor)
4. Mud Volume in Drill Collar-Open Hole Annulus 
(Length of Drill Collars in Open Hole) x (ACFI)
5. Mud Volume in Drill Pipe-Open Hole Annulus 
(Length of Drill Pipe in Open Hole) x (ACF2)
6. Mud Volume in Drill Pipe-Casing Annulus 
(Length of Drill Pipe in Casing) x (ACF3)
7. Mud Volume in Choke Line 
(CL length) X (CL capacity factor)
8. Mud Volume in Drill Pipe-Riser Annulus 
(Length of Riser) X (ACF4)
9. Total Mud Volume in Active System
C. Barite Necessary to Weight Up Active System
1. Sacks o f Barite Required per 100-bbl (Appen. IA-’)
([(1099) x (Increase in Mud Weight)] -  [(28.35) - (Kill Weight Mud)]
2. Total 100-lb Sacks Required ______
_PPS
-PP8


















[(Total Mud Volume in Active System) -i-100] x (Sacks Required per 100-bbl)
3. Total Mud Volume Increase________________________ _____________ bbl
(0.091) x (Total Sacks of Barite Required)
D. Determination o f Pump Strokes
1. Surface to B it, Pump Strokes_________________________ ______________ strokes
(Mud Volume in Drill String) -  (Pump Factor)
2. Bit to Sea Floor, Pump Strokes  strokes
(Mud Volume in Annulus) -  (Pump Factor)
3. Sea Floor to Choke. Pump Strokes____________________ ______________ strokes
(Mud Volume in Choke Line) -  (Pump Factor)
4. Total Strokes to Circulate Well_______________________ ______________ strokes
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EXPERT SYSTEMS AND ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE
Expert Systems (ES) programming uses knowledge and inference procedures to 
solve problems. An expert's knowledge is specific to one problem domain, as opposed 
to general problem-solving techniques. As such, expert systems are generally designed 
to be experts in one specific area. In general, the elements of an expert system can be 
defined as is illustrated in Figure 34 where:
• user interface - the mechanism by which the user and the expert system 
com municate.
• explanation facility - explain the reasoning of the system to a user.
• working memory - a global database of facts used by the rules.
• inference engine - makes inferences by deciding which rules are satisfied by 
facts, prioritizes the satisfied rules, and executes the rule with the highest 
priority.
• agenda - a prioritized list of rules created by the inference engine, whose 
patterns are satisfied by facts in working memory.
• knowledge acquisition facility - an automatic way for the user to enter 
knowledge in the system rather than by having the knowledge engineer 















Figure 34. Structure o f a Rule Based Expert System.
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It is o f specific interest that in Figure 34 the knowledge and the software that applies 
the knowledge, the inference engine, are separated. This is an extremely important 
consideration in the development of expert systems since this allows the reuse of the 
essential system core or "shell" (software and utility programs specifically developed to 
apply the knowledge). Therefore in evaluating the expert systems surveyed the design 
format o f the system is of concern because this is a major factor in the portability of die 
system.
Artificial intelligence (AI) is a broad term used to represent a wide spectrum of 
computer technology which attempts to recreate the human behavior and functionality. 
Robotics, neural networks, expert systems, image recognition, etc. are subsets of AI," 
each attempting to represent or duplicate an aspect of human ability. Expert systems in 
particular have been designed to capture and preserve the expertise that a human expert 
may have gained over a life time. Expert systems are not smart applications that can 
leam from past experience (usage); their functionality is limited to the knowledge that 
has been programmed in the form of rules. As more experts become available, new 
rules can be added to the system to represent the knowledge. In practice expert systems 
are often used to:
• capture the expertise of people who are about to retire and leave the company,
• provide expert assistance at locations where a human expert may not be 
available,
• provide methods of obtaining consistent advice which can not be affected by 
human characteristics (getting tired, confused, etc.),
• create automated systems to diagnose and correct problems in real-time and 
faster than would be possible with human interaction, and
• combine expertise of many people into a single system.
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APPLICATIONS OF EXPERT SYSTEMS OUTSIDE OF 
WELL CONTROL - AN OVERVIEW
The literature review presented here is an excerpt from a report prepared by 
Kelly, et al. (1993) that consisted of detailed search and analysis of publications that 
are of potential importance in helping clarify products, methodology, and research 
activities in use o f computer technology and, in particular, expert systems in the 
upstream sector o f petroleum engineering. Important points o f each publication were 
extracted and presented in a summarized form. Paper summaries were categorized into 
the following groups.
• Drilling Mud Selection and Monitoring
• Cement Slurry Design
• Casing Hydraulics and Design
• Directional Drilling
• Drilling Fluid Properties - Acidizing
• Log Interpretation and Correlation
• Drill Pipe Handling
• Reservoir Engineering and Oil Field Development
• Standards (Programming & Data Acquisition)
• Other Topics
Only the papers that were most relevant to this research are presented below, with 
product name, brief product description, and reference given.
D.I The MUD MAN Service - An Artificial Intelligence Aid for Drilling (Bergen 
andHutter, 1986)
This paper describes the development and use of the original MUDMAN expert 
system which was developed for the purpose of diagnoses and treatment o f problems 
with drilling fluids. MUDMAN was originally designed as a product to promote and 
enhance the use of Baroid's other products and services. The original MUDMAN was 
written in OPS5, FORTRAN, and BLISS which ran under VAX/VMS. Since this paper 
was written, Baroid has sold MUDMAN to Knowledge Systems. Inc. where its old 
knowledge base is used in DrillWorks/DIAGNOSE.
D.2 From MUDMAN to DrillWorks/DIAGNOSE: Salvaging an Old Knowledge 
Base (Sundaar, 1992)
In late 1990, Knowledge Systems, Inc. began a project to develop a new 
system, DIAGNOSE, using the MUDMAN knowledge base as a starting point. 
DIAGNOSE is a tool for analyzing drilling fluid problems, looking at 20 mud
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p ro p e r t ie s , a n d  d e te rm in in g  a p p ro p r ia te  m u d  a d d itiv e s  to  so lv e  th e  p ro b le m (s )  
id e n tif ie d . D IA G N O S E  c a n  a ls o  c o m p a re  a  m u d  te s t  w ith  a  m u d  sp e c  a n d  m ak e  
r e c o m m e n d a tio n s  fo r tr e a tm e n t.  T h e  p ro je c t w as  sp o n so re d  b y  f iv e  m a jo r  in te rn a tio n a l 
e x p lo ra t io n  a n d  p ro d u c tio n  c o m p a n ie s  th a t  p ro v id e d  fu n d in g , g u id a n c e , a n d  m u d  
e n g in e e r in g  e x p e rtise . T h e  o b je c t iv e s  a re : I )  T o  e x p a n d  th e  s c o p e  o f  th e  p ro g ra m , to  
in c lu d e  d r i l l in g  flu id  o b ta in e d  f ro m  s o u rc e s  o th e r  th a n  B aro id ; 2 )  T o  im p le m e n t 
D IA G N O S E , b a se d  o n  M U D M A N , so  a s  to  fa c ilita te  m a in te n a n c e  a n d  e a s e  o f  
c u s to m iz a t io n  a n d  e x p a n s io n ; a n d  3 ) T o  ta k e  a d v a n ta g e  o f  n e w e r  to o ls  to  im p ro v e  th e  
u s e r  in te r fa c e ,  m a k in g  it  m o r e  u s e r  f r ie n d ly . D IA G N O S E  h a s  b e e n  d e v e lo p e d  u s in g  
N e x p e r t  O b je c t ,  C , X -W in d o w s  a n d  M o t i f  also  u n d e r  V A X /V M S . A  D O S /W in d o w s  
v e rs io n  f o r  P C  is  a lso  a v a ila b le . (N o te : B K T S  h a s  d e te rm in e d  th a t  th e  j o i n t  p ro je c t 
re fe r re d  to  in  th is  p a p e r is th e  D E A -6 0  p ro je c t w h ic h  in c lu d es  A R C O , A m e ra d a  H ess . 
M a ra th o n  O il,  S h e ll, a n d  J N O C  a s  p a rtic ip a n ts .)
D.3 Development and Application of a Knowledge-Based Expert System 
for Cement Slurry Design, (K u la k o fsk y , e t  a l., 1992)
T h is  p a p e r  d isc u sse s  th e  E x p e r t  S lu rry  D e s ig n  S y stem  (E S D S )  a s  w e ll a s  th e  
v a r io u s  c o n s id e ra tio n s  in v o lv e d  in  d e v e lo p in g  a  u se fu l an d  u s a b le  e x p e r t  sy s tem . 
S p e c if ic  a re a s  o f  c o v e rag e  in c lu d e :  e s ta b lish in g  s y s te m  g o a ls  a n d  re q u ire m e n ts , 
d e v e lo p in g  th e  k n o w le d g e  b a s e ,  c re a t in g  th e  u se r in te rface , o p e ra t in g  th e  sy s te m , a n d  
c a se  s tu d ie s .  T h e  in itia l g o a l o f  th e  p ro je c t  w as to  d e v e lo p  an  A I  s y s te m  th a t  w o u ld  
g e n e ra te  th e  s in g le  b e s t d e s ig n . H o w e v e r , early  p ro to ty p in g  s h o w e d  th is  to  be 
im p ra c tic a l ,  a n d  the  sy s te m  w a s  g iv e n  th e  ca p a b ility  to  p ro v id e  u s e r s  w ith  m u ltip le  
s e le c t io n s  f o r  e a c h  ca te g o ry  o f  m a te r ia l.
T h e  E S D S  sy s te m  w a s  d e s ig n e d  to  p e rfo rm  sev e ra l c o m p le x  c a lc u la tio n s , 
in c lu d in g  e s t im a te d  b o tto m h o le  c ir c u la tin g  te m p e ra tu re  fro m  th e  la te s t  A P I  
c o r re la t io n s ,  g a s  flo w  p o te n tia l  (G F P ) , s lu rry  y ie ld  a n d  w a te r  r e q u ire m e n ts ,  an d  
a d d it iv e  c o n c e n tra tio n s . T o  e n s u r e  a n  e ffe c tiv e  s lu rry  d es ig n , E S D S  a ls o  c o n s id e rs  su ch  
p o te n tia l  p ro b le m s  as g a s  m ig ra t io n , lo s t  c irc u la tio n , fa llb ack , s a l t  z o n e s , su lfa te  a tta c k , 
a n d  f re s h w a te r-s e n s it iv e  s h a le s  a n d  c la y s .
E S D S  h a s  b een  d e v e lo p e d  fo r  th e  M ic ro so ft W in d o w s o p e ra t in g  e n v iro n m e n t. 
T h e  N e x p e r t  O b je c t e x p e rt s h e l l  h a s  b e e n  u sed  fo r  d e s ig n  o f  th e  k n o w le d g e  b ase .
N e a r ly  1 ,0 0 0  N e x p e r t ru le s  w e r e  d e v e lo p e d  fo r th is  sy stem . T h e  k n o w le d g e  b ase  w as 
fo rm u la te d  v ia  d a ta  d e riv e d  f ro m  e q u a tio n s  and  c a lc u la tio n s  a n d  f ro m  d e ta ile d  
in te rv ie w s  w i th  c o m p a n y  e x p e r ts  w ith  q u e s tio n s  in  16 sep a ra te  c a te g o r ie s .  T h e  sy s te m  
w a s  te s te d  a n d  v e rif ie d  th ro u g h  th e  u se  o f  case  s tu d ie s .
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D.4 CASCADE: A Knowledge-Based Drilling Engineering Software Tool
(M a ttie llo  a n d  S an so n e , 1 9 9 2 )
T h is  p a p e r  d e sc r ib e s  C A S C A D E  (C o m p u te r  A id e d  S u p p o rt fo r  C a s in g  D esig n ), 
a n  e x p e r t  s y s te m  to su p p o rt th e  c h o ic e  o f  sh o e  d e p th s  a n d  th e  se le c tio n  o f  c a s in g  
c h a ra c te r is tic s . T h is  e x p e rt s y s te m  is  p a r t  o f  th e  A D IS  p ro je c t (A d v a n c e d  D r il l in g  
In fo rm a tio n  S y stem ), jo in t ly  d e v e lo p e d  b y  th re e  c o m p a n ie s : A G IP , E N ID  A T  A , a n d  
S A IP E M . T h e  p u rp o se  o f  A D IS  is  to  p ro v id e  d r il l in g  e n g in e e r in g  s o f tw a re  to o ls  fo r  
w e ll  p la n n in g  a n d  d rillin g  o p e ra t io n s  s u p p o r t  b o th  a t  th e  o ffice  a n d  r ig  s ite . S in c e  
C A S C A D E  is a  su p p o rt to o l ,  it  is  th e  u s e r  th a t f in a lly  ac c e p ts , m o d if ie s  o r  r e je c ts  the 
s y s te m s 's  su g g es tio n s .
C A S C A D E  is c o m p o s e d  o f  s e v e ra l k n o w le d g e  b ases : th e  c o n te x t  (u s e r  d a ta )  
k n o w le d g e  b ase , the p ro je c ts  k n o w le d g e  b a se , th e  lith o lo g ie s  k n o w le d g e  b a s e , a n d  the 
c a s in g  k n o w le d g e  base. A  m a in  is s u e  in  th e  A D IS  p ro je c t is p o r ta b ility . F o r  th is  reaso n  
C A S C A D E  h a s  b een  d e v e lo p e d  o n  a  U N IX  p la tfo rm  w ith  X -W in d o w s /M o tif  g rap h ica l 
u s e r  in te rfa c e . O b je c t o r ie n te d  p ro g ra m m in g  a n d  a  fra m e -b a sed  re p re s e n ta t io n  fo r  
re a so n in g  h a v e  b e e n  u sed  to  fu r th e r  e n h a n c e  p o r ta b ility . T o d ay , C A S C A D E  is  
u n d e rg o in g  e x te n s iv e  fie ld  te s t in g , a n d  th e  f irs t v e rs io n  w ill so o n  b e  r e le a s e d  in  A G IP  
d is tr ic ts .
D.5 CHES: Casing Hydraulic Expert System (H e in z e , 1992)
T h is  p a p e r  d e sc rib e s  C H E S  (C a s in g  H y d ra u lic  E x p e rt S y s te m ) f o r  tu b u la r  
d e s ig n  a n d  o p tim iz in g  b it  h y d ra u l ic s .  O p tim iz in g  b it  h y d ra u lic s  is  a n  im p o r ta n t  ta sk  
fa c in g  d r il l in g  en g in ee rs . C H E S  c o n s id e r s  th e  r ig  p u m p  in fo rm a tio n , g e o m e try  o f  
w e llb o re , rh e o lo g y  o f  flu id , f lo w  ra te  l im its , a n d  a v a ila b le  b it n o z z le  s iz e s  to  h e lp  the  
e n g in e e r  o p tim iz e  d rillin g .
T h e  sy s te m  d e s ig n  c o n ta in e d  fo u r  b a s ic  e le m e n ts :
•  k n o w le d g e  in  a  n a r ro w  d o m a in  o r  f ie ld  o f  e x p e rie n c e ,
•  sy m b o lic  reaso n in g ,
•  d e p th  o f  k n o w led g e , a n d
•  a n  "ex p lan a tio n "  o f  i ts  b e h a v io r .
T e s tin g  o f  th e  sy s te m  sh o w e d  th a t ,  o u t  o f  17 c a s in g  s tr in g s  d e v e lo p e d , a l l  w e re  w ith in  
0 .1 3 %  o f  e x p e rt-c a lc u la te d  c o s ts  (C H E S  w a s  m o re  a c c u ra te  d u e  to  le s s  r o u n d - o f f  
c o m p a re d  to  m a n u a l c a lc u la tio n s ) . A ll  s m a lle r  d o w n h o le  s tr in g s  w e re  c o n s id e re d  
o p tim a lly  d e s ig n e d  c o n s id e r in g  c a s in g  s iz e s  a n d  d r if t d ia m e te rs . W ith  re s p e c t  to  b it 
h y d ra u lic  o p tim iz a tio n , th e  C H E S  d e s ig n  p ro v id e d  re su lts  in  c lo se  a g re e m e n t  w ith  
o th e r  p u b lis h e d  data .
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C H E S  is  w ritte n  u s in g  L E V E L -5  ex p e rt sh e ll. T h e  b a c k w a rd  c h a in in g  ru le -b ase  
in te r fa c e s  w ith  D B 3  (D a ta  B ase  3 ) , sev e ra l F o rtran  ro u t in e s ,  a n d  c h a in s  f ro m  o n e  
k n o w le d g e  b a s e  to  an o th e r. C H E S  w a s  d ev e lo p ed  a n d  im p le m e n te d  o n  a n  IB M  P C /A T  
m ic ro c o m p u te r .
D.6 ODDA: An Expert System for Planning and Conducting Directional Drilling
(C a y e u x  a n d  O v e rti, 1992/
T h is  p a p e r  d e sc rib es  O D D A  w h ic h  is an  e x p e r t  s y s te m  to o l d e v e lo p e d  fo r  
a id in g  d r i l l in g  e n g in e e rs  in  d ire c tio n a l d rilling . T h e  s y s te m  p ro v id e s  e x p e r t  se rv ic e s  in 
th ree  a re a s :
•  p la n n in g ,
•  o p e ra t io n s ,  and
• evaluation.
In  th e  p la n n in g  p h a se . O D D A  d e te rm in e s  the  o p tim a l d is t r ib u t io n  o f  p la tfo rm s  o r  w ell 
c lu s te rs  to  m in im iz e  fo o tag e  d r ille d  a n d  a lso  p lan s  w e ll t ra je c to r ie s  b a s e d  o n  
g e o m e tr ic a l  c o n s id e ra tio n s , d r illin g  co n stra in ts  a n d  p a s t  e x p e r ie n c e s . F o r  th e  o p e ra tio n s  
p h ase , O D D A  re c o m m e n d s  b o tto m h o le  a ssem b ly  c o n f ig u ra tio n s  a n d  a ls o  c a lc u la te s  the 
a s s e m b ly 's  t r e n d s  w h ile  d rillin g , so  th a t  d rill a h ead  o r  p u l l  o u t  d e c is io n s  c a n  b e  m ad e . 
F in a lly , in  th e  e v a lu a tio n  p h ase , w e ll  an a ly s is  o f  a s s e m b ly  tre n d s  a n d  s tr in g  b e h a v io r  
a re  s ta t is t ic a l ly  a n a ly z e d . T h e  O D D A  p ro jec t w as  s ta r te d  in  1987 , a s  a  j o in t  p ro je c t 
b e tw e e n  T O T A L  N o rg e  a n d  N o rsk  H y d ro  c o n tr ib u tin g  5 0 %  e a c h  to  th e  c o s t  o f  th e  
p ro je c t. I n  th e  e a r ly  p h ases  o f  th e  p ro je c t, rap id  p ro to ty p in g  h a s  b e e n  c o n s tru c te d  in  
B IM _ P ro p lo g . T h e  d ev e lo p m e n t p h a s e  has u sed  L e _ L is p  a n d  C  a s  b a s ic  la n g u a g e s , 
A sq u e ll a s  v ir tu a l  in te rface  to  v a r io u s  re la tio n a l d a ta b a s e  m a n a g e m e n t sy s te m s  
(R D B M S ), A id a  a s  g rap h ica l to o lb o x , M asai as th e  u s e r  in te r fa c e  b u ild e r , a n d  S m ec i as 
e x p e rt s y s te m  s h e ll . S in ce  J a n u a ry  1991, O D D A  is m a in ta in e d  b y  a  n e w  jo in t  v e n tu re  
w h ic h  in s u re s  th e  c o m m e rc ia liz a tio n  o f  O D D A .
D.7 Development o f  Expert Systems to Assist With Complex Fluid Designs (C h iu , 
1992)
S ta r t in g  in  1990, a  se t o f  f lu id  d e s ig n  e x p e rt s y s te m  d e v e lo p m e n t in itia tiv e s  
w e re  la u n c h e d  b y  H a llib u rto n . T h e  p rim a ry  o b jec tiv e  o f  th e s e  d e v e lo p m e n ts  are: (1 )  to 
p ro v id e  c o n s is te n t  flu id  sy s te m  d e s ig n  b ased  o n  a c c u m u la tio n  o f  k n o w le d g e , (2 ) to  
in tro d u c e  p ro d u c t  in fo rm a tio n  a n d  g u id e lin e s  o n  th e  p r o p e r  u se  o f  a d d it iv e s , a n d  (3 )  to  
se rv e  a s  a  t r a in in g  to o l fo r  less e x p e r ie n c e d  p e rso n n e l. F u n d a m e n ta l  e le m e n ts  o f  th e se  
e x p e r t  s y s te m s  in c lu d e th e  k n o w le d g e  b ase , in fe ren ce  e n g in e , u s e r  in te r fa c e , k n o w le d g e  
a c q u is i t io n  a n d  sy s te m  im p le m e n ta tio n . O ne  o f  th e  f irs t o f  a  s e r ie s  o f  e x p e r t  sy s te m s  
d e v e lo p e d  in  th e  c o m p a n y  is th e  M a tr ix  A c id iz in g  e X p e r t  S y s te m  (M A X S ). T h is  
sy s te m  is  u s e d  f o r  th e  d e s ig n  o f  sa n d s to n e  m atrix  a c id iz in g  tre a tm e n ts . T h e  p ro je c t 
d e v e lo p m e n t  is  s la te d  fo r  th ree  p h a se s . P h ase  I o f  th e  s y s te m , w h ic h  re c o m m e n d s  flu id
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s y s te m  d e s ig n  fo r  n e a r  w e ilb o re  d a m a g e  rem o v a l tre a tm e n t, h a s  b e e n  d e p lo y e d  in  th e  
f ie ld  s in c e  M a y  1992. P h a s e  II , w h ic h  co v ers  o th e r  ty p e s  o f  t re a tm e n t is u n d e r  
d e v e lo p m e n t. D iv e r tin g  a n d  o th e r  ad v a n c e d  fe a tu re s  a re  s c h e d u le d  fo r  im p le m e n ta t io n  
u n d e r  p h ase  III.
M A X S  is  d e s ig n e d  to  ru n  u n d e r  M ic ro so ft W in d o w s  o n  a  p e rso n a l c o m p u te r .  
N e x p e r t  O b je c t is th e  e x p e r t  s y s te m  sh e ll u sed  fo r  th e  k n o w le d g e  d a ta b a se ; d b -V IS T A  
is  u se d  fo r  d a ta b a se  m a n a g e m e n t. T h e  u se r  in te rfa c e  h as  b e e n  d e v e lo p e d  u s in g  
T o o lB o o k .
D.8 ACIDMAN: Acidizing Design with an Expert System. (B la c k b u rn , e t  a l.,
1990)
A n  e x p e rt s y s te m  c a lle d  A C ID M A N  w a s  d e v e lo p e d  to  d e s ig n  m a tr ix  a c id  
t re a tm e n ts  to  re m o v e  d a m a g e  n e a r  th e  w e ilb o re  a n d  in c re a s e  p ro d u c tio n . A  w id e  ra n g e  
o f  in p u t d a ta  is  a llo w e d  a n d  a p p ro p r ia te  trea tm en ts  p re s c r ib e d . A d d itio n a l, s p e c if ic  
la b o ra to ry  te s ts  a re  s u g g e s te d , w h e n  n eed ed , to  a id  in  p ro d u c t  se le c tio n . B a s ic  in p u t  
d a ta  re q u e s te d  in c lu d e s : w e ll  ty p e  a n d  h is to ry , fo rm a tio n  d a m a g e  m e c h a n ism , b o t to m  
h o le  te m p e ra tu re , r e s e rv o ir  p re ssu re , fo rm a tio n  p e rm e a b il i ty , lith o lo g y , p o ro s ity , 
in te rv a l s ize , a n d  c ru d e  o il  g ra v ity . O u tp u ts  in c lu d e  p ro d u c t  s e le c tio n , a d d itiv e s , 
tre a tm e n t v o lu m e s , a n d  t r e a tm e n t  tech n iq u e . T h e  o b je c tiv e s  o f  th e  sy s te m  a re : 1) 
p ro v id e  a  m e th o d  to  t r a n s f e r  th e  la te s t  te c h n o lo g y  to  th e  f ie ld ,  2 )  in c rea se  th e  s u c c e s s  
ra te  a n d  im p ro v e  th e  c o n s is te n c y  o f  a c id  trea tm en ts , a n d  3 )  o p tim iz e  the n u m b e r  o f  
su c c e s s fu l a c id  tre a tm e n ts . T h e  e x p e r t  sy s tem  h a s  a b o u t 5 0 0  ru le s  b u t d o e s  n o t  u s e  a n y  
d a ta b a se . D a ta  is  in p u t b y  c lic k in g  o n  p ic tu res  to  a n s w e r  q u e s t io n s  ab o u t th e  w e ll  
s tru c tu re  an d  h o w  th e  a c id iz in g  w ill  b e  done. T h is  e x p e r t  s y s te m  h as b e e n  d e v e lo p e d  o n  
b o th  IB M  c o m p a tib le  P C  a n d  M A C  II. T h e  in itia l k n o w le d g e  b a se  w as im p le m e n te d  
u s in g  L E V E L -5  e x p e r t s h e ll ,  h o w e v e r  th e  cu rren t im p le m e n ta t io n  u se s  th e  N e x p e r t  
O b je c t. T o o lB o o k  h a s  b e e n  u se d  to  d e v e lo p  th e  M ic ro s o f t W in d o w s  u se r  in te r fa c e .
D.9 A Novel Application of Open Systems at the Wellsite (D o m a n g u e  an d . 
P e re ss in i, 1992)
T h e  E n h a n c e d  C o m p u te r iz e d  L o g g in g  a n d  In te rp re ta t iv e  P ro c e ss in g  S y s te m  
(E C L IP S )  sy s te m  is  a  s ta te -o f - th e -a r t  d a ta  a c q u is itio n  s y s te m  fo r  o il f ie ld  a p p lic a t io n s . 
T h is  sy s te m  a c q u ire s , p ro c e s s e s , a n d  an a ly ses  d a ta  f ro m  w ire l in e  lo g g in g , a n d  
d o w n h o le  se ism ic  a n d  m e a su re m e n t-w h ile -d r il l in g  (M W D ) se rv ic e s . E C L IP S  a ls o  
a l lo w s  fo r  rea l t im e  a c q u is i t io n  a n d  co n cu rren t d isp la y  o f  th e  d a ta  u s in g  a  c o m b in a t io n  
o f  2 -D  an d  3 -D  g ra p h ic s  a n d  h ig h  re so lu tio n  c o lo r  im a g in g . T h e  sy s te m  u se s  th r e e  
h ig h -sp e e d  w o rk s ta tio n s , o n e  e a c h  fo r  d a ta  a c q u is itio n , f ie ld  e n g in e e r  s ta tio n  a n d  a  
s ta t io n  fo r  c lie n t 's  lo g  a n a ly s t .  E C L IP S  is a  m u ltip ro c e s so r , d is tr ib u te d  s y s te m  th a t  is 
fu lly  c o m p lia n t w ith  a ll s ta n d a rd s  rec o m m e n d e d  b y  P O S C  (P e tro te c h n ic a l O p e n  
S o f tw a re  C o rp o ra tio n ) . T h is  S y s te m  u tiliz e s  a  P O S IX  c o m p lia n t  u n ix  o p e ra tin g  s y s te m  
w ith  X -W in d o w s /M o tif  u s e r  in te rfa c e , T C P /IP  a n d  N F S  (N e tw o rk  F ile  S y s te m )
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n e tw o rk  p ro to c o ls .  P ro g ra m m in g  lan g u ag es  u sed  a re  IS O  s ta n d a rd  F o r tra n  7 7  a n d  IS O
C .
D.10 Using an Expert System to Identify a Well-Test-Interpretation Model (A l-  
K a a b l, e t a l.,  1 9 9 0 )
T h is  p a p e r  p re se n ts  a n  a p p ro a c h  th a t u se s  a r tif ic ia l  in te ll ig e n c e  to  id e n tify  th e  
w e ll- te s t- in te rp re ta t io n  m o d e l th a t  b e s t d e sc rib es  th e  b e h a v io r  o f  a  re se rv o ir . T h is  
e x p e r t  s y s te m  is  c o m p o s e d  o f  c a re fu lly  ex trac ted  ru le s  a n d  fa c ts  fo r  b u ild u p  a n d  
d ra w d o w n  te s t  a n a ly s is . T h e  ru le s  s im u la te  th e  re a so n in g  p ro c e s s  u sed  b y  a  h u m a n  
e x p e r t  to  id e n t i fy  th e  a p p ro p r ia te  in te rp re ta tio n  m o d e l fo r  a  w e ll te s t. T h e  s o f tw a re  
s y s te m  c o n s is ts  o f  th re e  su b sy s te m s : a n  in te rac tiv e  w e ll te s t  a n a ly s is  p ro g ra m , a  
k n o w le d g e  b a s e ,  a n d  a  h is to ry  m a tc h in g  p ro g ram . T h e  s y s te m  im p le m e n ta tio n  w a s  
d o n e  u s in g  a  s im p le  o b je c t-o r ie n te d  p ro g ram m in g  e n v iro n m e n t c a lle d  H y p e rT a lk . 
In p u ts  in c lu d e  p re s s u re - t im e  d a ta , ra te  da ta , base  f lu id  p ro p e r tie s , ro ck  p ro p e r tie s  a n d  
te s t  a n d  f lu id  ty p e s .
D .ll  Planning and Interpretation of Cement Bond Logs: An Expert System 
Implementation (M u rp h y , 1991)
T h is  p a p e r  d e sc r ib e s  th e  C e m e n t B o n d  L o g  A d v is o r  (C B L ) w h ic h  is  a n  e x p e r t  
s y s te m  th a t h a s  b e e n  d e v e lo p e d  b y  th e  A R C O  A l g ro u p  f o r  d e s ig n , e v a lu a tio n , a n d  
in te rp re ta t io n  o f  c e m e n t b o n d  lo g s . C B L  co n sis ts  o f  tw o  m o d u le s . T h e  p la n n in g  
m o d u le  g u id e s  th e  u s e r  in  th e  se le c tio n  o f  an  a p p ro p ria te  c e m e n t b o n d  lo g  to o l a n d  th e  
s p e c if ic a t io n  o f  te s t  p a ra m e te rs . T h e  in te rp re ta tio n  m o d u le  h e lp s  th e  u se r  to  id e n tify  
in v a lid  lo g s , m a k e  a d ju s tm e n ts  to  v a lid  logs b ased  o n  v a r io u s  q u a lity  p a ra m e te rs , a n d  
in te rp re t th e  w a v e fo rm s  th a t  m a k e  u p  the  log  o u tp u t. E a se  o f  u se  w ith  m inim al 
in s tru c tio n s  h a s  b e e n  e m p h a s iz e d . In  ad d itio n  to  a  b a s ic  in te ra c tiv e  w in d o w  
e n v iro n m e n t, th e  s y s te m  in c lu d e s  a  g rap h ica l d isp la y  o f  th e  w e ll  to  a s s is t th e  u s e r  in  
v e r ify in g  d a ta  c o r re c tn e s s , se v e ra l d a tab ase s  u se d  to  s to re  a n d  m a in ta in  w e ll  a n d  to o l  
d a ta ,  an d  th e  c a p a b i l i ty  to  g e n e ra te  p rin ted  fo rm s a n d  re p o r ts .
T h e  c u r r e n t  v e rs io n  (1 .0 )  o f  th is  p ro d u c t is c o m m e rc ia lly  a v a ila b le  th ro u g h  
A R C O  fo r  b o th  M a c in to s h  S y s te m  7 an d  M S W in d o w s. T h is  sy s te m  u se s  th e  N e x p e r t  
O b je c t  as  th e  e x p e r t  s y s te m  d e v e lo p m e n t she ll. T o o lB o o k  is  u se d  fo r  d e s ig n  o f  th e  u s e r  
in te r fa c e  u n d e r  M S  W in d o w s  a n d  S u p e rC ard  is  u se d  o n  M a c in to sh .
D.12 Experiences in Automating Pipe-Handling Functions (B o y a d jie ff , a n d  M e r it .  
1 9 9 2 )
F o u r  y e a r s  a g o , V a rc o  In tl. In c . in s ta lled  a  fu lly  in te g ra te d , a u to m a te d  p ip e -  
h a n d lin g  m a c h in e  (P H M ) o n  tw o  ja c k u p  rig s an d  o n e  s e m i-s u b m e rs ib le  r ig . T h is  
p ro d u c t  is  a  s ta te -o f - th e -a r t  p ip e  h a n d lin g  sy s tem  d e v e lo p e d  fo r  r ig  o p e ra tio n s . T h e  
s y s te m  h a n d le s  a n d  tr ip s  d r illp ip e  a n d  drill co lla rs  w ith o u t th e  n e e d  fo r f lo o rh a n d s  o r  a
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d e r r ic k m a n . S in c e  th e  in itia l in s ta lla tio n  in  th e  N o r th  S e a  a rea , ex te n s iv e  m o d if ic a t io n s  
h a v e  b e e n  im p le m e n te d  b a se d  o n  in fo rm a tio n  d e r iv e d  fro m  ex p e rien ce . D r il lp ip e  a n d  
d r il l  c o l la r s  u p  to  9 in . [248  m m ] in  d ia m e te r  n o w  c a n  be  tr ip p e d  in  a n d  o u t  o f  th e  h o le , 
w ith  s p in n in g , to rq u in g , lif tin g  an d  ra c k  s ta n d  p o s it io n in g  fu n c tio n s a u to m a te d . 
O p e ra tio n s  s u c h  a s  s ta n d  m a k in g  an d  b re a k o u t a re  a ls o  p e rfo rm ed  a u to m a tic a lly .
T o d a y , th e s e  tw o  P H M  u n its  are  c o n s id e re d  s u c c e s s fu l s ta te -o f-th e -a rt a u to m a te d  p ip e -  
h a n d lin g  s y s te m s , a n d  s e v e n  a d d itio n a l u n its  h a v e  b e e n  o rd e red
T h e  s y s te m  is  n o t  fu lly  a u to m a ted , in  th a t a n  o p e ra to r  is  req u ired  an d  m a n y  fu n c tio n s  
a re  c o n tro l le d  w ith  jo y s t ic k s . T h e  p ro g ra m m a b le - lo g ic -c o n tro lle r  (P L C ) s e q u e n c e s  
o p e ra t io n s  a u to m a tic a l ly , b u t m an u a l c o n tro l c a n  b e  in itia te d  a t  the  o p e ra to r 's  
c o m m a n d .
D.13 Expert System for Simulation of Oilfield Development: EKRAMON
(M aksim ov a n d  Tetelbaum, 1992)
T h is  p a p e r  d e s c r ib e s  th e  e x p e r t  sy s te m  E K R A M O N  f o r  ch o o sin g  the  o il  f ie ld  
d e v e lo p m e n t  m e th o d  a n d  s im u la tio n  o f  th e  o il  f ie ld  d e v e lo p m e n t p ro cess . I t  is 
d e s ig n e d  f o r  in te ra c tiv e  u s e r  d ia lo g  m o d e , a l lo w in g  th e  u se r  to :
•  c h a n g e  th e  o ilf ie ld  d e v e lo p m e n t m e th o d  (p r im a ry , seco n d ary , te r tia ry ) ,
•  c h o o s e  th e  d e v e lo p m e n t sy s tem ,
•  c h o o s e  a n  e q u iv a le n t m e th o d  o f  s im u la tio n  a n d  d ev e lo p m en t p ro c e ss  
c a lc u la t io n s .
E K R A M O N  is  a n  IB M /A T  b ased  a p p lic a tio n  w ith  in te ra c tiv e  u ser d ia lo g  m o d e  o f  
a c c e s s . T h e  e x p e r t  sy s te m  E K R A M O N  a llo w s  th e  u s e r  to  se le c t the o il f ie ld  
d e v e lo p m e n t  m e th o d , o ilf ie ld  d e v e lo p m e n t sy s te m , a n d  th e  e q u iv a len t m e th o d  o f  
s im u la t io n  a n d  d e v e lo p m e n t p ro cess  c a lc u la tio n s . I t  is  fu rth e r  in ten d ed  fo r  th e  s y s te m  
to  p ro v id e  a  c h o ic e  o f  in itia l v a rian ts  o f  o il f ie ld  d e v e lo p m e n t an d  e n h a n c e d  o il  
re c o v e ry  (E O R ) , a n d  a l lo w  co m p a riso n  w ith  m a th e m a tic a l s im u la tio n s . O u tp u ts  f ro m  
th e  s y s te m  in c lu d e  re c o m m e n d a tio n s  fo r  w e ll  s p a c in g  fo r  v a rio u s  E O R  m e th o d s  a s  w e ll 
a s  r e c o m m e n d a t io n s  o n  th e  o ilf ie ld  d e v e lo p m e n t sy s te m .
In  e v a lu a t in g  re s e rv o ir  f ie ld s , th e  k n o w le d g e  b a se  h a s  b e e n  d ev e lo p ed  in  th re e  a re a s . 
F irs t, th e  p r im a ry  a ttr ib u te s  o f  the  fie ld (s) is  c o n s id e re d  (co m p le ten ess  o f  d a ta , ra te , 
s ta g e  o f  f ie ld  d e v e lo p m e n t, fie ld  g eo m e try , g e o lo g y  a n d  o il p ro p e rtie s). S e c o n d , E O R  
m e th o d s , d is p la c e m e n t te c h n o lo g ie s , f ie ld  d e v e lo p m e n t, w ell sp ac in g , e tc . a re  
c o n s id e re d . F in a lly , th e  e x p e r t sy stem  g ro u p s  are  c o n n e c te d  w ith  m a th e m a tic a l 
s im u la t io n  a n d  c a lc u la t io n  o f  f iltra tio n  p ro c e s se s  (m o d e l, g o a l fu n c tio n , e tc .) .
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D.14 An Expert System for Miscible Gas Flooding. (K h an , e t  a l., 1 9 9 2 )
T h e  U n iv e rs i ty  o f  T ex as  e x p e r t  s y s te m , In p u t P a ra m e te r S e le c tio n  E x p e r t  
S y s te m  (U T IN P U T ), is  a n  in te ra c tiv e  e x p e r t  sy s te m  u se d  to :
•  p re p a re  d a ta  se ts  fo r  the  U T C O M P  p ro g ra m ,
•  d e s ig n  m is c ib le  g as  f lo o d s.
U T C O M P  is a  th re e -d im e n s io n a l, e q u a tio n -o f -s ta te , f in ite -d iffe ren c e  s im u la to r  w h e re  
g r id b lo c k  p re ssu re s  a re  so lv ed  im p lic i t ly  to  m o d e l m isc ib le  g as  f lo o d s . U T IN P U T  
p ro v id es  e x p e rt o p tio n s  o n  d a ta  in p u t , s a v in g  tim e  in  d es ig n in g  m isc ib le  f lo o d s  w h ile  
in c re a s in g  th e  q u a li ty  o f  o u tp u t. T h e  t im e  sa v in g s  is  ach iev ed  b y  m a x im iz in g  th e  t im e  
s tep  s iz in g  w ith o u t re d u c in g  th e  q u a l i ty  o f  th e  re su lts .
U T IN P U T  h a s  b e e n  d e v e lo p e d  o n  a  w o rk s ta tio n  u s in g  N e x p e r t O b je c t ,  an  
e x p e rt sy s te m  sh e ll. A  h y b rid  a p p ro a c h  o f  c o m b in in g  ru les, o b je c ts , a n d  th e  C 
p ro g ra m m in g  la n g u a g e  h as  b e e n  u s e d . A  c u s to m iz e d  u se r  in te rfa c e  h a s  b e e n  d e v e lo p e d  
a n d  in te g ra te d  w ith  th e  e x p e rt s y s te m  u s in g  N e x p e rt 's  d e liv e ry  sy s te m , N e x p e r t  F o rm s . 
T h e  re su ltin g  e x p e r t  sy s te m  is in te ra c tiv e , u se r-fr ie n d ly , e ff ic ien t, a n d  p ro v id e s  th e  
n ecessa ry  e x p e rtis e  to  c re a te  in p u t d a ta  s e ts  fo r o u r  c o m p o s itio n a l s im u la to r .
T h is  s y s te m  d e m o n s tra te s  th a t  e x p e r t  sy s te m  tech n o lo g y  c a n  b e  e f fe c tiv e ly  u sed  
in  c o n ju n c tio n  w ith  re se rv o ir  s im u la to rs  f o r  s im u la tin g  co m p lex  p ro c e s se s  s u c h  as  
m isc ib le  g as  f lo o d in g .
D.15 PVT Advisor Facilitates Technology Transfer (K uo  a n d  B o n e , 1 9 9 2 )
T h e  P V T  A d v is o r  is an  in te g ra te d  a d v iso ry  sy s tem  th a t p ro v id e s  e x p e r t  
a ss is ta n c e  in  d e te rm in in g  re se rv o ir  p ro p e r t ie s  an d  in te rp re tin g  ty p ic a l P V T  la b  re p o rts . 
T h is  e x p e rt sy s te m  p ro v id e s  a s s is ta n c e  in  d e te rm in in g  rese rv o ir  p ro p e r tie s  a n d  in  
in te rp re tin g  P V T  la b  re p o rts . S ix te e n  o il, g a s  a n d  w a te r  p ro p e rtie s  a n d  6 r o c k  
p ro p e rtie s  c a n  b e  e s tim a te d  th ro u g h  th e  u s e  o f  se le c te d  co rre la tio n s .
T h e  s y s te m  h a s  b e e n  d e s ig n e d  a n d  im p le m e n te d  so a s  to  ta k e  e x p e r t  re s e rv o ir  
e n g in e e r in g  k n o w le d g e  a n d  m ak e  i t  u s e fu l  to  e n g in ee rs  in  th e  fie ld . T h e  d e s ig n  
s tra teg y  u se d  in  th e  sy s te m , w h ich  in c lu d e d  m o d u la r  ap p ro ach es, p o r ta b le  ru le  b a se s  
a n d  p o rta b le  e x te rn a l c o m p u ta tio n a l ro u tin e s , sa v e d  v a lu ab le  tim e  in  d e v e lo p m e n t. A s  a  
c o n se q u e n c e , la rg e  p o r tio n s  o f  th e  p ro g ra m m in g  sc rip ts  fo r th e  u s e r  in te r fa c e  a n d  th e  
re p o rt tu to r ia l c a n  b e  co n v e rte d  w ith  f e w  c h a n g e s .
T h e  e x p e r t  k n o w le d g e  b a se  f o r  th is  sy s te m  is  im p lem en ted  u s in g  N e x p e r t  
O b jec t. T h is  s y s te m  w a s  o rig in a lly  d e v e lo p e d  o n  a n  A p p le  M a c in to sh  a n d  is  n o w  
p o rte d  to  IB M  P C  c o m p a tib le  u s in g  M ic ro s o f t  W in d o w s o p e ra tin g  sy s te m . A  h y p e r ­
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te x t  b a se d  u se r  in te r fa c e  to o l  is  u se d  in  h a n d lin g  k n o w le d g e  o f  d if fe re n t  n a tu re  (i.e .. 
p ro d u c tio n  ru le s , c o m p u ta tio n  ro u tin e s , te x t, a n d  g ra p h ic s ) .
D.16 Use of New Technologies for Knowledge Based Systems Development
(F e n o u l and  V a u ssa rd , 1992)
T h is  p a p e r  p ro v id e s  a  g e n e ra l h is to ry  a n d  b a c k g ro u n d  in fo rm a tio n  a b o u t  th e  
d e v e lo p m e n t a n d  u s e  o f  e x p e r t  sy s tem s  in  E l f  A q u ita in e 's  E x p lo ra tio n  a n d  P ro d u c tio n  
b ra n c h . E l f  A q u ita in e  h a s  b e e n  in v o lv e d  in  th e  d e v e lo p m e n t o f  15 e x p e r t  s y s te m s  s in ce  
1 9 8 0 . A m o n g  th e  E .S . d e v e lo p e d , fo u r re m a in e d  a t  th e  p re lim in a ry  m o d e l s ta g e  a n d  
w e re  d isc o n tin u e d . E ig h t  p ro je c ts  re a c h e d  th e  p ro to ty p e  s tag e , h o w e v e r  s o m e  w e re  la te r  
a b a n d o n e d  m o stly  a s  a  r e s u lt  o f  d isa g re e m e n ts  e x p re s s e d  b y  o th e r  e x p e r ts  a b o u t  th e  
k n o w le d g e  th e y  c o n ta in e d . O u t o f  th e se  e ig h t  p ro je c ts  a  sm a ll n u m b e r  a re  o p e ra t io n a l  
a n d  re a d y  to m o v e  in to  th e  in d u s tr ia l p h ase . F in a lly , th re e  e x p e rt s y s te m s  c a n  b e  
c o n s id e re d  o p e ra tio n a l in d u s tr ia l  sy s tem s.
T h is p a p e r  c o n tin u e s  to  d e sc rib e  th e  m e th o d o lo g y  an d  th e  w a y  o f  th in k in g  
b e h in d  the  d e v e lo p m e n t o f  tw o  o f  th e se  sy s te m s , C IM E N T E X  a n d  F L U ID E X .
Cimentex is  a n  e x p e r t  sy s te m  d e s ig n e d  to  a s s is t  th e  u se r  in  c a s in g  c e m e n t jo b  
d e s ig n . A  la rg e  p e rc e n ta g e  o f  th e  in itia l in te re s t fo r  e x p e r t  sy s te m  d e v e lo p m e n t  w a s  th e  
im p e n d in g  re tire m e n t o f  p e rso n n e l w ho  h a d  sp e n t th e ir  liv e s  in  th e  o il  in d u s try  a n d  
w e re  co n s id e re d  th e  k n o w -h o w  o r  ex p e rtise  fo r  th e  c o m p a n y . C o n s id e ra b le  d e ta i l  is 
s p e n t  in  d e v e lo p in g  th e  n e e d  a n d  fu n c tio n a l a n a ly s is  fo r  th e  sy s te m  a n d  in  d is c u s s in g  
th e  d e v e lo p m e n t o f  th e  k n o w le d g e -b a se d  m o d u le s . O n ly  lim ited  in fo rm a tio n  is  
p ro v id e d  o n  th e  sp e c if ic  c a p a b ili t ie s  o f  th e  sy s te m
Fluidex is a  c o m p u te r -a id e d  sy s te m  fo r  re so lv in g  m u d  lo sse s  d u r in g  d r il l in g . 
D e v e lo p m e n t h as  b e e n  c o m p le te d  su ch  th a t  in s ta lla tio n  w ill be a t th e  r ig s ite  fo r  u se  b y  
th e  d r il l in g  su p e rv iso r , w ith o u t re q u irin g  th e  u se  o f  a  m u d  sp ec ia lis t.
S p ec ific  re c o m m e n d a tio n s  fo r d e v e lo p m e n t a re  p re se n te d , b a s e d  o n  th e  
d e v e lo p m e n t e x p e r ie n c e  o n  th is  sy s tem . A s  fo r  th e  fu n c tio n a lity  o f  th e  s y s te m , it  n eed s  
to  c o m m u n ic a te  e x c lu s iv e ly  a t th e  u se r 's  lev e l. In  d e f in in g  th e  s y s te m , im p o r ta n t  
q u e s tio n s  are:
•  W hat a re  th e  o b je c tiv e s?
•  H o w  w ill it  b e  u s e d ?
•  H o w  o f te n  w ill  it b e  u se d ?
•  W hen  a n d  b y  w h o m  w ill it  be  u sed ?
T h e  fu n c tio n a l a n a ly s is  re q u ire d  o f  F L U ID E X  w a s  to  d e te c t m u d  lo ss , d ia g n o se  
th e  p ro b le m , c h o o se  th e  c u ra tiv e  tre a tm e n t, s e t  u p  fo r  im p le m e n ta tio n  a n d  re c o rd  th e  
re s u lts .  "D e tec tio n "  is a  re a l- t im e  fu n c tio n , "se t-u p "  in v o lv e s  a lg o r ith m ic  c a lc u la tio n s
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an d  " re c o rd "  is  a  d a ta  p ro c e ss in g  a lg o rith m . T h e  re a so n in g  a d o p ted  fo r  th e  s y s te m  is o f  
th e  " h e u ris tic  c la s s if ic a tio n "  ty p e  w ith  th e  s y s te m  b e in g  o f  the  ite ra tiv e  ty p e  ( i .e . a  bad 
d e c is io n  th a t  d o e s  n o t  so lv e  th e  p ro b lem  w il l  b e  c o n s id e re d  as in p u t to  th e  n e x t  
d e c is io n ). T h e  s y s te m  d e v e lo p e r  c o n s id e re d  F L U ID E X  to  be  a  su c c e ss fu l p ro je c t  w ith  
flu id  d ia g n o s tic s  a n d  tre a tm e n ts  the re su lts  o f  th e  e x p e r t  sy s tem s  a n a ly s is .
D.I7 SCOOTER A Real Time Expert System for Process Control: Application to 
Gas Dehydration on Offshore Platforms (C o rd ie r ,  e t a l., 1991)
P L A T IN E  is  a  fu ll s iz e  u n m an n ed  o f f s h o re  h y d ro c a rb o n  p ro d u c tio n  p la tfo rm , 
d e s ig n e d  to  o p e ra te  w ith  y e a rly  m a in te n a n c e  a n d  p la n n e d  in sp ec tio n  v is its  ( a lo n g  w ith  
a  n u m b e r  o f  r a n d o m  o n e -d a y  v isits). S C O O T E R  is  a n  ad v an ced  re m o te  c o n tro l  sy stem  
d e v e lo p e d  b y  E l f  A q u ita in e  fo r  the p ro je c t. T h e  o b je c tiv e  e s tab lish ed  fo r  th e  sy s te m  
w as to  o p tim iz e  re a l- t im e  co n tro l o v e r th e  u n m a n n e d  fac ility . T h e  m a in  fu n c tio n s  
d e fin e d  fo r S C O O T E R  in c lu d e  fault d e te c t io n  a n d  d ia g n o s is  o f  ro u tin e  o p e ra t io n s , 
o p tim a l p ro c e s s  c o n tro l  a n d  sy n th esis  o f  in fo rm a tio n  fo r  co m m u n ic a tio n  in  to  sh o re  
p e rso n n e l.
A  sp e c if ic  c o n tro l ru le  file w as d e v e lo p e d  to :
•  m a n a g e  m a lfu n c tio n s ,
•  o p tim iz e  o p e ra tio n s , an d
•  in v o k e  o p e ra t in g  p rocedures.
P rio r to  in s ta lla tio n  o n  th e  p la tfo rm , th e  fu n c tio n a li ty  o f  S C O O T E R  w as v e r if ie d  by  a 
sy s tem  c a lle d  S C O O T E R  G A S , used fo r  a  p i lo t  p ro g ra m . S C O O T E R  n o w  h a s  b een  
su c c e ss fu lly  in  o p e ra t io n  fo r so m e tim e. P la n s  n o w  a re  to  d ev e lo p  S C O O T E R  O IL  as 
an  e x p e rt s y s te m  fo r  c o n tro ll in g  an  oil p ro c e s s in g  p la n t.
D.18 Pressure Transient Analysis System (F ra i le y , 1989)
T h is  s y s te m  w a s  d ev e lo p ed  fo r th e  p u rp o s e  o f  b as ic  tra in in g  in  p re s s u re  
tra n s ie n t a n a ly s is . In  th is  ty p e  o f  an a ly s is , th e  u s e r  h a s  p re ssu re -ra te  d a ta  f ro m  a  w ell 
test an d  m u s t id e n tify  th e  m o s t ap p ro p ria te  th e o re t ic a l  m o d e l to u se  in  in te rp re t in g  the  
m easu red  d a ta . T h e  g o a l is  to  estim a te  v a lu e s  fo r  k e y  re se rv o ir  p ro p e rtie s  
(p e rm e a b ility , s k in  fa c to r , av e rag e  p re ssu re )  f ro m  w e ll  te s t da ta . T h e  s y s te m  c a n  a lso  
be u sed  a s  a  to o l b y  a  sk ille d  w ell test a n a ly s t  in  th e ir  in te rp re ta tio n . T h e  s y s te m  ru n s 
on  a  p e rso n a l c o m p u te r  w ith  M ic ro so ft W in d o w s . T h e  sy s tem  is  c u rre n tly  u s e d  as  a  
to o l in  u n iv e rs i ty  tr a in in g ;  h ow ever, n o  fu r th e r  d e v e lo p m e n t is p lan n ed .
D.19 Slip-Expert (D in g , e t a l., 1993)
S lip -E x p e r t  is  a n  e x p e rt sy stem  fo r  u s e  in  a n a ly z in g  d a ta  c o lle c te d  w ith  
p ro d u c tio n  lo g g in g  to o ls . (P ro d u c tio n  lo g s  a r e  ru n  in  p ro d u c in g  w e lls  to  in v e s t ig a te
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p ro d u c in g  c o n d it io n s  a n d  to  d ia g n o se  d o w n h o le  p ro b le m s .)  S lip -E x p e r t  e s tim a te s  th e  
flu id  s lip  v e lo c ity  a t  v a r io u s  p o in ts  in  th e  w e llb o re . T h is  s y s te m  is c u rre n tly  a  sm a ll 
part o f  A tla s  W ire l in e 's  m u lti-p h a se  f lo w  a n a ly s is  so f tw a re . T h e  S lip -E x p e r t  sy s te m  
runs o n  w o rk s ta t io n s  a n d  p e rso n a l c o m p u te rs . T h e  s o f tw a re  is  c u r re n tly  b e in g  
c o n v e rte d  f ro m  C  to  th e  C + +  lan g u a g e  w ith  a n  o b je c t-o r ie n te d  d e s ig n . P la n n e d  fu tu re  
d e v e lo p m e n ts  in c lu d e  m o re  e x te n s iv e  u se  o f  A tla s  W ire lin e 's  p r o d u c t io n  log 
in te rp re ta tio n  c a p a b il i t ie s .
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T h e  fo llo w in g  B A S IC  c o m p u te r  p ro g ra m  w as  w r itte n  to  fa c il i ta te  th e  c o lle c tio n  
o f  s lo w  c irc u la t io n  ra te  p u m p  p re s s u re  d a ta  fo r  b o th  s u b su rfa c e  an d  s u r fa c e  s ta c k  
c o n f ig u ra tio n s . F o r  su b su rfa c e  c o n f ig u ra tio n s , th is  p ro g ra m  is  c a p a b le  o f  c o lle c t in g  
p u m p  p re s s u re s  w h ile  c irc u la tin g  d o w n  th e  d r ills tr in g  a n d  u p  th e  rise r, a n d  w h ile  
c irc u la t in g  d o w n  th e  d r il ls tr in g  a n d  u p  th e  c h o k e  line  a n d  th ro u g h  c h o k e  m a n ifo ld .
O n c e  th e  c o m p u te r  has c o lle c te d  th is  d a ta , th e  p ro g ra m  w ill c u rv e  fit b o th  s e ts  o f  d a ta  
(a s  d e s c r ib e d  in  C h a p te r  5) a n d  g e n e ra te  a  th ird  cu rv e  re p re se n tin g  c h o k e  lin e  fr ic tio n . 
T h e  o u tp u t  o f  th is  p ro g ra m  is  a  ta b u la te d  s e t  o f  th e  d a ta  c o lle c te d  a n d  a  lo g - lo g  p lo t 
d is p la y in g  b o th  cu rv e s  g e n e ra te d  fo r  th e  d a ta se ts . F in a lly , th e  p ro g ra m  l is ts  b o th  
e q u a tio n s  m a tc h in g  th e  d a ta  c o l le c te d  a s  w e ll  a s  th e  e q u a tio n  d e sc r ib in g  th e  c h o k e  line 
fr ic tio n .
F o r  s u r fa c e  c o n f ig u ra tio n s , th e  p ro g ra m  o n ly  c o lle c ts  o n e  se t o f  d a ta  a n d  th a t  is 
d o w n  th e  d r i l ls tr in g  a n d  up  th e  a n n u lu s  f r ic tio n a l da ta . A g a in , th is  d a ta s e t  is  c u rv e  
f itte d  a n d  p lo tte d  a s  e a r lie r  d e s c r ib e d .
T h e  re s u lts  o f  th e  d a ta  c o l le c te d  is s to re d  in  a  d a ta  f ile  (F R IC T 1  .D A T ) fo r  la te r 
u se  b y  th e  c o m p u te r-a s s is te d  d e e p  w a te r  w e ll  c o n tro l sy s te m .
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10 REM : FRICTION. EAE





70 DIM » :4 1 ,6 )
80 DIM 2 :4 1 ,6 ;
90 DIM r(4 :,S .»




140 DIM h2E'C-2- 
150 DIM -i22>
160 DIM D 22:
178 DIM R i r  ; . ? •
180 D .S  
190 REM 
200 REM





260 CCR I=1 T[i 5
270 L0C P~ 2 ,1 :  PRINT • 1 13 73 S . I » r « 7 i  ===3KECUS PmiSGS
280 READ CHWrt, SPAN, ROw, ROW:, 30-
290 CHttMCHRNK-1
380 BY7EL0=8+CH£v
310 DOT 4H41,122:O-J* 1 -4 0 ,3 7 ^ 1 0
320 DOT &H41, 123:D:t y-‘«Jt SY7£.D
330 BVTEL0*ByT2L3rl28
340 OUT SH 4i.;22 :X 'T
350 OUT JH4l1!23:C'J7 JH 40 ,2^S .:-
360 IHIBYTE=KW(«h4:}
370 BDTD 338
388 IF  IHIBY'E •: 126 3 7 3  268 
390 ILDFVTE=:?P< 4^40}
400 NSBCV=IHi3V7E- 6-»0«VnnS 
410 I NVFRRC=’S3CV*256+1 LEFT3 
420 IF  IWFRCO > 28*? £0*0 4*0 
430 FRftC-; 2247-1 VvFSPO:: ,?S s 
440 6070 460
450 FRBOMdIAS-: vVSRSO) ;4??£
468 VhLUE=FRAC*£^
470 LOCATE 2 , 6 2 ; « I 7  
480 LOCATE 3,53:PR!R" T ’E*
490 IF 0=2 ETC  5 :8  
500 IF  1=4 --0T-- 5;C'
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518 IF 1=7 KTO ::•?
520 IF 1=8 e r s  H i 
530 IF GRAPH=3 KFC 55?
540  LOCATE ROW), TEL: L L I 'o  ' = =  : "  -  - v ^
550 VALLEiI)=VALL£





618  a s ?  * « « s u b r lU 7 In e  t :  ; j ~ “
620 REX
530 VALUE(5)=CLVr-VAUii5)i 
640 VALUE( l ) = C M iVrLilii'. ■
650 IF VALLE !5) :nT? . 31" j  630 
660 I ?  VALUE (I)  (12 3-TC 530 
570 R=R*1; CC=0>:
680 LOCATE 3 ,2 9 : TRJvT LSI -3 •= = = ’ : R 
690 FIR, CC)=LuS (VALLE JIM .;2 . 222565 r 5.C35S*)
700 CC=CC*I






770 FiR,CC)=F<R,;> '2 
780 CC=CC+I
790 F iR ,C C )=F(R ,l)*FiR ,2)
800 RRR=R 
810 CC=0 
320 GOTO 970 
830 AR=RR+1 :CC=CC+1 
340 FFiRS,CC}=VALi£ii)
850 CC=CCt :
860 FF (SR, CC)=W1LL£ i55 
870 CC=0 
880 IF VALLE if )  =1 “ FEN VALLE 15)=1 
390 IF  VALLE U 5=0 7 - r \  VALLE ( i ) =1
900 XX=83+ ( (lD3 (VAlLE : 1) i /2 .363555) *425- !LDB 553 /£ .392535) *425) 
310 IF M iSO  THEN Xi=i$
320 IF YY (136 THE:. YT=!8S
330 YY=13 6 - iLDB {VALUE i 5) 3 72 ,332585*L: 5; <•; :-3 3  * 30) /£ .  332585) * : 15) 
340 LINE <XX*£,YY-l)-<)CX-£-yv*-2 - 
950 LINE (XX+E, Y¥+I) -  {XX-2, YY-!;
360 SOTO 1000
970 XX=S8*iiLOBIVSLUEi!))/2.332565)* 4 £ 5 - i-35  2: 1 .3 :£ 5 2 5 i*=25; 
380  YY=186-iLDS(VAL'JE(5)1/2 .332585*1 IZ)^‘ i-ZSiJfr. . 3.1^2523: v.” 5: 
998 CIRCLE {XX,YY>}3 
1080 RETURN
'• 3 j ' T
* - 3 S ; S ? N ’ ' 2
» L Q 6 ( S * 0 * - E 3 C ~ >
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 j  1 i .  Jl-SZ-cZ'. ’•11 Z-i
. 2,1223-5: ■ <
1810 RE* « « * S IS S 0 » JT ^ =  "D CSLEU-jrE SLSTICX ~ j-  
1820 BRAPH=GRAPH+1
1838 SUHX=8: SU*v=8: 3LWXSG=8: E_*XY=?
i»w  for s=i to  m
1050 StW=3LWX+Fi3,I)
I860 3LW=SUCT+?!3,2’
1078 SJTXS3=SU<‘‘XS5+= -2, 51
1880 3U tsv=si^:y+F : s , ^
1890 NEXT 3
1100 &PEiSR3»?>= • : • : .
1110 f tZ E S 0 (B fi^ )* :a .i? V - - . r ^ * K » € ! 5 !K«kJ i ) /RRR 
1128 A2ES0 ( GRAPH; =1 S'-AZ L R l' ==AP-:- 
1130 C 3 P P l = f l Z E R 0 ( t R c p - : « t - : . S e - - H : - : S P P  
iiA8  c a » 2=>«E’DtGSflpK' * t • - «£- :  • ;2  &*
1150 MINSP*=»l80/A2El«!33SP-O:- H -•-; -
n s 0  cxxi=680
1178 CXX2=88+ i .'SP*) I’t .  302535) **25! -  :
1188 CYYl=iS6-i (iO S {C B »*> ;2 .302585;
1190 CYY£=ifi&-{( 1 L D G lie ? ;2 2 G 5 5 5 5 -■ 1G6  5C:
1200 LINE (CXX1,CYY:)-(CXX2, :Y ;2;
1210 1?  STOCK*! Tr€N LPRINT 4 ****■’!'S& I - " -  tsTZ .24?
1220 IF BRAPH=I THEN LPRINT ” v
1238 IF GRAPH=2 THEN LPRIiff " lS_E57ET- " - ’V C - : - := ^ * ±
1248 LPRINT:LPRINT
1250 LPRINT * STROKES PER PINUTE PliFP PRiSSUCE'
1260 LPRINT •---------- ------------------------------- ----------------------
1278 LPRINT 
1200 FOR 11=1 TO R3
1290 LPRINT USING * «#*# **** I - -  •“ I I ,  1 ; .  “
1380 NEXT I I  
1318 LPRINT 
1320 FOR 11=1 TO S
1338 LPRINT USING " ***# ^ ^ V i l l . S i , F i l l , - }
1240 NEXT I I
1350 LPRINTsLPRIN?jLPRIMT:LPRINT 
1360 LPRINT ‘CURVE r I T EOLATION :*
1370 LPRINT »---------------------------------- ■
1380 LPRINT :LPSIMT
1390 LPRINT '  DRILL r'IP =  PRESSURE = !* AZERDtGRAPH? ’ t * I SP» " " SGSisRSPM '  ) '
1400 LPRINT:LPRI>:T:LpRlNT:iyRTNT:L?RIf»T;l?R1nT:L-‘RINF:LPRIN~ :lPR In7 
1410 IF STACK=1 TrSN S0SJ8 2523 -CLEAR PL«? zzz& rU S  CS SCREES
1420 IF 6RAPH=2 BOTO 1483
1438 I?  STACK*! THEN LOCATE 4,i3s3RIVT * **** T R S iv i*  2 3 L S 7 :3 l» * « ,,j S r B  1451
1443 LOCATE 3 ,1 3 : ^RINT * *****-&  8 i3 E R « « * “ :SCT:- 147C‘
1458 IF STRCK*1 TrS» LOCATE 5,13:PRINT ‘DPP = ;» K S D i S & Z h )  *'■ *• S-? : LI-'-E •.5RAT-I”:5C2-3 221:
1468 IF STSCK=I THEN BOTO 1263 ’ STCP SURFACE -RIC"! j ’i-_  "SS~
1478 LOCATE 1 0 ,i3 :P R IfT  "DPP = i “ AZERDiGRAPH) -)  * I SP* ''"‘PONE-lEFSP.-v"I ’
1480 RR=0
1498 LOCATE 3 ,3 2 : PRINT • {THRU D f i © *
1500 R=0
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1510 CC=8




1560 StMX=8: SUNY-J; SUSXSS=8: Sl5tfY=*
1570 FDR 111=1 TC “73 
1580 RATE=RATE-13
1590 F R lC 7 (lW 7 1 )= (P Z 3 2 i£ }^7 r-’-S :» t :2))-?5Z=>0-:• )*aA7sAS S S i : } )
1600 LRflTH=LDS(RftTtJ .'2 . 382585 





1660 NEXT I I I  
1670 P Q N E I S ^ l s i
1680 AZERO(GRAPH i==31r>~ ■ 3=.»X*PCkE (GRAPH) ; :  •
1690 M Ea»6RflPF)=:0^ZIRC; :3RS;--'-
1700 LOCATE 3 ,1 3 : PRINT ’ f tsE R m * *
1710 lOCHTS 4,13:PRINT * D »  = ^1 1 7 3 .:, i * •: 5=* • '" % '£ - i r : *
1720 LOCATE 5 ,1 3 : PRIM " C-D-Sw***'"
1738 LOCATE 6 ,13:PR Ivr •'DPP' = * ; T-r
1740 LOCATE 7 ,1 3 : PRINT * «***CH36<E l D.S I " ' :  •.***« ''
1758 LOCATE 3 ,1 3 : PRINT T<FR1C = i 'A Z S a jlc ) '*  ♦ . Z-« " .2. *
1760 LOCATE 3, >3: PRINT"
1770 LOCATE 10,13: PRINT'
1788 60SUB 2610 
1790 FOR 111=1 TO 10 
1800 LPRINT 
1810 NEXT 111
1828 LPRINT "EQUATION -OR CHOKE LINE FRICTION*
1830 LPRIN7--■*-----------------------------------------------------’
1840 LPRINT: LPRINT
1858 LPRINT "D O 'S  L l '€  FRICTION = ("AZERQi GRAPH)” : * : go* ^AONEtSRSPK*”) '’ 
I860 GOTO 1870
1870 IF STACK*! THEN GOTO 1560 1 PAUSE ST E'«D 0= SURFACE FRICTIONAL TEST




1920 SENMM4SUBR0L7INE TO PLOT i_  BRST-hhw**
1938 REN 
1940 REN 
1950 LOCATE 3,1 
I960  PRINT " P"
1970 PRINT " R*
1980 PRINT "P E'1 
1990 PRINT *!J S '
2088 PRINT "!* S '
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2018 PRINT L''
2828 PRINT " R’
2038 PRINT * £’
28A8 LISE ;38, i bi> -  ■ 588, I ib  
2168 LINE tS 8 , l) - i5 2 ,- 3 b ;
2868 LOCATE : ,3 8 : P S ; - '  " S tS" STACK*
2078 LDCfiTE 25-25





2138 FOE I=C TO D
2148 IF 2 (18 THE* 2=2+1
2158 IF 1=28 T--5U 2=280:6073 2176
2160 IF  I )  18 THEN I=I+10;BDTO £178
2178 Y=LOS (2) ••'£. 282555
2160 E iJ )= 2
2198 IF fi=l ~HEN P II :==•::• *18
2200 IF w=8 THEN X=38*Y«425--:J£1E,V2,302535? **25
2218 IF fl=8 SOTO 2238
2228 1? ft=l THEN X =:86-'Y +«l5-f_DSi*:. 5,382555:-*115; 
2238 IF ft=8 THEN LINE iX  ; 3 E > - -5?:
2248 IF ft=I THEN LINE t?5 , O 
2250 IF A=8 THEN N<3;=CIfiTa ; 535*58;
2268 3= *=1 TfflN NO=C!VT.:x/:S£*£$?
2278 IF  ft=j THEN Ci:)=Xt3>*:
2268 NEXT I 
2298 FDR !=C TO D
2388 LDCfiTE 2,33:PEIN7 * ~A~=r
2318 LDCfiTE 3 ,5 6 :PRINT 'TINE:*
2328 IF  fl=8 THEN LESTE £ 2 ,f i i l)  :PE1>F ci l !
2330 IF  ft=l THEN LDCfiTE C'.I),5:PR!VT jS In E  •■&&*’ ?3«I> 
2348 NEXT 3
2358 LOCATE 3,7:PRIKT *708*






2428 1= S_ fiCK=I THEN LDCfiTE 3 ,1 3 : PRINT 
2438 IF  STACK=2 then lXATE 3 ,1 3 : PRINT " I .
2448 LOCATE 4 ,1 3 : PRINT -c-, z^ z -
2458 LDCfiTE 5 ,1 3 : PRIN-  'I-. D®=
2468 LDCfiTE 6 ,1 3 ; PRINT *4. C5jP=




TfiT.fi : - B . =
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2518 RE?
2528 RE* * * * * * * *  SUEfflLFl.se 70 CLEAR PLR* PAEA'E'E.ES Zs  SCREE* * * * * * * *  
2538 LOCATE 3, :2:fiRIN7 ’
2540 LOCATE 4 ,13:PRT<7 *
2558 LDCfiTE 5 ,13:PRIK7 =
2568 LOCATE a , i 3:?R j NT •




2518 SEN ******* StffiRttFIJE "D STORE Ei?-fl7M,vS ~  r^ T j ~j]2 ******* 
2628 REN
2638 F i= ’ FRlC7l.DA"'’
2648 OPEN ■•?%S!,=s,23
2658 FIE1DII, :4  AS P is ,  14 .AS fiDS
2668 FDR 11=1 TB 3 STE- 2
2678 LScT AZt=*;S«ifiZLRO !rj:_SET A3$=*K5*»AGl€i:3))
2688 PUT #1 
2698 NEXT II
2788 LSET AZ$=*KS5i»BRa>D ;_5T  POSERS; ~«=DC;
2718 PUT #i




2768 OPEN ’ R% 41, F t , 28
2778 FIEListi, 14 fiS BZt. i4  PS ACS








2868 LOCATE :*,5}.2R2*T *IS T -I2  P S f iF E S  OR SU 2SS S 'S K ’
2878 LOCATE I l t 5 * m T  -:£N?S} • ! '  TOR S.jR=aCE CR *2* -OR SLSSEAi ” ;S_ 3 
2888 IF  ST$=’ ! ’ Tffiu r « = ;i?.R"RCE' : JTA i3=::3‘ ~  2=1?
2898 IF  ST*=*2* THEN ST5=-3l2SEP' ‘̂;S'fiC-<=2:6:- :. 22-1;?
2988 BOTO 2858
2918 IF  CHSCK=I THEN SOTO 3128 
2928 CLS
2938 INPUT *B0 YOU WANT TO ENTER TINE CA~E PY* C-= *«?> ’ j.as 
2948 IF  ftt=*Y” THEN CLS:BOTO 2980
2958 IF  AS=*N” THEN DS£DCS=DA7E4:TRECS=71?€t:aS;S:'j 3845 
2968 BOTO 2928 
2978 CLS
2988 LOCATE 1 0 ,5 :INPUT ’ENTER "CUAFS 3ATs «2CA«*_S: : 8 - 3 : - ’93S>: • ? :* !> :«  
2998 IF  DCCK=I THEN SOTO 3123 
3888 CLS
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3110 LOCATE 1 0 ,5 :1 * ^ 1 7  ’=N ~S THE GJSSBiT TIPS i2K'*L£i ; 3 :3 : : 3 3 ) j  'INEZ'S 
3020 IF CHECX=1 T © }  BOTO 3-28 
3838 O S
3840 LOCATE 1 0 , 5 : 2 # * r  THE P S E S F  *ffi WEISH' F ? 6 ) ;  V ^ ' I I
3050 IF OECK=: THEN BOTO 3:22 
3060 CLS
3070 LOCATE 1 8 ,5 * 1 # ! "  ‘BITES "■£ JSABUS2* DEPTH' AT 77*E ~  SEDLCZD CI.TClLATIOs “ t* r S K  
3080 IF C1£CK=1 T © » BDTD 3l£8 
3890 O S
3180 LOCATE 1 0 ,5 * 1 # ! "  ‘EVFER THE TS1E VERTICAL DEPTH a ?  c -  EHLCED C E U S I S *  -VSEDC 
3110 IF CKECX=1 THEN BOTO 3l28 
3120 CLS
3130 LOCATE &,5:PRINT " I .  STACK T7PE -  '3 7 ;* ”
3140 LOCATE 7,5:PR1MT "2. TODAYS*S DATE IS  -  "ZRESC5"
3150 LOCATE 9 ,5 :?9 IN T  *3. QSB&T TI#£ IS -  ' t  *&£$•'
3160 LOCATE 9 ,5 :?S IN T  ‘ 4 . A B & T  s€D wEIBHT IS  -  **NF3E“ PP£’
3170 LOCATE 18,5*?RIM7 *5. HEASiO DEPTH IS -  '*D2EDC" ” T *
3180 LOCATE il,5 :P R IN T  *6. TRUE VESICAL DEP7-- ; e  -  -TV-EUC"
3130 LOCATE 1 2 ,5s INPUT DD YOU PANT '0  CHA?«52 PSY vsfe223 I'Y? OS *N’ > ’ jp a ;
3200 IF AA*=“N" THEN BOTO 3338 
3210 IF Aft$=’Y* T « N  CHHCK=i:5C"I 3238 
3220 GOTO 3120 
3230 LOCATE 12,5:P3I.V? *
3240 LOCATE 1 2 ,5 : INPUT ‘ENTER 715 LINE MJNBES OF THE VALLE t 0 5= CHAsSE0 -  - . tc * *
3250 IF fftJW=*I* THEN BOTO 2S50 
3260 IF NU0S=*2* THEN BOTO 2378 
3270 IF NUM=‘ 3 ‘  THEN BOTO 3888 
3280 F  «JW =‘ 4" THEN BCTG 3838 
3290 IF N0K$=*5* THEN BOTO 386?
3300 IF («.«*=*&' THEN BDTG 3898 
3310 LOCATE 12, SPRINT *
3320 BOTO 3130 
3330 CLS
3340 KEY 11) ON: ON KEY(l) BOSS s i?
3350 KEY (2) ON: ON KEY (2) SDSL© !8 i8
3360 KEY OFF
3370 GOSUS I 320
3380 GOSUB 2*0
3398 BOTO 3328
3480 DA-5 I « , 3 , * ,2 9 ,2 ,5 0 0 0 ,5 ,8 ,8 ,3 ,5 8 8 8 ,7 ," ,3 3 ,^ 5 3 8 0 ,3 ,c , i , 5 ,5 0 0 8 ,.1 ,: ,2 3 ,2 ,5 0 8 3 ,
1 3 ,6 ,2 9 ,7 ,5 ,  i*f j
3418 EM>
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This appendix contains two computer-generated well control killsheets for 
subsurface stacks. The flexibility o f the computer program that generated these forms is 
described in Chapter 5. The general well configuration for each output follows with the 
individual specifics given in each respective killsheet. Note should be made how each 
killsheet’s form adapts to the specific well configuration, Le., those items such as a liner 
that are not contained in the configuration drop out and are not shown on the form.
Killsheet 1 - Subsurface BOP Stack Killsheet 2 - Subsurface BOP Stack
Water depth 3600 feet Water depth 950 feet
Air gap 200 feet Air gap 50 feet
Casing 3000 feet Casing 4000 feet
Liner 2000 feet Liner 0
Open hole Open hole
Drillpipe 2 sizes Drillpipe 1 size
Drill collars 1 size Drill collars 1
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Killsheet 1 - Subsurface BOP Stack
I. PRE-KICK INFORMATION
SUBSEA EQUIPMENT DATA
1. Riser Inside Diameter 17.000 in.
2. Choke Line Inside Diameter 3.000 in.
3 . Choke Line Length 3, 800 ft
4. Choke Line Capacity Factor .00874 bbl/f
5. Kill Line Inside Diameter 3.000 in.
6. Kill Line Length 3, 800 ft
7. Kill Line Capacity Factor .00874 bbl/fi
8. Water Depth 3, 600 ft
9. Air Gap 200 ft
CASING DATA
1. Size (Outside Diameter) 14.000 in.
2. Grade J-55
3. Weight Per Foot 35.00 lb/ft
4. Casing Length 3,000 ft
5. Casing Shoe Depth (TVD) 6, 800 ft
6. Inside Diameter 12.000 in.
7. Burst Pressure 3, 500 psig
C. LINER DATA
1. Size (Outside Diameter) 12.000 in.
2. Grade P-110
3 . Weight Per Foot 38.00 lb/ft
4 . Liner Length 2, 000 ft
5. Liner Shoe Depth (TVD) 8, 800 ft
6. Inside Diameter 10.000 in.
7. Burst Pressure 3,500 psig
D. MAXIMUM ALLOWABLE SURFACE (CASING) PRESSURE
1. Before Casing Burst (@ Sea Floor) 2,065 psig
(0.7 x Casing Burst Pressure)
- (0.052 * KB to Sea Floor * Mud Wt.)
+ (0.052 * Water Depth * 8.5)
2. Before Formation Fracture 3,203 psig
(.052 * TVD Shoe * (Frac. - Mud WT.))
NOTE: Fracture gradient is 17.0 ppge @
8,800 feet TVD.
E. DRILL PIPE DATA 
1. Top Section
a) Size (Outside Diameter) 5.000 in.
b) Weight Per Foot 28.00 lb/ft
c) Length 7,800 ft
d) Capacity Factor .00300 bbl/ft
Bottom Section
a) Size (Outside Diameter) 5.500 in.
b) Weight Per Foot 35.00 lb/ft
c) Length 2,000 ft
d) Capacity Factor .00300 bbl/ft
F . DRILL COLLARS:
1. Single Section
a) Outside Diameter 7.000 in.












1. Size 8.000 in.
ANNULUS CAPACITY FACTORS
1. Drill Pipe in Riser
a) Top Section
b) Bottom Section
2. Drill Pipe in Casing
a) Top Section
b) Bottom Section 
Drill Pipe in Liner
a) Top section
b) Bottom Section 
Drill Pipe in Open Hole
a) Top Section
b) Bottom Section 
Drill Collars in Riser 
Drill Collars in Casing 
Drill Collars in Liner 



















1. Type: DUPLEX; DOUBLE ACTING
2. Liner Size
3. Stroke Length
4. Rod Diameter (Double-Acting Pumps Only)
5. Pump Factor @ 100 % Efficiency




Measured Depth: 6,000 ft 4. Mud Weight
Circulating Pressure at Normal Rate:
Pn = 1,162 psig @ 120 spm
Circulating Pressure at Reduced Rate (SCR):
Pr = 358 psig @ 60 spm
Circulating Pressure at Reduced Rate (SCR): 
Prc = 479 psig @ 60 spm
Choke Line Friction at Reduced Rate (SCR):













C. BOTTOM HOLE DEPTHS
1. Measured Depth
2. True Vertical Depth
D. STABILIZED SHUT-IN PRESSURES
1. Casing (SICsgP)






E. PIT GAIN 35 bbl
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i l l .
I.
F. PRESENT MOD WEIGHT 10.0 ppg
CALCULATIONS
A. KILL WEIGHT MUD
1. Increase in Mud Weight 0.8 ppg
(SIDPP/.052/TVD)
2. Kill Weight Mud 10.8 ppg
B. MUD VOLUME IN ACTIVE SYSTEM
1. Mud Volume in Active Pits 2,000 .0 bbl
2. Mud Volume in Drill Pipe 29.4 bbl
3 . Mud Volume in Drill Collars 8.8 bbl
4. Mud Volume in Choke Line 33 .3 bbl
5. Mud Volume in Kill ]bine 33.3 bbl
6. Mud Volume in Drill Pipe-Riser Annulus 974.5 bbl
7. Mud Volume in Drill Pipe-Casing Annulus 346.8 bbl
8. Mud Volume in Drill Pipe-Liner Annulus 140.7 bbl
9. Mud Volume in Drill Pipe-Open Hole Annulus 32.8 bbl
10. Mud Volume in Drill Collar-Riser Annulus 0.0 bbl
11. Mud Volume in Drill Collar-Casing Annulus 0.0 bbl
12. Mud Volume in Drill Collar-Liner Annulus 0.0 bbl
13. Mud Volume in Drill Collar-Open Hole Annulus 14.6 bbl
14. Total Mud Volume in Active System 3,614.2 bbl
(Sum of l thru 13)
C. BARITE NECESSARY TO WEIGHT UP ACTIVE SYSTEM
1. Barite Required per 100 bbl
2. Total Barite Required
(Inclusive of Riser Annulus)
3. Total Mud Volume Increase
(Inclusive of Riser Annulus Volume)
D. PUMP STROKES and CIRCULATION VOLUMES
1. Mud Volume In Drill String
2. Surface to Bit Pump Strokes
(Mud Volume in Drill String / Pump Factor)
3. Mud Volume In Annulus (Excluding Riser)
4. Bit to Sea Floor Pun?) Strokes
(Mud Volume In Annulus / Pump Factor)
5. Mud Volume In Choke Line
6. Sea Floor to Surface Pun? Strokes
(Mud Volume In Choke Line / Pump Factor)
7. Total Strokes to Circulate Well 3,387 stks
(Does not include circulating the 










WELL CONTROL WORK SHEET SUMMARY 
WAIT AND WEIGHT METHOD 
(Subsea BOP Stack)
PRE-KICK INFORMATION
A. Maximum Allowable Surface (Casing) Pressure
1. Before Casing Burst 2,065 psig
2. Before Formation Fracture 3,203 psig
B . Present Mud Weight 10.0 ppg
C. Kill Rate 60 spm






D. Circulating DP Pressure Thru Riser @ Kill Rate 358
E. Choke Line Friction @ Kill Rate 121
KICK INFORMATION
A. Shut-in Drill Pipe Pressure (SIDPP) 400
B. Shut-in Casing Pressure (SICsgP) 550
C. Measured Depth 10,800
D. True Vertical Depth (TVD) 10,800
E. Pit Gain 35
F. Kill Weight Mud 10.8
PUMP STROKE REQUIREMENTS
A. Surface to Bit 213
B. Bit to Sea Floor 2,988
C. Sea Floor to Choke
(Circulating up choke line only)
186
D. Total Strokes to Circulate Well 
(Does not include circulating 
riser annulus and kill kine)
3,387
CALCULATIONS FOR DP PRESSURE SCHEDULE
A. Initial Circulating DP Pressure @ Kill Rate 758
B. Final Circulating DP Pressure @ Kill Rate 386
C. Total DP Pressure Reduction 372
D. Drill Pipe Pressure Drop Per Step 37
E. Pump Strokes per DP Schedule Step 21
PUMP START-UP (CASING / CHOKE PRESSURE SCHEDULE)
Note: Choke Pressure Drop Per Step 30
CASING OR 
SPM CHOKE PRESSURE




(Kill Rt): 60 429 psig
DRILL PIPE PRESSURE SCHEDULE
CUMULATIVE 
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Killsheet 2- Subsurface BOP Stack
X. PRE-KICK INFORMATION
A. SUBSEA EQUIPMENT DATA
1. Riser Inside Diameter 20.000 in.
2. Choke Line Inside Diameter 3 .000 in.
3 . Choke Line Length 1,000 ft
4. Choke Line Capacity Factor .00874 bbl/ft
5. Kill Line Inside Diameter 3 .000 in.
6. Kill Line Length 1, 000 ft
7. Kill Line Capacity Factor .00874 bbl/ft
8. Water Depth 950 ft
9 . Air Gap 50 ft
CASING DATA '
1. Size (Outside Diameter) 12.000 in.
2. Grade P-110
3. Weight Per Foot 35.00 lb/ft
4. Casing Length 4, 000 ft
5. Casing Shoe Depth (TVD) 5, 000 ft
6. Inside Diameter 10.000 in.
7. Burst Pressure 3, 500 psig
C. MAXIMUM ALLOWABLE SURFACE (CASING) PRESSURE
1. Before Casing Burst (@ Sea Floor)
(0.7 x Casing Burst Pressure)
- (0.052 * KB to Sea Floor * Mud Wt.)
+ (0.052 * Water Depth *  8.5)
2. Before Formation Fracture
(.052 * TVD Shoe * (Frac. - Mud WT.)) 
NOTE: Fracture gradient is 17.0 ppge <a
5,000 feet TVD.
2,350 psig
1 , 8 2 0  psig
D. DRILL PIPE DATA
l. Single Section
a) Size (Outside Diameter)



























G. ANNULUS CAPACITY FACTORS
1. Drill Pipe in Riser
2. Drill Pipe in Casing
3. Drill Pipe in Open Hole
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II.
i l l .
5. Drill Collars in Casing .07286 bbl/ft
6. Drill Collars in Open Hole .07286 bbl/ft
PUMP DATA
1. Type: DUPLEX; DOUBLE ACTING
2. Liner Size 7.00 in.
3. Stroke Length 12.00 in.
4. Rod Diameter (Double-Acting Pumps Only) 2.00 in.
5. Pump Factor @ 100 % Efficiency .18263 bbl/stk
6. Pump Factor @ 98 % Efficiency .17898 bbl/stk
2. Time: 08:12:07
4. Mud Weight: 9.50
I. CIRCULATING PRESSURES 
1 . Date: 11-03-1988
3. Measured Depth: 6,000 ft
5. Circulating Pressure at Normal Rate:
Pn = 1,162 psig @ 120 spm
6. Circulating Pressure at Reduced Rate (SCR) :
Pr = 358 psig @ 60 spm
7. Circulating Pressure at Reduced Rate (SCR) :
Prc = 479 psig @ 60 spm
8. Choke Line Friction at Reduced Rate (SCR) :
Frc = 121 psig @ 60 spm
KICK INFORMATION




A. DATE: 04-04-1997 B. TIME: 19:38:35
C. BOTTOM HOLE DEPTHS
1. Measured Depth
2. True Vertical Depth
D. STABILIZED SHUT-IN PRESSURES
1. Casing (SICsgP)
2. Drill Pipe (SIDPP)
E. PIT GAIN








KILL WEIGHT MUD 
1. Increase in Mud Weight 1.4 ppg
2.
(SIDPP/,052/TVD) 
Kill Weight Mud 11.4 p pg
MUD
1.
VOLUME IN ACTIVE SYSTEM 
Mud Volume in Active Pits 2,000.0 bbl
2. Mud Volume in Drill Pipe 13.9 bbl
3 . Mud Volume in Drill Collars 5.5 bbl
4. Mud Volume in Choke Line 8.8 bbl
5 . Mud Volume in Kill Line 8.8 bbl
6. Mud Volume in Drill Pipe-Riser Annulus 364.3 bbl
7 . Mud Volume in Drill Pipe-Casing Annulus 262.3 bbl
8. Mud Volume in Drill Pipe-Open Hole Annulus 0.0 bbl
9. Mud Volume in Drill Collar-Riser Annulus 0.0 bbl
10 . Mud Volume in Drill Collar-Casing Annulus 29.2 bbl
11. Mud Volume in Drill Collar-Open Hole Annulus 36.5 bbl
12. Total Mud Volume in Active System 2,729.3 bbl
(Sum of l thru 11)
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C. BARITE NECESSARY TO WEIGHT UP ACTIVE SYSTEM
1. Barite Required per 100 bbl 90.8 sks
2. Total Barite Required 2,477 sks
(Inclusive of Riser Annulus)
3. Total Mud Volume Increase 225 bbl
(Inclusive of Riser Annulus Volume)
D. POMP STROKES and CIRCULATION VOLUMES
1. Mud Volume In Drill String 19.4 bbl
2. Surface to Bit Pump Strokes 108 stks
(Mud Volume in Drill String / Pump Factor)
3. Mud Volume In Annulus (Excluding Riser) 328.0 bbl
4. Bit to Sea Floor Pump Strokes 1,832 stks
(Mud Volume In Annulus / Pump Factor)
5. Mud Volume In Choke Line 8.8 bbl
6. Sea Floor to Surface Pump Strokes 49 stks
(Mud Volume In Choke Line / Pump Factor)
7. Total Strokes to Circulate Well 1,989 stks
(Does not include circulating the 
riser annulus and the kill line)
WELL CONTROL WORK SHEET SUMMARY 





Maximum Allowable Surface (Casing) Pressure 
l. Before Casing Burst 2,350 psig
2. Before Formation Fracture 1, 820 psig
B. Present Mud Weight 10.0 ppgC. Kill Rate 60 spm
D. Circulating DP Pressure Thru Riser @ Kill Rate 358 psig
E. Choke Line Friction @ Kill Rate 121 psi
KICK INFORMATION
A. Shut-in Drill Pipe Pressure (SIDPP) 400 psig
B. Shut-in Casing Pressure (SICsgP) 550 psig
C. Measured Depth 5,500 ft
D. True Vertical Depth (TVD) 5,500 ft
E. Pit Gain 35 bbl
F. Kill Weight Mud 11.4 ppg
PUMP STROKE REQUIREMENTS 
A. Surface to Bit 108 stks
B. Bit to Sea Floor 1, 832 stks
C. Sea Floor to Choke 49 stks
D.
(Circulating up choke line only) 
Total Strokes to Circulate Well 1,989 stks
(Does not include circulating 
riser annulus and kill kine)
CALCULATIONS FOR DP PRESSURE SCHEDULE 
A. Initial Circulating DP Pressure @ Kill Rate 758 psig
B. Final Circulating DP Pressure @ Kill Rate 408 psig
C. Total DP Pressure Reduction 350 psi
D. Drill Pipe Pressure Drop Per Step 35 psiE. Pump Strokes per DP Schedule Step 11 stks




PUMP START-UP (CASING / CHOKE PRESSURE SCHEDULE)
Note: Choke Pressure Drop Per Step
CASING OR
SPM CHOKE PRESSURE




(Kill Rt): 60 429 psig
DRILL PIPE PRESSURE SCHEDULE
30 psi
CUMULATIVE 
STROKES PUMPED DP PRESSURE
0 758 psig






88 478 Psig99 443 psig108 408 psig
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The following BASIC computer program contains the process control logic for 
the computer-assisted deep water well control system Built into this program is the 
code for data collection and control of the flud pump and drilling choke.

































 : r  _
ATS - -  32/15/ 
REVISION :
Hi.TK03A.BAS
-WELL FACILITY R.OW PARAMETER S - S i l^ I A S  P'RCSRA*-
THIS PROGRAM HAS TOE CAPABILITY OP MONITORING EIGHT IS) S V W S I':*J*S 
AMD ARE LOCATED CM THE TOP ROW MASKED * *■ IK -  * OF TOE A - > -  £ ?  






CHAWEL POWER SIGNAL DESCRIPTION SPAN DA'!=
1 EXTERNAL 4-28 MA PLWP RATE 8 -  158 5P4
368 REM 2 EXTERNAL 4-28 MA BUTTDM HOLE PRESSURE 8-5888 PSIG
378 REM 3 INTERNAL 4-28 MA KJL- LINE PRESSURE 8-5888 PSIG
388 REM 
198 REM 4 INTERNAL 4-28 MA WARREN CHOSE SET P32.VT 8-5388 PSIG
288 REM 5 INTERNAL 4-28 MA DRILL PIPE PRESSURE 0-5880 :S I3
218 REM D INTERNA-. 4-28 MA CASING PRESSURE 8-5080 PSIG
228 REM 
238 REM 7 EXTERNAL 0 -5  VDC I / P  CHOKE INPLT 0 -  35 5SIS
248 REM 3 EXTERNAL 8 -3 .5  VDC WAFREV CHOKE POSITION 0 -  388 -SRC£\-
THE A-D-A INTERFACE HAS THE CAPABI-I^- Dr OUTPUTTING THREE !3) 
3EPERATE ANALOG DEVICES. THE OUTPUTS ARE SET L’P I« 3»SDXI*PT3_Y 
2 2 .5  VDC WITH A MILLlAfP RANK OF 4 .8 8  TO £ 8 .0 8  *A. LOCATION C= 
T3€3E OUTPtTS PR£ ON THE SECOND PAIRED ROW of ~-E A-D-A UNIT 
HOUSING POSITIONED BEHIND THE SCREEN, the ROW IS  *SRHED ♦ C-T -  








WARREN CHCKE POSITION 8-3*8* OPES
T-iftOT'LG -  - r -4 3 8  Pump 8-5881 ” -:RC~5LE 
 PRESENTLY ACT KING 3-SED--------
VARIABLE LISTING
438 JEM VALUE iS> COUNTER DEL LWN1 SCHEDULE i . - . - . r . t .1 - . _ v
448 REM FIT 118,3) time: II CHANfi FREi/
458 REM EAI7) SPAN ROW EY7ELD CCJfiT2 MONITC:
468 REM ER?4,5) IHIBVE ILOBYTE MSBCV XX IN7L
478 JEM ETi5) INVFRAC FRAC VALLE YY CKDAT.A
468 REM VALUEl (9,6) RSPM DELMA j RSTTN7
498 REM CORRIB,2) DELT AC AB CGVTK_
588 REM AFI HIBTE .QBYTE 7
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510 SEN P*JMPMA SICSEP CCSSP .A
520 REM CONST POWER UPPER ■I
530 REM LONER CXMA INC J
540 REM NOTE: DO NOT USE CD DA BS
550 REM 2, DR E AS MONDAY N rS
560 REM AS FIRST CC Z P 3
570 REM LETTERS IN­ RATE I I I DDD A
580 REM VARIABLE ss DELAY SLOPE IMTERC
590 REM NAMES (RESERVED MAI 7SST1 VEL VALUES
600 REM FDR DOUBLE *A2 TESTS ACCEL PASS
610 REM PRECISION TARDPP C0NST1 PGScRi C0RR1
620 REM VARIABLES) 7CHECK PROJC B&t CHA>JOE
630 REM COUNTS START7 s i K i a So
640 REM JUMPS ~ :me2 A? I
650 REM AFI1 AB1 kibyth: LOBYTEi
660 REM
670 DEF 5EB=Wb000 
&ee poke 0 ,8
690 POKE 1 ,0  
700 DEFDBL 2,=
710 DIM £ 3 i7 > ,E R '4 ,5 ),E 7 i5 )
720 DIM FIT ( 1 8 ,3 ',  DORRiS, 2)
























970 CUMS7K=(PEEKi 1) *25&+PEEK 10))
980 LOCATE I,22,0:PR 1N 7 OSINS *##£?" jCIPGTK 
990 RETURN 
1000 REM
’ FOR USE IN THE CURVE FIT SUBROUTIfE 
1 FOR USE IN DATS ARRAY SUBROUTINE 
’ FOR USE IN POLLING SUBROUTINE
’ RAMP UP THROTTLE ,<£=? stop FROM DYING
’ FIRST SCREEN SET-UP 
’ SET RAMP-UP PUMP TIME FAC'C- 
’ SE7 SLE# =L*P-OUT RATE 
’ ESTABl ISW MWrGR SCREEN ONLY 
’ SET OVERPRESSURE
’ DISPLAY HELP SCREEv. " R  INTESRjP" KEY'S 
•ENSURE DATA 5TATEMENT NOT I*  lSE if INTERRL?'7 
’ ENSURE INTERRUPT SCREEN IS  \ ' z l  DH SCREEN RESE-
SUBROUTINE TO PRINT O m fiT IV E  STROKES





1B40 REH -----------------SUBROUTINE 'D  "ORfST SCREEN ONE i l l -----------------
1058 REN
I860 IF CKDA7A=0 THEN BDTD 1108 
1870 IF CXDATA=2 THEN GOTO 1100 




1128 IF 57ART7=2 THEN LOCATE I,6 3 ,0 :P R IN 7  TIME*
1130 LOCATE I.5.-PRINT 'TOTAL STROKES 
1148 LOCATE 1, 55 :P R IM  'DATE : "DATE*1”
1158 LOCATE 3, 55:Pft!N7 'TIKE : "TIHE*'*
1158 LOCATE 3 ,5 :  PRINT -c -a p  SPEED 
1170 LOCATE 3 . 4 8 : PRINT ”SP*"
1180 LOCATE 5 ,5 :  PRINT *50~fr'« -C’_E FESSSURE 
1190 LOCATE 5 ,4 0 :  PRINT "PEIS"
1208 LOCATE 7 ,5 :  PRINT '<11. . !* £  PRESSURE 
1218 LOCATE 7 ,4 8 :  PRINT “PSIS"
1220 LOCATE 9 ,5 :  PRINT ’CHOKE SET POINT ;*
1238 LOCATE 9 ,4 0 :  PRINT ’ PSIS"
1240 LOCATE 1 1 ,5  :  PRINT ‘DRILL PIPE PRESSURE : '
1250 LOCATE 11, 4 0 : PRINT “PSIS"
1260 LOCATE 1 3 ,5 : PRINT ‘ CAS1Y3 PRESSURE : ’
1278 LDCA7E 13 ,40  : PRINT "PSIS"
1288 LOCATE 1 5 ,5 :  PRINT " I /P  CHOKE INPL" :*
1290 LOCATE 15-4 0 : PRIfc~ "VDC”
1300 LOCATE 1 7 ,5 : PRINT "CHOKE POSITION :"
1310 LOCATE 1 7 ,4 0 : PRIN ' 'X OPEN*
1320 IF CXDfi7A=2 .TO INT<EY=1 > £ *  SESUB w 5 0  
1330 IF HONITDR=0 T O  COMKl -0  ':■€* S T S  1370
1340 LOCATE 21,5:SCRSEN ,l:ORIN7 “ENTER ARRDN TM-M kEv TO CONTINUE “ • KIl .  *EE*
1350 LOCATE 22,5:PR1NT » OS
1350 LOCATE 23,5:PRINT "tNTER TSc F3 KEY TO TO 7*«S -TNI- !*  i^ODE’: SCREE1*,v
1370 IF CKDATA=2 THEN CXDATA=8:RETURN
1388 IF MONITORS THEM 8070 1530
1390 LOCATE 2 0 ,5 :  PRINT ‘SHUT-IN DRIlL PIPE PRESSURE:"
1408 LOCATE 2 8 ,4 3 : PRINT ‘PSIS*
1410 LOCATE 2 1 ,5 :  PRINT *SHUT-IN CASInS PRESSURE:"
1420 LOCATE 2 1 ,4 3 : PRINT "PSIB"
1438 LOCATE 2 2 ,5 :  PRINT ‘ REDUCED CIRCLi?” NS RATE;’
1440 LDCATE 2 2 ,4 3 : PRINT " S W
1450 LOCATE 2 2 ,3 5 : PRIM USINB ■ #*** '; SSPT
1450 LDCATE 2 3 ,5 :  PRINT *BHP SAFETY -ACTOR:
1470 LOCATE 2 3 ,4 3 : PRIM "PSI“
1480 LOCATE 2 3 ,3 5 : PRINT -JSINS ^® SF
1490 ’ LOCATE 24,5:PR3NT "'IKE INCREMENT FAC'C* : "DEL'”
1508 FDR CNT=2 TO 18 STEP 2
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1510 LOCATE 0 * 7 ,2 : 33*ST"
1520 NEJT DO
1530 IF  C=1 T ® » LOCATE 2 0 ,3 6 ,9 :  PRINT 0SIN5 "=*=*’’5 SID7*
1540 IF  C=J THEN LOCATE 2 1 ,3 6 ,0 :  PRINT USING ”fe«« ':S IC SSo





1600 REN H H H H I » H H H H Iil i H H H I H m H I [ l H m n i i l H » l i l t i H » W  
1610 REN 
1620 REN
1630 REN ---------------- a S R K T I 'G  TO ? K _  E7SHT is) INPUT CHANNELS------------
1640 REN :CCST t 0 SCREEN V.
1650 REN 
1660 REN
1670 LDCATE 3,63,0:PR1NT T1NE$
1680 COtjN7ER=Ca«7E!H
1690 REN IF CCUW723=8 THEN EGSUB 330 -DO NOT TEST O S  -03  OTiTcR=2
1700 REN IF COUNTERS > = N  COUNTERS 00
1710 IF STAHTT=£ THEN LOCATE :,63:PRIN T 7IXES
1720 GOSUB 340 ‘ POST SUWJLATIVE STROKES
1730 FOR 11=1 TO 5
1740 FOR 111=1 TO 6
1750 IF CKBATA=2 THEN READ CHAWS, SPAN, ROW 
1760 IF CKDATA=2 THEN GC'O 17S0 
1770 READ CHANN, SPAN, 30W:DCAT3=l 
1780 LOCATE 3,63,0:PR IN 7 TIKE;
1790 CHAN=CHANN-1
1800 8YTEL0=S*CHAN
1810 OUT M41,123:OOT SH40,BVT=LO
1820 OUT SH41,I2 3 :OUT iH4*,BY7E;Jf
1830 LOCATE 3,63,0:PRINT TI.»E*
1840 BY7ELQ=BYTELC+1 26
1856 OUT E>H4!,123:0lC 0
1860 OUT iH 41,:23:0LF Br'ELL'
1B70 IHIEVTE=INP■! SH41 >




1320 IF INVFRAC > 2047 ■: S O "  155?
1930 FRAC=<2047-INV?SAC)/4036 
1340 GOTO 1368
1950 FRAC= (6143-1JWFRSCl /  4036 
I960 VALUE2=FRACiSPAN 
1970 VALUE1 (117,11; =VAL‘JE2 
1380 LOCATE 3 ,63,0:P5IriT  " S E S
1990 GOSUB 340 * PQST C.-TJLPTIVE rR S G S
2000 NETT I I I
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201ft LOCATE 3 ,6 3 : PR'N" T l r £ ;
2ft£ft ftES7BSS:IF CXBfi~A=2 THEN SDSUR :84?
2B3ft CXDA7fi=ft 
2048 NEXT I I  
2B5ft FOB A=: T! 8 
2068 VALUEl(P,Ej=«
2B7ft FDR Afi=l 'D  5
20B8 VALt£i I A, I)-vAL-El i f ,  6) +VALLE: (k,Rh !
299ft f£)fT AA
210ft I ?  ft=i THEN V«.iE!C; = .V V .E r.S ,S ) ./5 )
2110 IF  A=I THEN SOTO 2 :33
212ft VALUE (A) =CINT iVALLicl tS , hi .55 
2130 > O T  A
21 Aft LDCATE 3,&3,8:PR3Vi TINES 
215ft FDR DDD=1 "0  8
216ft IF  CKDATA=2 THEN READ CHANN, S'fAN, * >
2170 IF  CKDATA=2 T -S \ 50TQ £158
2188 READ CHANN, SPA*, F.CW:CCfi'A=:
2190 LOCATE 3,63,8:PRTX7 7 ’ « s
220ft GOSUB 9A6 * -OST ' U ^ ' I V E  S'TOHES
2210 CHAN=CHANN-i
222ft IF  MONITORS THEN BCTO 231ft
223ft IF  NWIT08*! AND CDn!*L=8  T-iEN STD 23 :3
22Aft IF  C=« THEN GOTO 2280
225ft IF  STARTT=2 THEN LDCATE 1 ,6 3 ,ft: PRI>T TINE? * DC*’ ? P R IT  "N E  -HE1'  F T ™  PjETlTE DP7P
2260 IF  C=1 THEN GOTO 2 3 :0  ’ DO SOT CHANGE v ^ T S  DF 2TTP:
2270 IF  START!) (2 THEN SOTO 2318 ■
22Bft IF  CHAN = A THEN LOCATE 2 0 ,3 6 ,8 :  PRIV" iSl*<3 ■ ■ u - t : : ! '  ‘ » 5T27 ! '  I * : - .
229ft IF  CHAN=A THEN SHPP=VALUE<BDD} '*  SHiT-IT
2300 IF  CHAN=2 THEN SIKILL=VALUE(3) '  ►
2310 IF  DDD=1 TIEN LDCATE R0W,38,8:PRINT USING ’‘A#**’’ ; 31NTiVALUEi: )
2320 LDCATE ROW, 3 8 ,0 : PRINT USInG •ftHWc*; VALLE (BDD) ’ * * * hhh* « hhhw» « « *
2330 NEXT DDD 
23A0 RESTORE
2350 RESTORE:IF CKDATA=2 T E N  GDSL® IftAft ELSE CKDATA=ft
2360 IF  RS7INT=; THEN RETURN
2370 IF  HONITDR=ft THEN SOTO 163ft
2388 IF  H0NITDR=; AND C0NTKL=8 ThEN GOTO 1638
2398 IF  N0NI70R=1 AND C0VML=: "HEN GOTO 8588
2Aftft C=I
2*10 IF  VALUEtH) 15 TEN GOSUB 3740 ‘ STUP DP? DATA ARRA7, 1? * OB -  .2  z'-V- "F R3PF 
2A20 IF  STARTT) (2 OR N0PRINT=i THEN GOTO ?*5ft
2A30 IF  T l* s )T M E l THEN LPBINT T 3 ) r S * , ? j ^ c i N 'r ^ . * i : ) 3 , i A L L * J 5 , , V T L ^ I 5 ) f cr<«rvflLtS{33,V%JS*;2' 
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2510 RES  SUBRKTIXE 7D INCREMENT DR DECREMENT V3& RATE-----------------
2520 REM 
2538 RES
2548 IF VALUEIDH5 7 ® J  SC70 2518 ’ GO TC KfiSKLZD ?JF3 INCREASE
2558 IF  RSPNWALUEIl) THEN BOTO £5:8
2568 IF VALUE<1)>RSPN THEN BOTD 2510
2578 IF  VALUE (! )  <5 THEN SOTO 2558 ! INCREASE 33 INPUT '0  SET IHFC SEAR
25B8 IF VALUE IB) <38 T>£N GOTO 2688 * IF VALUE < 1))5 , 3» ?T INCREASE SPN U T IL  C-CKS JsQVS =•
2598 DEL=0EL<-. 81 5 LINEAR 3?* INCREASE L?iTIL :5  3?*
2588 BOTD 26B8 ’ SKIP PARABOLIC STARTS? UNTIL PUN? = ;f- 3: 5-
2618 IF ABSIVALiJEU)-RSP!»!»5 THEN G0TD 2660 
2628 IF JUHP208 THEN S0>0 2568 
2638 DELT=DELT-58




2688 IF DEL) Id  THEN I*SL=’ 6
2698 IF DEL<8 THEN 2El=3
2788 AF=DEL/16
2718 ®=lNTIfiF**056i
2728 IF AB=48S6 THEN 55=489:
2738 fiFI=AB XDS $HPFC
2748 H1BVTE=IMTIAFI/256) IR ;6
2758 LDBYTE=AF! REO 256
2768 OUT SH65, HI2V7E; CUT j * . i ,  .Ir.V E
2770 PUW8A=4rDEL
2788 IF A8SI VALUE 115 -RSPSC ; .£






2868 REN -----------------&©30LJ7I«€ TO LNCRESENT DR DECRSST :-£<= P S r i l L ----------------
2878 REN
2B88 IF VfS.UEIl))4 THEN BOTD 3838 
2890 IF TEST’) <0 THEN GOTO 2968 
2988 IF TESTi=8 THEN GOSUB 3338
2918 AFl=tIBICSBP+I50-1V7ERC)/SLOPE)/IS ’ HAVE AM INITIAL OVERPRESSURE CF 150 -SIS  
2920 GOSUB 3288 
2938 TI)€2=TI>E 
2948 GOSUB 1638
2958 1? T3SE'=T3NE2«T8 THEN GOTO £348
2968 AF1=( ISICSSP+K-t'Sr-INTERO/SLtPE)/IS 5SE7 OVERPRESSURE to BhPS?
2978 GOSUB 3208 
2388 7INE2=7IKE 
2998 GOSUB 1538
3888 IF TESTl) (8 ’ HEN ST D  31 *8
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3810 !F _ INEi=TI«£2+:0 THEN SOTS 2S9B
3820 IF VflLUEii) '.2 ’HcS CC3Ge=SICSSe*25:SCH5 3040
3838 CCSEP=SICSSP+25-iC®S:-*V«.LE (11 -POKER)
3848 AFl=f (CCSS^-I’iTEftC) .'SL l-c) : 6
3858 GOSUB 3208 ’ OLT-LT 'D  CiGKE
3888 GOSUB 1638 *:-C u B-ttftELS -i& ’.'SLUES
3878 UPPER=CCSBP+25 
3868 LOWER=CCS£P-50
3898 IF VfiUJE14)>UP5E» THEN GOTO 3:28
3180 IF VfiLLci4) iLOKER '-SN  GOTO 3:20
3110 GOTO 3148
3128 GOSUB 1608 ’ PQlL THE D iflS€ .S  FOR v ;„ 2 B




3170 REN H t i i i t i w H H i i i i t i i t a u t i i H t i t a i i i i n i i t u w w t M ^ m t a . o .  
3180 REN 
3190 REN




3248 I?  ABl=4096 T iO  ABl=4895
3250 flFIl=3B: 10R SriFFF
3268 HIBYTEl=Wf«F! 1/256) OS 16
3278 LQFYTEi=ftF3i NOD 256











3488 GOSUB 3288 
3418 GOSUB 1110 
3420 DELAYING
3438 IF TINE=>BEL£Y+38 THEN GOTO 3468 
3448 GOSUB 1638 
3458 GOTO 3430
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2510 GOSUB 1630
3520 T E S T != rrE S T !+ V flU £(ii)/;
3530 flFl=<SICSGP<-lS30)/:S888 
3540 GOSUB 3200 
2550 DELAY=TI*E






3620 TEST2=iTtSr 2 V ^ l (4)> ;2
3630 GOSUB 1620
3640 TEST2=-:T2ST2-w.'S‘J J £ ( i > 1 >2
3650 SLCP£=(TES72-TES-:; ’ i ^ 2 - ^ : ?
3660 IKTEflD»TESTi-{





3700 IF SSPH-VflLUEl 1 )1 .2  THEN GOSUB 2518
3790 C0UNT2=CCUNT2+I
38(0 FOR XX=I TD 5
3818 FOR YY=1 TO 2
3820 FI7aX,YY)=F:7<XX*I,YY)
3838 NEXT YY 




3880 REN FOR <X=2 '0  6 ’ ( h h u h  6 0 X 1 0 7 2 3  73 K£
3890 REN FITiX X ,3)=FIT ‘> ) , : ) - i:i~ iX S -l,l>  ** BcT!£E\ SXESSIVE
3300 REN NEXT XX - h h h « h  BPP I-ST.P POINTS
3310 IF C0UKT2i6 THEN GOTO 3968
3920 REN LPRINT F F { l , l ) 5r 3 H i J2 )1r n ( 2 , l ) r r « £ t 5-)$~ T I 3 , i 5 s FIT{3,2)
3930 SEN LPRINT F IT { 4 , l ) , F 1 7 < 4 , 2 1 , F I F 5 , l ) , - r i 5 . £ ! . F : 7 I ) ’f :7 ;5 ,2 ;
3340 GOSUB 4020 ’ CURVE FIT DPP- DP"3, 'PS.'-'-'k V£_ZCn  SND PCCE-ES.971 ON
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4018 RE*
4020 REM --------------------------  SUBROUTINE TO CURVE FIT OftTfi ------------------------------------
4038 REM (3rd  DEGREE POLYNOMIAL FIT)
4040 REM 
4058 REM
40£8 IKS ’ DEGREE DF CURVE F r  -  SENT FROM D? CURVE FI~ fiRfifiY ROUT!?*
4078 FOR 1=1 TO 2*0+1
4888 EBU )=0
4098 * X T  I
4108 FOR 1=1 TO D+2
4110 E T iI)= 8
4128 I O T  I
4138 N=6 » NUMBER OF M IR  POINTS TO BE CURVE FITTED
4148 EflU)=N 
4158 FOR 1=1 TO N 
4160 X =F]T!I,1)
4178 Y = FIT ;I,2 )
4188 REM LFRTNT X,Y
4190 JEM LPRIfcT E Q ;2),E T (l),E T i5)
4288 FOR J=2 TO 2*0+1 
4218 E * » J )= E fi{ J )+ r .J -:)
4228 NEXT J
4238 FOR X=1 TO B+l
4248 ER (K, 0+2)=ET tK'; +v+:•';
4258 ET<K)=ET(X)+Y*r:K-l)
4260 REM LPR1NT E R ( i \ « E + c l , E T i X " >
4278 NEXT X
4288 ET(D+2)=ET(D+2:i+Y-2 
4298 REM LPRIN7 ;,Z7iD+£)
4388 NEXT I 
4318 FOR J= i TO 0+1 
4328 FOR X=1 TO 0+1 
4338 ER(J,K)=£PiJ+K-l.;
4348 REM LPS3N7 E R ( J , K ) . E P t J+ X -l■
4358 NEXT H 
4368 NEXT J 
4378 FOR J=1 ^0 0+1 
4388 FOR :<=J "D > 1  
4398 REM LPRINT 'LOOK*
4488 IF  ER iX, J i  •:> 8  T»£N -458 
4418 REM LPRIVT ER<X, J ) ,  "LOOk: ”
4420 NEXT K
4438 LPRINT **0 UNIQUE SCr^-iON"
4448 GOTO 5810 
4458 FDR 1=1 TO 0+2 
4468 E S=£R !J,I)
4478 REM LPRINT E S,ER C .lJ 
4488 E R (J,l)= E R !K ,i;
4498 REM LPRINT E.T1 J , I?
458* ER(X,I)=E3
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4510 REK LPRINT ERiX, I;
4520 fEXT I
4538 IF ERf J ,  J)= 8  "HEN LF'R!?.T *SR !*;J; V i - »*> = ?*
4540 Z=i/ER1J, J)
4550 RE* LPRINT 2 ,E R .:j ,;i  
4560 FDR 1=1 TO D+2 
4570 ER(J,I>=Z«ER(J,I>
4560 RE* LPRINT E R C .r> ,2 ,I
4590 fO T  1
4600 FOR K=1 TO D+-
4610 IF K=J T ^N  4630
4620 Z=~R<K,J1
4630 RE* LP3IIY7 Z
4640 FOR I= : ’ 0 D+2
4650 E R (X ,I>=SR tf,2)+ I»G R (:,I;
4660 RE* IPS] NT HR I 
4670 ( E X T  1
4680 NEXT K
4690 NET J
4700 RE* LPRINT ’ *e t iu u *+**
4710 RE* LPRINT * CONSTANT PRINTS CURVE - I "
4720 RE* FOR J=1 70 B ' x CONSTANT, -I RSI,
4730 RE* LPRINT J;"DEGREE COEFFICIENT =‘ :ER<J+:; D-E\i ' *  SEICrO, AND "HI AS
4740 RE* NEXT J ’ * DEGREE CCE“ ICIE\TE
4750 RE* LPRINT * * « * *+ ****«•
4760 P=0
4770 FDR J=2 TO D+l
4700 P=3+ER(J,D +2)* fET(J)-E S(J>*E T(1)/N )
4790 NEXT J




4840 RE* LPRINT *CSEF=ICI3^ D? DETER*]NATiON t.3-2) =’ ; J  ? «LI!€5 USED TO
4850 RE* LPRINT * COEFFICIENT I f  CORRELATION =*: S5R C ) ’ CALCULATE EKJATICtt
4860 RE* LPRINT "STANDARD ERROR C? ESTIMATE = "; SD R iZ/Ij ? «ST«TI3TICS FOR
4870 RE* LPRINT ’ INTERPOLATION*:LPRInT : J iA]N'7 » * B »  PCLVFIT EQUATION
4880 P=£RII,D+£)
4890 X = FIT IN, 15+2 *X=T1ME OF LAST DATA POINT + 2
4900 FOR J= i TO D
4910 P=P+ER (J + l ,  D+2) «X'‘J  1Y=ER 11 ,5 ) +ERi 2 ,5 )  * < XA: ) +ER <■ 3 ,5) * (X *£)-ER {4,5 i * '■ >'" 3.'
4920 NEXT J
4938 VEL=ER (2 ,5 ) +(2«ER (3 ,5 )  «FIT >N, 1 )) +(3*ER i 4 ,5 ) f  (FIT (N, 1) s2 ) )
4340 ACCEL=t2*ER(3,5)) + (6*ER(4,5)<FIT!N1:})
4950 LPRINT *X =*;F17IN, 1 ) , "Y = *;FIT iN ,2),*V  =*;VEL,*fi = * ;ACCEL 
4960 LPRINT *P X =*; X,*P Y=*:P ’ ,E R U ,5 ) ,E R I2 ,5 ) ,E R (3 ,5 ) ,S 3 (4 ,5 )
4970 IF AES (FIT IN, 2 ) -P ) (=30 THEN SCTD 5018 
4980 IF P-FIT(N ,2)>38 THEN P=FI7iN, 21+30 
4990 IF FIT (N, 2 ) -P) 30 THEN P=FI7(N ,2)-36 
5000 LPRINT *P Y = *;P







5070 REN---------------- SUBROUTINE 73 CSLCUUrE CHGKE CHANGES BASED ON D=P -----------------
50B0 REN (BASED OK TrZ DRILLERS METHOD!
5090 REN 
5100 REN




5150 FDR SB=1 TD 4
5160 IF CDRRt E 5,1) > =7CfccEK T-EN CORRl=CORRl+CORR«S6,c)
5170 REN LPRINT "COSRI =":C0ARl
5180 NEXT 66
5190 FOR 66=1 TD 2
5200 FDR HH=1 TD 2
5210 C0RR(6G.HH!=C0RR(wj+1.HH>
5220 NEXT HH
5230 REN LPRINT CDRR15 6 , ; ; ,  CDRR> E 5 ,2;
5240 NEXT 66 
5250 C0RRI3,1)=T]NE
5260 CORR(3 ,2 ) =PR0JC-CSS4i *■ ■ -'-'/’ALL'S (S');
5270 REM LPRINT CDRR 13 ,1 ),0 0 6 3 (3 ,2 )
5280 REN IF PASS <7 THEN SD'D 4928 
5290 IF TINE-C0RRi2,ll (2 T-€N 50TD 5360
5380 REN flFl*t » <WLUE<6)<C0R3<3,2) l-lNTeRC- /SU PS? / - 6 ‘ PRGJD = PROJECTED CORRECTION 
5310 AFl=flFl+<C0RR(3,2)710800)
5320 6051*6 3200
5330 LPRINT TINE, TPRDPP, VflLUEi5), CORR( 3 ,2 ) ,  CKf^5¥ : , J D '^ i
5340 REN PfiS3=PfiSS+I











5470 LDCP7E 2 2 ,3 6 : PRINT USING " # « # * ;  RSPN 
5480 60SUB 1630 
5490 GOTO 5480 
5500 RSPN=RSPM+5
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5518 IF  SSPW153 T-3-i 5CHJ 5540
5528 RSPW=RSPW-5
K 3 0  IF  RSPS<8 THEN SSP*=0







5610 R E S -----------------SUBROUTINE TO INCRESENT DR B SC R 30F I'-E 'E  PREBSJRE---------------
5620 RES 
5630 RES
5640 E«PSF=BHPSF+25: SOTO 5660 
5650 8HPSF=8HPSF-25




5700 RES W t H H W i H H t H H r t H W H H t H H t t W iH H t H H H H H H H H H  
5710 RES 
5720 RES
5730 RES ---------------- SUBROUTINE TD PRINT KSPDI'SS 'D  PRINTER-----------------
5740 RES 
5750 RES
5760 LPRINT "TIME 1NCREHST FACTOR: * ,IE L '
5770 LPRINT ’SHUT-IN CASING PRESSURE: “,S I lSGP
5760 LPRINT ■SHUT-IN DRILL PIPE PRESSURE: *,SIDPP
5790 LPRINT ’SHUT-IN KILL LINE PRESSURE: %SIKILL
5600 LPRINT ’ REDUCED CIRCILATING RATE: ’ ,RSPs
5610 LPRINT "C-3KE LINE FRICTION = <*CCNST»)t< SPy '"POWER3) ’
5820 LPRINT ’DRILL PIPE PRESSURE = i ’ CONET!*)*! ?P* -3£W cR l“ ! * i 'S I I P P " ) 3 
5838 LPRINT ’ (» RSPS THRU CHOKE >’
5840 LPRINT ’ INTERCEPT = *;3NT£RC,’SLOPE = ";5LCP£
5850 LPRINT *HBi = ";SAi,"PRESSURE = *;TEST: ,  "SP2 = ";«2 ,"W €S SL & E  = 'TESTE 
5660 LPRINT :LPRINT 
5870 LPRINT:LPRINT
5660 LPRINT ’ TIME PU P-Sfl SP* IsgP  I—'








5970 R 3, -----------------SUBROUTINE TD INCREMENT DR DECREMENT TIME FACTOR----------------
5960 RES 
5990 RES
6000 DELT=DELT+25: GOTO 6020
l E ' A E -
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6818 DEL7=DELT-25







6898 REN  SUSRuTZNE TO INITIALIZE S-D-ft BOARD-
6188 REN 
6118 REN
6128 OUT 65,123:FQR DD=8 ' 0  7 : BA=96+2*DD: CUT Dft,255
6138 tO T  DD 
6148 RETURN 
6158 REN
6168 REN W t l H I I I » l l l H l ( l t i l l » H I » » H i H » H H H « H H H <m
6178 REN 
6188 REN




6238 GOTO 6258 
6248 DEUW3=-I 
6258 NP3=NA3+DEL«A3 
6268 IF 8G <4 -*£,* *A3=4 
6278 AF3=*A3/lt 
6288 AB3=IN7 tfiF3*-25c}
6298 IF AB3=483£ ~ - = \  <583=4895 
6388 flFI3=AB3 XOR ShF=t 
6318 HIBYTE3=INT ‘ AF13.- 255:
6328 L0FY7E3=AFI3 NOT £56 





63B8 REN h h w h w h h h s*t-<-?t<a 
6398 REN 
6488 REN
6418 REN  SUBRGUTP£ TO DISPLAY KEYED INTERRUPTS----
6428 REN 
6438 REN
6448 IF IWTKEY=1 GOTO 6568 
6458 SCREEN ,1:LDCATE 5 ,5 5 :PR]NT •INTERRUPT KEYS 
6468 LDCATE 7,55:PRIKT *F1 : Y£lP ON./OFF ■:LOCATE 3 ,5 5 :P ft!\~  *F2 : RESET SCREE:;
6478 IF NONITDR (=1 AND C0N7KL=8 T*£N SCREEN ,8
6488 LOCATE 9,55:PRINT *F3 : RSPN + 5  SPN ’ :LDCftTE i8,55:PRINT *F4 : RSPN -  5 SPy
6498 LOCATE 11,55:PR1NT “F5 : BHPSF + 25 PSZ *:LOCATE 12,55:2911*: *F6 : BHPSF -  25 SSI
6588 LDCATE 13,55:PRINT -F7 : SUNP FACTOR + 25 “ :JEATE <4,55:PR?N~ : PUNS FACTOR -25
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6518 SCREEN ,1:L0CRTE i5,55:?R3XT *?9 : E T 3  KILL NODE * :IS MONITOR!*! ft'-I CGKTsr*?
6528 LDCATE I6 ,55:PR IN 7 ’ F l8 : SHUTDOWN * :LDCATE :7 ,55 :?R I*~  "SU : CHCrS SPEED -
6538 LDCATE !8,55:PR1WT ’ AD : CHCKE SPEED -  *0«T 0R t= l PM) C0N7XL=« ”■& SC3EE\
6548 INTKEY=1
6558 GOTO 6688
6568 FDR IKTL*! TD 15
6578 LDCATE 4+3KTL, S P R IN T  *











6698 POKE 8 ,8  






















6328 REN  SUBROUTINE ENTER HI_L sODE-
6938 REN 
6948 REN
6958 IF X0NI70R=i AMD C0ffTKL=8 THEN BOTD 7818 
6968 MONITORS
6978 LDCATE E!,5:SCREEN ,i:PRINT -ENTER ARROW RIGHT KEY TO CONTINuE "C KILL sODS' 
6388 LDCAfTE 2 2 ,5 jPRINT ” DR
6998 LDCATE 23,5:PR1N7 ’ENTER THE F5 KEY 'C  RETURN TO THE fCNI'OR XCDS’ iSCREEN.e 
7888 GOTO 7858
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7818 LOCATE 2l,5 :PR IN T  *
7820 LOCATE 22,5:PRINT *
7830 LOCATE 23,5:PR IN 7 *
7840 *NITOR=8





7180 REN -----------------COMPLETE ENTERING KILL TODS-----------------
7110 REN 
7120 REN
7130 IF NGN17QR=8 THEN GOTO 7150 






7210 REN -----------------SUBROUTINE TO INITIALIZE KEY INTERRUPTS-----------------
7220 REN 
7230 REN
7240 KEY(1) ON »
7250 ON KEY Cl) SOSOS 6390
7260 KEY(2) ON ’
7270 ON KEY(2) 60SUB 6790
7208 IF NONITDR=8 T ® J  SOTO 7410 
7290 KEY(3) ON 1
7380 CN KEY(3) GOSUB 5580
7310 KEY(4) ON ’
7328 DN KEY (4) GOSUB K 2 8  
7330 KEY(5) ON ’
7340 ON KEYG) GOSUB 5648 
7350 KEY(6) ON ’
7360 ON KEY 16) GOSUB 5658 
7370 KEY17) ON »
7380 ON KEY17) GOSUB 6088 
7390 KEYIS) ON 
7480 ON KEY(8) GOSUB 6018 
7410 KEY'19) ON ’
7420 ON KEY (9) GOSUB 6890 
7438 IF H0NI7DR=8 THEN GOTO 7580 
7440 KEY(18) ON ’
7450 ON KEY 118) GOSUB 5458 
7460 KEY(133 CN '
7470 ON KEY <13) GOSUB 6190 
7488 KEY(16) ON ’
7490 ON KEY (16) GOSUB 6248 
7500 KEYU4) ON
DECREAK CHOKE W  SPEED
REST S'ROKc CCUNTER
SET RSPN=8 (M l GO TO MONITORING ONLY
ENTER KILL MCE -  LEAVE MONITOR MODS
INCREASE CHOKE ^IWP SPEED
DECREASE P J »  INCREMENT TINE FACTOR BY 25
DECREASE BHPSF BY 25 PSI
DECREASE RSPN BY 5  3PN
I’'CREASE BHPSF B Y 25 *-’31
INCREASE RSPM BY 5 SPN
RESET SCREEN
REST SCREEN
INCREASE PUMP INCREMENT TIME FACTOR BY
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7510 ON HEY (14) BOSS 6666
7520 KEY(15) ON • COMPLETE ENTERING KILL «ODE




7570 REM « « W H « H H I « H H H H m m W H H » « H l iH » I H l » H m H » H I H !m  
7500 REM 
7590 REM





7650 ’ LOCATE 2 1 ,3 6 : PRINT USING ’ t* * # ’ ;SICSGP 
7660 ’ LOCATE 2 2 ,3 5 :  PRINT USING ’» S # ’ ;RSP*
7670 ’ LOCATE 2 4 ,3 6 ; PRIN* USING ’***#*;DEL7 
7660 REM
7690 REM ******** BcT FRICTION I'A'A MTS FILE -  FRiriON.DAT h h h « »>
7700 REM «■
7710 F$=’ FRI CTI ON. DAT* ' **
7720 OPEN *R’ ,# I ,F $ ,2 8  ’ «
7730 FIELD*!, 14 AS AZ$, !4  AS SO* ’ **
7740 GET I I  ’ *<
7750 CONSTl=CVS(AZ$) ’ **
7760 POWERI=CVS(AO$) ’ *
7770 GET *1 ’ **
7780 CONST=CVS(AZ$) ’ «
7790 POWER=CVS(AW) ’ «
7800 REM **
7810 REM H H H H H t m W i l H t W H i H H H H H I H W H H H t H H H H H i m H H
7820 REM 
7830 GOTO B110
7840 LOCATE 2 5 ,5 :  INPUT ’ENTER T)£ SIC E S' DESIRED TO BE MAINTAINED (0-5000) ’ ,  SIC3GP
7850 IF  SICSSP >5000 THEN GOTO 7840 
7860 IF SICSEP < 0  THEN GOTO 7340 
7870 GOTO 8118
7880 LOCATE 2 5 ,5 : INPUT ’ENTER T5€ REDUCED CIRCULATING RATE (0-150 SPM) % RSFT 
7890 IF  RSPN ) 150 THEN GOTO 7880 
7900 IF RSPN ( 0  THEN GOTO 7720 
7910 GOTO 8110
7920 LDCATE 2 5 ,5 :  INPUT ’ENTER PUMP TIME INCREMEN" FACTOR (50 -  2000) *,DELr
7930 IF  CELT ) 2000 THEM SOTO 7320 
7940 IF BELT ( 50  Tffi» GOTD 7880 
7950 GOTO 8110
7960 LDCATE 2 5 ,5 :  INPUT ’ENTER THE SHUT-IN DRILL PIPE PRESSURE (8-5000) J, SIDPO 
7970 IF  SIDPP >5000 THEN GOTO 7960 
7980 IF SIDPP < 0 THEN GOTD 7968 
7990 GOTO 8118
8000 LOCATE 2 5 ,5 :  INPUT ’BOTTOM HOLE PRESSURE SAFETY FACTOR (0-200 RSIS'- ", BHPSF
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8010 IF BHPSF > 200 T ® 1 &TTD 8008
8020 IF  EfPSF < 0  THEN SOTO 8000
8030 GOTO 8118 
88*0 GOTO 8118
8858 L3CHT2 2 5 ,5 :  3NP5JT 'ENTER PUJP RATO BiPW CT OF TOIC7IDN ESSTIDN % TO, 
8060 GOTO 8118
8070 LOCATE 2 5 ,5 :  INPUT "ENTER MULTIPLIER CF DPP THRU RISER EQUATION % CONST; 
8080 GOTO 8110
8030 LOCATE 2 5 ,5 :  INPUT 'ENTER PUMP RATE EXPONENT OF I-PP thru RISER EQUATION ■, 
8108 GOTO 8118 
8110 CLS
8120 PRINT '1 .  REDUCED STROKE RATE = 'RSPM*"
8138 PRINT "2. SHUT-IN DRILL PIPE PRESSURE = "SIDPP” '
81*0 PRINT '3 .  SHUT-IN CASING PRESSURE = "SICSGP”
8150 PRINT '* .  BHP SAFETY FACTOR = "BHPSF” ”
8160 PRINT *5. TINE 1NCRENENT FACTOR = " B E L T "
8170 PRINT *8. FRICTION EQUATION CONSTANT = "CONST"*
8188 PRINT '7 .  FRICTION EQUATION EXPONENT = "TOWER” '
8190 PRINT 'S .  DPP EQUATION CONSTANT = "CONSTI” "
8200 PRINT "9. Iff® EQUATION EXPONENT = "TOWE31”
8218 PRINT:PRINT:PRINT:PRINT
8220 IJWJT 'DO YOU WISH TO CHANS ANY UAu£5 ? (ENTER i  DR N> ",SSS 
8238 IF BB$='N“ THEN SOTO 8*88 
82*0 IF BB$='Y* THEN 60TD 8268 
8250 GOTO 8228
8260 LOCATE 1 7 ,1:1NPU" 'ENTER THE LINE NUMBER OF ITEM TD BE CHANGED -  yOAN&E 
8278 IF  CHANGE <1 THEN GOTO 8268 
8280 IF CHANGE)3  THEN GOTD 8268 
8290 CLS
8380 COUNT3= I ' i K i H H W H u m  POSSIBLY TAKE OUT t i H t n n m  
8318 IF  CHANGE=1 THEN BOTD 7888 
8320 IF CHANGE=2 THEN GOTD 7368 
8330 IF CHANGE=3 THEN GOTD 78*8 
83*0 IF CHANGE=A THEN GOTD 8888 
8350 IF CKAN6E=5 THEN GOTD 7320 
8360 IF CHANG£=6 THEN GOTO 7388 
8378 IF CHANGE=7 THEN SDTC 8858 
8380 IF CHANGE=3 THEN 50TO 8873 
8390 IF CHA!*E=3 THEN SOTO 8833 
8*88 11=0
8*10 GOSUB 1110 TOD TOT I - r  C=?
8*28 LOCATE 2 1 ,3 5 :  PRINT USInS -sICS!?
8*30 LOCATE 2 2 ,3 6 :  PRIN" USING ****#":!&:•*
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8510 REM  ittir i  PROBRA*---------
8528 REN 
8538 REM
35*8 GOSUB 5898 ’ INITIALIZE A-D-A BOARD
8558 SOSL'B 7218 • SET KEY INTERRUPTS
8568 CLS
8578 GOTO 1138 ’ SET-UP SCREEN AND POST INITIAL DATS, 50 TD XONITDR XTJZ
8588 £LS:GOSUB 7218
8598 GOSUB 2780 * SET INITIAL PUMP 0 J T 5 a
8688 GOSUB 6190 '  SET INITIAL CHOKE SPEED
8610 GOSUB 7600 ’ INPUT PUMP AND FRICTIONAL PARAME~<S
8620 LOCATE 25,2,I:IW >UT 'DO YOU WANT TO PRINT VARIABLES ■•* CR *) ?%B5
8638 IF  B*=*Y* THEN GOTO 9668
86*0 IF  B$=’N- THEN ?iD?RIN7=l: GOTO 8748
8658 GOTO B628
8660 LDCATE 25,2:?R IN T *
8670 LOCATE 2 5 ,2 :  INPUT ’FREQUENCY TO PRINT VARIABLES (ENTER 0 TO 68 SEC. ) ' ' ”,FRE5 
8680 IF  FREQ) 60 THEN GOTO 8668 
8690 IF  FREO<0 THEN GOTO 8668 
8708 LOCATE 25,2:PS1NT *
8710 LOCATE 2 5 ,2 ,1 : INPUT ’ IS PRINTER ON LINE ? (V QS M) *,B*
8720 IF  B*=*Y’  THEN GOTO S740
8730 GOTD 8718
8740 LOCATE 25,2:PRINT •
8750 LOCATE 25,2:PR!NT *
8760 LDCATE 2 5 ,2 ,1 : INPUT "Syi^CH HUD PUMP, CHOKE SET P O i r  /  SPEED TO AUTO: ENTER ’ 50* w £ \  RE
8770 IF  B*=’GO* THEN GOTO 6798
8780 GOTO B760
8790 LOCATE 2 5 ,2 ,0 :  PRINT *
8800 GOSUB 2860 ’ SET INITIAL CHOKE SET POINT PRESSURE
8818 LOCATE 25,5:PRINT *
8820 LDCATE 2 5 ,5 : INPUT *IF READY TD CONTINUE, ENTER '3 ’ ' 0  BEG'.Y AUTO -  *,CC 
8830 IF  C C 0 3  THEN GOTD 8818 
8840 LOCATE 25,5:PR1NT *
8850 TIHE1=1
8860 GOSUB 5730 ’ PRINT HEADINGS ON PAPER OUTPUT
8870 T1ME$=“00 :00 :00*
3880 LDCATE 1 ,6 3 ,1  .-PRINT TIMES 
8890 5TARTT=2
8900 GOSUB 1638 ’ POLL DATA DN ALL CHANNELS
8910 IF  SCHEDULED THEN GOSUB 2868 ’ C-iECK CHOKE POSITION, INCREASE/DECREASE AS NEEDED -WHEN
892B IF  SCHEDULED THEN GOSUB 5070 ’ CHECK CHOKE POSITION, INCREASE/DECREASE AS NEEDED - t n E *
8930 6 0 S ©  2510 '  INCREMENT OR DECREMENT 0 « P  RA~
8940 IF TIHEfTlHEl T « N  GOTD 8900 ’ IF  NOT TIME TO PRINT DATA, PuLl CHANNEL DA7P
8950 IF  N0PRINT=1 THEN GOTO 8900
8960 LPRINT TIME*, PWMA, CINTiVALUEID), VALJ£(6), VALUEtS), CXHA, VALUE(3), VALUEt2 ) ,  VALLE; 
8370 TI«l=TIM E«fREB 
8908 GOTO B900
8990 DATA 1 ,1 5 0 ,3 ,2 ,5 0 0 0 ,5 ,3 ,5 0 0 8 ,7 ,4 ,5 0 0 8 ,5 ,5 ,5 0 0 0 , i 1, 6 , 52PB, j 3 , 7 ,5 , 15 ,8 ,1 0 8 ,1 ?
9000 REM *  SPM * BHP * K il l  P  * CK SET i  DPP * CsgP * I /P  CK* DARREN CHOKE P O S IT S  
9010 END
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